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To mark the 30th year of Palm Equipment we have taken time to look back at 
the past three decades and reflect on how far we have come.

The pictures you see represent fond memories of adventure, excitement, 
friendship and fun, and it’s these experiences which inspire and motivate us. 
Here at Palm these images serve as a reminder of what paddlesport means 
to us and why it is that we do what we do.

When Andy Knight founded Palm, his mission was simple: to create the best 
gear possible for the most critical customer he knew – himself. Since then, 
our products have been used by scores of paddlers, both those pushing 
the boundaries of paddlesport around the world and those expanding their 
horizons closer to home.

Our key principles of performance and value through innovation have 
continued to be our primary focus. Research and Development is the biggest 
driving force at Palm – whether innovating new products or implementing 
feedback on our current range, creating the best equipment possible was the 
vision for the company thirty years ago and remains so now. 

People  Founded in 1979 in the United Kingdom by champion surf kayaker Andy Knight, later 
joined by ex-Mariner Bob Slee. Both Bob and Andy can still be found in the factory on most 
days, still getting their hands dirty, and it’s still their continued input at ground level that helps to 
keep Palm’s gear at the forefront of innovation. Our focus is on paddlesport as a lifestyle as 
well as a business – keeping our paddles in the water is as important to us now as it ever was.

Places  Like many suppliers, we make our equipment all over the world. Economics plays  
a part but so does technology. Most important for us, however, is quality. To this end we work 
closely with established manufacturers who employ the best staff, utilising the most up-to-date 
production techniques and the highest quality materials. 

Legacy  Palm Equipment is a company born from encouragement, determination, and drive, 
with a mission to develop and promote paddlesport. The Palm Legacy is another way for us to 
follow these goals and reward others who share our passion.

Starting in 2010, a percentage of our annual profits will be allocated to a fund which will foster 
and support exceptional projects aiming to develop the sport through creativity, sustainability  
or adventure. For more information see www.palmlegacy.com.

Paddlers  The list of paddlers who have contributed to the development of our equipment over 
the years is far too long to print here. Suffice to say that Palm gear has been used and abused 
by many of the worlds most demanding paddlers. Whether it’s pushing back boundaries in the 
far flung corners of the globe, or working tirelessly to pass on our joy of paddling to the next 
generation, they’ve tested our products to the limit, and like us, they won’t settle for anything 
other than the best. 

Most importantly, however, we wish to thank everybody who has ever used our gear.  
We hope it’s given you your own fond memories, we make it for you.

Since 1979



Nick Horwood, Sorba River, Italy © Tim Trew / Palm Equipment
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Personal Floatation
WHITEWATER PFDS

TOURING PFDS

RECREATION PFDS

FREERIDE PFDS

CENTRE/SCHOOL PFDS SEARCH AND RESCUE PFDS

Day Tour
BA280

Extrem
BA140

Kaikoura
BA325

Easy Classic
BA060

Symbiant WW
BA048

Omni Highback
BA270 (Adult)
BA286 (Youth)

Axis
BA030

Hydro Adventure
BA240

Rescue 800
BA195

Amp
BA150

Taupo
BA315

Freedom Classic
BA050

Helix
BA180

Universal
BA275 (Adult)
BA288 (Youth)

FX
BA190

Symbiant Tour
BA044

Quest
BA297 (Adult)

BA292 (Junior/Youth)

Centre Sport
BA055 (Adult)
BA054 (Youth)

Rogue
BA046
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WHITEWATER PFDS

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

The next step in river PFDs, a pullover vest offering full floatation with 
maximum articulation and dynamic safety features.

Whitewater expedition paddling, raft guiding, river leadership and instruction.

Flex Formed Foam front panel wraps around torso • Pullover entry • Large, 
zipped, padded front cargo pocket with internal divider • Chest mounted 
zipped knife pockets • Tough grip panels at shoulder for boat carrying • 3D 
anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • Continu-
ous loop failsafe shoulder straps tested to 500kg with strap keeper pockets 
• Removable and reversible chest harness with quick release cam buckle 
and load spreader • Welded O-ring with Velcro retainer • Dual cowtail parks • 
Solas® reflective detail on shoulders, front and rear panels

Cordura® 550D/Ballistic Nylon/Vent Mesh liner, Gaia PVC-free foam
Saffron/Jet Grey
XS/S (65N), M/L (70N), XL/XXL (75N)  |  BA150

Amp  New Product – A/W ’09

Red/Jet Grey

Midnight/Jet Grey

The Extrem vest evolution continues, setting new standards in safety 
and useability. Our flagship front-opening PFD with masses of storage.

Whitewater expedition paddling, raft guiding, river leadership and instruction.

Flex Formed Foam front panel wraps around torso • Quad-buckle front entry 
• Large, zipped, padded front cargo pocket with internal divider • Chest 
mounted zipped knife pockets • Internal rear padded pocket for documents, 
safety gear or hydration bladder • Tough grip panels at shoulder for boat 
carrying • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout 
• Continuous loop failsafe shoulder straps tested to 500kg with strap keeper 
pockets • Removable chest harness with quick release cam buckle and load 
spreader • Welded O-ring with Velcro retainer • Dual cowtail parks • Solas® 
reflective detail on shoulders, front and rear panels

Cordura® 550D/Ballistic Nylon/Vent Mesh liner, Gaia PVC-free foam
Midnight/Jet Grey, Red/Jet Grey
XS/S (65N), M/L (70N), XL/XXL (75N)  |  BA140

Usage 

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Extrem  New Product – A/W ’09

A river classic. A pullover vest that’s dependable and cut low for greater 
freedom of movement with large front pocket.

Whitewater expedition paddling, raft guiding, river leadership and instruction.

Pullover entry • Large front pocket with internal compartment, external stretch 
mesh pocket and key ring clip-in point • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide 
strap adjustment throughout • Bartacked shoulder straps load tested to 500kg 
• Removable chest harness with quick release cam buckle and load spreader 
• Welded O-ring with Velcro retainer • Cowtail park with quick release buckle • 
Reflective detail on shoulders, front and rear panels • Rear lash tab

Cordura® 550D/Ballistic Nylon
Red/Jet Grey, Saffron/Jet Grey
XS/S (65N), M/L (70N), XL/XXL (75N)  |  BA030

Usage 

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Axis  New Colours – A/W ’09

Saffron/Jet Grey

Red/Jet Grey

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Designed specifically for women, the Rogue features unique multi-
panelled front foam contoured to provide comfort whilst maintaining a 
secure fit.

Whitewater expedition paddling, raft guiding, river leadership and instruction.

Anatomically layered front foam formed for females • Neoprene lined armhole 
to prevent chafing • YKK front zip entry • Large front cargo pocket incorporat-
ing water resistant document pocket •  3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide 
strap adjustment throughout • Internally bartacked shoulder straps load tested 
to 500kg • Removable chest harness with quick release cam buckle and 
load spreader • Welded O-ring with Velcro retainer • Cowtail park with quick 
release buckle • Reflective detail on shoulders, front and rear panels • Front 
and rear lash tabs

Cordura® 550D
Sky/Black
XS/S (65N), M/L (70N), XL/XXL (75N)  |  BA046

Rogue
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FREERIDE PFDS

The ultimate play vest. Flex Formed Foam panels deliver unparalleled 
range of movement with no compromise on floatation.

Freestyle, river running, slalom.

Flex Formed Foam front panel wraps around torso • Low profile front pocket 
with handwarming liner • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjust-
ment throughout • Continuous loop failsafe shoulder straps with strap keeper 
pockets • Side-release buckles at each side allow easy entry and exit • 
Reflective detail on shoulders, front and rear panels • Vent Mesh inner lining 
for next to the skin comfort

Cordura® 550D/Vent Mesh liner, Gaia PVC-free foam
Cadet/Navy
XXS /XS (>40N), XS/S (>50N), M/L (70N), XL/XXL (70N)  |  BA180

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Helix

A new, simple, stylish pullover PFD which provides an unrestricted fit 
for male or female paddlers.

River running, freestyle, slalom, flatwater/marathon racing.

Low profile foam panels • Slimline zipped front pocket with key ring clip-in 
point • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • 
Continuous loop failsafe shoulder straps with strap keeper pockets • Stretch 
Mesh side panels • Reflective detail on shoulders, front and rear panels

Nylon 420D ripstop/Ballistic Nylon
Deep Red/Black, Grey/Black
XXXS/XXS (40N), XS/S (50N), M/L (60N), XL/XXL (65N)  |  BA190

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

FX  New Product – A/W ’09

Popular modern freeride PFD with unisex foam template and great 
features. The ideal choice for river running and freestyle.

Whitewater and river running, freestyle, instruction, group use.
 
Multilayer unisex front foam panel • Neoprene lined armhole to prevent chaf-
ing • Slimline front pocket with inner compartment, key ring clip-in point and 
stretch mesh drainage • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjust-
ment throughout • Internally bartacked shoulder straps load tested to 500kg 
• Chest harness ready design - harness not supplied • Welded O-ring with 
Velcro retainer • Cowtail park with quick release buckle • Reflective detail on 
shoulders, front and rear panels • Rear lash tab

Cordura® 550D
Cadet/Navy
XS/S (65N), M/L (70N), XL/XXL (70N) |  BA048
Retro-fit Chest Harness for BA048 |  BA350

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Symbiant WW  New Colours – S/S ’10

Grey/Black

Deep Red/Black
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TOURING PFDS

Blue/Grey

Red/Grey

Olive/Moss

Deep Red/Red

The Taupo features a high back rear foam panel designed to work with 
the high back seats found in today’s recreation kayaks and sit-on-tops.

Kayak and canoe touring, sit-on-top paddling and kayak fishing.

Flex Formed Foam front panel wraps around torso • High back rear foam 
panel to accommodate high seat backs • Neoprene lined armhole to prevent 
chafing • YKK front zip entry • Expanding front cargo pockets with inter-
nal compartments and clip-in points • Fleece lined handwarmer pockets 
behind cargo pockets • BA370 Hydration Pouch compatible • 3D anti ride-up 
waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • Continuous loop failsafe 
shoulder straps with strap keeper pockets • Solas® reflective detail on shoul-
ders, front and rear panels • Rear lash tab

Cordura® 550D/Nylon 420D ripstop/Vent Mesh liner, Gaia PVC-free foam
Deep Red/Red, Olive/Moss
XS/S (60N), M/L (70N), XL/XXL (70N)  |  BA315

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Taupo

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

A front zipped expedition level touring PFD packed with features and 
storage space. Flex Formed Foam technology means you bareley notice 
you are wearing it.

Ocean expedition paddling, sea kayaking, touring, open boating, ocean 
leadership and instruction.

Flex Formed Foam front panel wraps around torso • Neoprene lined armhole 
to prevent chafing • YKK front zip entry • Large front cargo pockets with 
internal compartments, clip-in points and Velcro sealed opening for VHF radio 
aerial • Fleece lined handwarmer pockets behind cargo pockets • Shoulder 
pocket with whistle • Large rear cargo pocket designed to accommodate a 1.5 
litre hydration bladder • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjust-
ment throughout • Continuous loop failsafe shoulder straps with strap keeper 
pockets • Solas® reflective detail on shoulders, front and rear panels • Front 
and rear lash tabs • Vent Mesh inner lining for next to the skin comfort

Cordura® 550D/Vent Mesh liner, Gaia PVC-free foam
Red/Grey, Blue/Grey
XS/S (60N), M/L (70N), XL/XXL (70N) |  BA325

Kaikoura

A stylish unisex touring PFD with front zip entry and neat, hidden 
features.

Kayak and canoe touring, sit-on-top paddling, sailing and kayak fishing.

Multilayer unisex front foam panel • YKK front zip entry • Zipped front pockets 
with clip-in points •  Handwarmer pockets • BA370 Hydration Pouch compat-
ible • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • 
Continuous loop failsafe shoulder straps • Stretch neoprene side adjustment • 
Reflective detail on shoulders, front and rear panels • Rear lash tab

Cordura® 550D
Moss/Black, Mango/Black
XS/S (50N), M/L (60N), XL/XXL (70N)  |  BA044

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Symbiant Tour

Mango/Black

Moss/Black
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TOURING PFDS

A simple, stylish recreation PFD that’s easy to wear and manufactured 
to Palm’s high quality, it provides excellent fit and floatation.

Recreational kayaking and canoeing, groups/hire, sit-on-tops, sailing and 
kayak fishing. 

Traditional foam template covers chest and back • YKK front zip entry • Front 
zipped pocket with clip-in point • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap 
adjustment throughout • Reflective detail at shoulders, front and rear panels

Nylon 420D ripstop/Cordura® 550D
Olive/Moss, Navy/Blue, Deep Red/Red
XS/S (50N), M/L (60N), XL/XXL (70N)  |  BA280

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Day Tour

Olive/Moss

Deep Red/Red

Navy/Blue

A versatile front entry PFD with a classic cut, loaded with storage and 
features. A perfect fishing or canoeing PFD.

Kayak fishing, kayak and canoe touring, sit-on-top paddling, recreation pad-
dling and instruction.

Traditional foam template covers chest and back • YKK front zip entry • Front 
cargo pockets with buckle closure and clip-in points • Rear cargo pocket de-
signed to accommodate a 1.5 litre hydration bladder • 3D anti ride-up waist-
belt • Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • Reflective detail at shoulders, 
front and rear panels • Shoulder mounted D-rings and lash tab

Nylon 420D ripstop/Cordura® 550D
Navy/Blue, Deep Red/Red, Olive/Moss
XS/S (60N), M/L (70N), XL/XXL (70N)  |  BA240

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Hydro Adventure

Navy/Blue

Deep Red/Red

Olive/Moss
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RECREATION PFDS

A truly universal one-size-fits-all PFD adjusts to fit a wide variety of 
sizes. Available in adult and youth versions.

Entry level kayaking, families and groups, sailing and sit-on-top paddling.

Unique one-size-fits-all design • Traditional foam template covers chest and 
back • YKK front zip entry • Streamlined front pockets with clip-in points • 
Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • Reflective detail at shoulders, front 
and rear panels

Nylon 420D
Red/Black
One Size (XS-XXL) (>60N) |  BA275
Youth (>45N)    |  BA288

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Universal

A new highback design with the rear foam placed high on the back 
allowing for greater comfort when using high seatbacks found in recrea-
tion and sit-on-tops.

Entry level kayaking, families and groups, sailing and sit-on-top paddling.

Unique one-size-fits-all design • Highback design raises rear foam out of the 
way of high seatbacks • YKK front zip entry • Streamlined front pockets with 
clip-in points • Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • Reflective detail at 
shoulders, front and rear panels

Nylon 420D ripstop/Nylon 420D
Deep Red/Red
One Size (XS-XXL) (>60N) |  BA270
Youth (>45N)  |  BA286

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Omni Highback  New Product – S/S ’10

Safe, simple and great value the Quest delivers comfort with economy. 
Available in adult, youth and junior sizes for the whole family.

Flatwater kayaking and canoeing, rental and general watersports.

Traditional foam template covers chest and back •  YKK front zip entry • 3D 
anti ride-up waistbelt • Crotch straps on Junior and Youth sizes • PVC free 
foam throughout • Reflective detail at front and rear panels

Nylon 420D
XS/S (>50N), M/L (>55N), XL/XXL (>60N) |  Blue, Red |  BA297
Youth (>40N) |  Red |  BA292
Junior (>35N) |  Saffron |  BA292

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Quest  New Product – S/S ’10

Saffron/Black

Red/Black

Blue/Black



A robust front zip PFD with features favoured by groups and centres.

Outdoor centres, groups, introduction kayaking, coasteering and open boat-
ing.

Traditional foam template covers chest and back • YKK front zip entry • 3D 
anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • Adjustable 
40mm chestbelt • Reflective detail at shoulders, front and rear panels • Easy 
to see size indicator on chestbelt and inside back

Cordura® 550D
Blue/Black
XS (50N), S/M (65N), L/XL (70N), XXL (>70N)  |  BA060

Product Size Colour Coding

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Easy Classic

XS S/M L/XL XXL

A pullover style PFD made to withstand the rigours of centre use.

Outdoor centres, groups, introduction kayaking, coasteering and open boat-
ing.

Traditional foam template covers chest and back • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt 
• Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • Adjustable 40mm chestbelt • Re-
flective detail at shoulders, front and rear panels • Easy to see size indicator 
on chestbelt and inside back

Cordura® 550D
Red/Black
XS (50N), S/M (65N), L/XL (70N), XXL (>70N)  |  BA050

Product Size Colour Coding

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Freedom Classic

XS S/M L/XL XXL

A PFD designed specifically for group and centre use. Robust and easy 
to use, featuring colour coded size labelling.

Outdoor centres, groups, rental and general water sports.

Traditional foam template covers chest and back • YKK front zip entry • 3D 
anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjustment throughout • Adjustable 
40mm chestbelt colour coded for size • Reflective detail at shoulders, front 
and rear panels • Sizing indicators on chestbelt, shoulders and large inner 
label

Cordura® 550D/Nylon 420D
Red/Black
XS/S (50N), M/L (60N),  XL/XXL (65N)  |  BA055
Youth (>45N)   |  BA054

Product Size Colour Coding

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Centre Sport

YOUTH XS/S M/L XL/XXL

11

SCHOOL/CENTRE PFDS
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SEARCH AND RESCUE PFDS

The Emergency Services’ choice. A benchmark specialist swiftwater 
rescue PFD designed for the swiftwater rescue community, unrivalled 
for floatation, durability and impact protection.

Swiftwater rescues, emergency response.

90N of soft floatation foam • YKK front zip entry • Large front cargo pockets 
with clip-in points • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide strap adjustment 
throughout • Bartacked shoulder straps load tested to 500kg • Removable 
chest harness with quick release cam buckle and load spreader • Welded O-
ring with Velcro retainer • Cowtail park with quick release buckle • Reflective 
detail at shoulders, front and rear panels • Front and rear lash tabs

Cordura® 550D
Red/Black
S/M (>75N), L/XL (>80N), XXL (>85N)  |  BA195

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Rescue 800
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Notes



Ann Fisher, West Wales © Plas Y Brenin 2008
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Technical Apparel

PANTS AND SHORTS

INSULATION LAYERS

SURFACE IMMERSION SUITS

APPROACH WHITEWATER JACKETS

APPROACH TOURING JACKETS

PERFORMANCE WHITEWATER JACKETS

PERFORMANCE TOURING JACKETS

CENTRE/SCHOOL JACKETS

Gradient Shorts
CA640

Kosi Hat
TW260

Lara
CA046

Kinetic
AW320

Cobra SS
CA057

Dart Pants
CA450

Kosi Socks
TW250

Newfoundland
AT530

Caspian
CA430

Vortex
AW640

Element
AW140

Amaris Pants
AW380

Bhoting
TW140

Apex
CA039

Vector
AT430 (Adult)

AT425 (Infant, Junior, Youth)

Greenland
CA535

Apex SS
CA037

Vortex SS
AW650 

Aleutian
AW150

Viper Pants
AW375

Stratos
TW215

Aleutian
CA021

Stikine
AW120

Velocity
AW470

Sidewinder Combi Bib
AW365

Sidewinder
AW230

Tamba
TW235

Venture
CA520

Centre School
AT420 (Adult)
AT415 (Youth)

Switch
AW310

Cobra Pants
CA505

Stratos SS
TW210

Cobra
CA058

Silver
AW170

Tasman
AT240

Torrent
AW130

Vertigo
AW475

Sidewinder Pants
AW370

Indus
TW230

Popular
AT410 (Adult)
AT405 (Youth)

Naiya
CA048

Freestyle
CA510
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SURFACE IMMERSION SUITS

Created originally for a 2001 source-to-sea Stikine river expedition, 
featuring uncompromising construction and utilising only the toughest 
materials available.

Extreme whitewater, multi-day expeditions and cold weather paddling.

Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable over cuffs • Articulat-
ed sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • Highest quality YKK brass coil 
rear entry and welded-in relief zipper with protective zip flaps • Water resistant 
zipped front pocket with removable fleece handwarmer • Padded Kevlar® 
impact protection at elbows • Adjustable, removable elasticated inner braces 
• Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband with asymmetric cut for improved fit • 
Seamless crotch and pre-bent knees • Relaxed fit leg for comfort with Velcro 
adjustable cuff • Cordura® 550D ripstop abrasion resistance at seat and 
knees • Breathable XP250™ socks with Cordura® 300D soles • Reflective 
detail at neck, cuffs and ankles

XP250™ 4-layer fabric/Cordura® 550D ripstop
Red/Jet Grey
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW120

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Stikine

Function and form meet in a suit which results in the ultimate combina-
tion of performance and price. The ideal mid-level immersion suit with 
great features.

Whitewater paddling, multi-day trips, instruction. 

Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable over cuffs • Articulat-
ed dynamic panel cut with no underarm seams • Flexible Ti-Zip rear entry and 
welded-in relief zipper • Water resistant zipped chest pockets • Adjustable, 
removable elasticated inner braces • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband 
with asymmetric cut for improved fit • Seamless crotch and pre-bent knees • 
Relaxed fit leg for comfort with Velcro adjustable cuff • Cordura® 300D abra-
sion resistance at elbows, seat and knees • Breathable XP250™ socks with 
Cordura® 300D soles • Reflective detail at neck, cuffs and ankles

XP250™ 4-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D
Midnight/Navy
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW130

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Torrent

An immersion suit designed specifically for female paddlers. The Ele-
ment shares all the performance characteristics of the Torrent with a 
female-specific, dynamic and articulated cut. 

Whitewater paddling, multi-day trips, instruction.

Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable over cuffs • Articu-
lated dynamic panel cut with no underarm seams sized and cut for female 
paddlers • Flexible Ti-Zip rear entry and welded-in relief zipper • Water resist-
ant zipped sleeve pockets • Cordura® 300D abrasion resistance at shoulders, 
elbows, seat and knees • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband with asym-
metric cut for improved fit • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Seamless crotch 
and pre-bent knees • Tailored leg with a slight flare for comfort and style with 
Velcro adjustable cuff • Breathable XP250™ socks with Cordura® 300D soles 
• Reflective detail at neck, cuffs and ankles

XP250™ 4-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D
Plum/Black
S, M, L, XL  |  AW140

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Element
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SURFACE IMMERSION SUITS

Designed specifically for extended use in the ocean realm, the Aleutian 
performs to the highest standard providing protection, visibility and 
comfort.

Open ocean crossings, sea kayaking, coastal exploration.

Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable over cuffs • Articulat-
ed sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • Flexible Ti-Zip rear entry and 
welded-in relief zipper • Ergonomic, volume adjustable storm hood designed 
to provide full movement when wearing a helmet underneath. Water-resistant 
zipped front and sleeve pockets • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband with 
asymmetric cut for improved fit • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Seamless 
crotch and pre-bent knees • Relaxed fit leg for comfort with Velcro adjustable 
cuff • Cordura® 300D at elbows, seat and knees • Breathable XP250™ socks 
with Cordura® 300D soles • Reflective detail at hood, neck, cuffs and ankles

XP250™ 4-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D reinforcement
Saffron/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW150

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Aleutian

Designed for those that need protection from the spray and wind of 
waterborne activities but don’t need the full immersion protection from 
our other suits.

Angling, dinghy sailing, touring paddling and general surface immersion 
sports. 

Smooth Skin lined neoprene gasket at neck, natural latex gaskets at wrists 
with adjustable over cuffs • Articulated sleeve panelling with no underarm 
seams • Flexible Ti-Zip diagonal front entry and welded-in relief zipper • 
Zipped chest pocket for essentials • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Seam-
less crotch and pre-bent knees • Cordura® 300D at elbows, seat and knees 
• Welded and double-taped XP250™ socks with Cordura® 300D soles • 
Reflective detail at sleeves

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D
Moss/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW170

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Silver
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PERFORMANCE WHITEWATER JACKETS

A high performance 3-layer jacket designed from the ground up specifi-
cally for women. Latex gaskets throughout, a female specific cut and 
full feature set make the Naiya the perfect choice.

Expedition paddling, river running, steep creeking, playboating, surfing, raft 
guiding, river leadership and instruction.

Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable over-cuffs • Female 
specific cut torso and sleeves • Articulated dynamic panel cut with no under-
arm seams • Padded Kevlar® impact protection at elbows • Cordura® 300D 
abrasion resistance at shoulders • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband with 
asymmetric cut for improved fit • Lightweight XP100™ inner waist with gripper 
elastic edging • Fully taped seams throughout • Reflective detail at collar and 
cuffs

XP150™ 3-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D and Kevlar® reinforcement
Sky/Cream, Plum/Cream
XS, S, M, L, XL  |  CA048

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Naiya  New Colour – A/W ’09

A high performance 3-layer jacket featuring natural latex gaskets 
throughout. Designed to provide maximum dryness, articulation and 
protection.

Expedition paddling, river running, steep creeking, playboating, surfing, raft 
guiding, river leadership and instruction.

Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable over-cuffs • Articu-
lated dynamic panel cut with no underarm seams • Water resistant zipped 
chest pockets • Padded Kevlar® impact protection at elbows • Cordura® 
300D abrasion resistance at shoulders • Velcro adjustable neoprene waist-
band with asymmetric cut for improved fit • Lightweight XP100™ inner waist 
with gripper elastic edging • Fully taped seams throughout • Reflective detail 
at collar and cuffs

XP150™ 3-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D and Kevlar® reinforcement
Cobalt/Sky, Mango/Maize
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW230

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Sidewinder

Cobalt/Sky

Sky/Cream

Mango/Maize               

Plum/Cream               

A semi-dry 3-layer jacket with Glide Skin neoprene neck and natural 
latex wrist gaskets for the dynamic active paddler.

River running, freestyle, slalom, surfing, raft guiding, instruction and coaching.

Glide Skin lined neoprene gasket at neck, natural latex gaskets at wrists with 
Glide Skin lined over-cuffs • Articulated dynamic panel cut with no underarm 
seams • Water resistant zipped chest pocket • Cordura® 300D abrasion 
resistance at shoulders and elbows • Elasticated drawcord tensioned neo-
prene waistband with asymmetric cut and gripper elastic edging • Lightweight 
XP100™ inner waist with gripper elastic edging • Fully taped seams through-
out • Reflective detail at collar and cuffs

XP150™ 3-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D reinforcement
Cobalt/Cream
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA039

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Apex

A short-sleeve version of the Apex, a warm weather semi-dry 3-layer 
jacket for the active paddler.

Warm weather paddling, river running, freestyle, slalom, surfing, raft guiding, 
instruction and coaching.

Glide Skin lined neoprene gasket at neck, natural latex gaskets at biceps with 
Glide Skin lined over-cuffs • Articulated dynamic panel cut with no under-
arm seams • Water resistant zipped chest pocket • Elasticated drawcord 
tensioned neoprene waistband with asymmetric cut and gripper elastic edging 
• Lightweight XP100™ inner waist with gripper elastic edging • Fully taped 
seams throughout • Reflective detail at collar and cuffs

XP150™ 3-layer fabric
Cobalt/Cream
S, M, L, XL  |  CA037

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Apex SS
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PERFORMANCE WHITEWATER JACKETS

Red/Grey

Cobalt/Grey

A best selling jacket with latex gaskets throughout and constructed in a 
supple, midweight breathable 2.5 layer fabric. Dry and comfortable in a 
wide range of environments.

River running, steep creeking, freestyle, raft guiding, instruction and coaching.

Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable over-cuffs • Articu-
lated sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • Water resistant zipped chest 
pocket • Cordura® abrasion resistance at shoulders and elbows • Velcro 
adjustable neoprene waistband with asymmetric cut and gripper elastic edg-
ing • Inner waist with gripper elastic edging • Fully taped seams throughout • 
Reflective detail at collar

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D reinforcement
Saffron/Jet Grey (Limited Edition), Moss/Jet Grey, Cobalt/Jet Grey
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW310

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Switch  New Limited Edition Colour – A/W ’09

Moss/Jet Grey

Saffron/Jet Grey
(Limited Edition)

Cobalt/Jet Grey

A comfortable and functional semi-dry 2.5 layer jacket made from hard-
wearing, breathable and waterproof fabric.

River running, freestyle, surfing, raft guiding, instruction and coaching.

Super Stretch neoprene gasket at neck, natural latex gaskets at wrists with 
adjustable over-cuffs • Articulated sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • 
Water resistant zipped chest pocket • Cordura® abrasion resistance at shoul-
ders and elbows • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband with asymmetric 
cut and gripper elastic edging • Inner waist with gripper elastic edging • Fully 
taped seams throughout • Reflective detail at collar

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D reinforcement
Cobalt/Jet Grey, Red/Jet Grey
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW320

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Kinetic

A great looking semi-dry 2.5 layer jacket designed for women. Style, 
function and comfort combine to make the Lara an ideal 3 season 
jacket.

River running, freestyle, surfing, instruction and coaching.

Super Stretch neoprene gasket at neck, natural latex gaskets at wrists with 
adjustable over-cuffs • Female specific cut torso and sleeves • Articulated 
dynamic panel cut with no underarm seams • Cordura® 300D abrasion resist-
ance at shoulders and elbows • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband with 
asymmetric cut and gripper elastic edging • Inner waist with gripper elastic 
edging • Fully taped seams throughout • Reflective detail at cuffs

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D reinforcement
Sky/Midnight
XS, S, M, L, XL  |  CA046

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Lara
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APPROACH WHITEWATER JACKETS

An ideal first whitewater paddle jacket. Semi-dry and constructed from 
waterproof and breathable 2-layer fabric.

River running, surfing, instruction and coaching, group use.

Comfortable neoprene gasket at neck, natural latex gaskets at wrists with 
adjustable over-cuffs • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband with drawcord 
adjustable inner waist • Fully taped seams throughout • Reflective piping on 
front and back for increased visibility

XP50™ 2-layer fabric
Red/Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  AW475

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Vertigo

An entry level jacket suited for spring to autumn use. Featuring latex 
wrist and neck gaskets and constructed from waterproof and breathable 
2-layer fabric.

River running, surfing, instruction and coaching, group use.

Natural latex gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable over-cuffs • Velcro 
adjustable neoprene waistband with drawcord adjustable inner waist • Fully 
taped seams throughout • Reflective piping on front and back for increased 
visibility

XP50™ 2-layer fabric
Blue/Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  AW470

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Velocity  New Product – A/W ’09

A lightweight semi-dry jacket that’s easy to use. Constructed from 
waterproof and breathable 2-layer fabric.

Flatwater paddling, sailing, windsurfing, general watersports, instruction and 
coaching, group use.

Neoprene neck seal and Glide Skin lined neoprene wrist seals • Elasticated 
waist with 40mm gripper elastic edging • Fully taped seams throughout • 
Reflective piping on front and back for increased visibility

XP50™ 2-layer fabric
Blue/Black
S, M, L, XL  |  AW640

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Vortex

A short-sleeved version of the Vortex, ideal for summer use.

Warm weather paddling, flatwater paddling, sailing, windsurfing, general 
watersports, instruction and coaching, group use.

Neoprene neck and bicep seals • Elasticated waist with 40mm gripper elastic 
edging • Fully taped seams throughout • Reflective piping on front and back 
for increased visibility

XP50™ 2-layer fabric
Blue/Black
S, M, L, XL  |  AW650

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Vortex SS
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PERFORMANCE TOURING JACKETS

A 3-layer ocean expedition jacket designed to provide maximum protec-
tion from the elements.

Ocean crossings, touring, expedition.

Velcro adjustable wide-opening Smooth Skin collar for venting • Natural latex 
gaskets at wrists with adjustable over-cuffs • Articulated sleeve panelling with 
no underarm seams • Volume-adjustable rollaway hood with wired peak • Wa-
ter-resistant zipped front pocket with removable fleece handwarmer • Zipped 
sleeve pockets • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband with asymmetric cut 
and gripper elastic edging • Lightweight XP100™ inner waist with gripper 
elastic edging • Cordura® 300D at elbows • Fully taped seams throughout • 
Reflective detail at hood and sleeves

XP150™ 3-layer fabric, Cordura® 300D reinforcement
Saffron/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA021

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Aleutian

The Tasman is a day touring, highly technical mid-weight 2.5-layer 
jacket, perfect for coastal paddling and multi-day trips.

Coastal touring, day touring.

Velcro adjustable wide-opening Smooth Skin collar for venting • Natural latex 
gaskets at wrists with adjustable over-cuffs • Articulated sleeve panelling with 
no underarm seams • Volume-adjustable rollaway hood with wired peak • 
Water resistant zipped chest and sleeve pockets • Velcro adjustable neoprene 
waistband with lightweight XP100™ inner waist with gripper elastic edging • 
Fully taped seams throughout • Reflective detail at hood and sleeves

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric
Saffron, Red
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AT240

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Tasman  New Colour – S/S ’10

A lightweight 2.5 layer jacket with venting pockets, easy to throw on 
when the weather takes a turn for the worse.

Coastal touring, day touring.

Velcro adjustable wide-opening Smooth Skin collar for venting • Velcro 
adjustable cuffs • Articulated sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • 
Lightweight hood rolls into collar • Water resistant zipped chest pocket with 
mesh back for venting • Water resistant zipped sleeve pocket • Velcro adjust-
able neoprene waistband • Fully taped seams throughout • Reflective detail 
at sleeves

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric
Saffron, Moss
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA430

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Caspian  New Colour – S/S ’10

Red

Saffron

Moss

Saffron
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PERFORMANCE TOURING JACKETS

A traditional Greenland Inuit style 2.5-layer jacket designed to be easy 
to put on and take off whilst paddling.
 
Coastal touring, day touring.

Front zip opens wide for fresh air ventilation • Velcro adjustable cuffs • Articu-
lated sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • Water resistant zipped chest 
pocket with mesh back for venting • Volume-adjustable hood with wired peak 
• Elasticated drawcord at waist • Fully taped seams throughout • Reflective 
detail at sleeves

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric
Saffron/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA535

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Greenland

A short-sleeved version of the Cobra – this 2.5 layer jacket is ideal for 
warm weather paddling where some protection against the elements is 
required.

Warm weather paddling, river running, open canoeing, inland and coastal 
touring, raft guiding, instruction and coaching.

Velcro adjustable wide-opening Smooth Skin collar for venting • Smooth Skin 
bicep gaskets • Articulated sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • Water 
resistant zipped chest pocket • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Inner waist 
with gripper elastic edging • Fully taped seams throughout

XP50™ 2-layer fabric
Red/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA057

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Cobra SS

A versatile 2.5 layer jacket with twin waist, suited for both whitewater 
and touring. 

River running, open canoeing, inland and coastal touring, raft guiding, instruc-
tion and coaching.

Velcro adjustable wide-opening Smooth Skin collar for venting • Natural latex 
gaskets at wrists with adjustable over-cuffs • Articulated sleeve panelling with 
no underarm seams • Water resistant zipped chest pocket • Cordura® 550D 
abrasion resistance at forearms • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Inner waist 
with gripper elastic edging • Fully taped seams throughout

XP50™ 2-layer fabric
Red/Black, Cobalt/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA058

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Cobra

Red/Black

Cobalt/Black
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APPROACH TOURING JACKETS

A first choice all round 2-layer jacket for day paddlers. Lightweight Inuit 
style jacket with adjustable storm hood.
 
Coastal touring, day touring.

Front zip opens wide for fresh air ventilation • Velcro adjustable cuffs • 
Articulated sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • Zipped chest pocket • 
Adjustable hood • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Fully taped seams through-
out • Reflective detail at sleeves

XP50™ 2-layer fabric
Gold/Black , Green/Black 
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AT530

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Newfoundland

Protection from the elements with minimal bulk the Vector is a great 
first paddle jacket, lightweight and functional, suitable for a wide range 
of watersport activities.
 
Touring, flatwater paddling, sailing, general watersports.

Velcro adjustable wide-opening collar for venting • Glide Skin neoprene wrist 
gaskets • Zipped chest pocket • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband with 
asymmetric cut and gripper elastic edging • Fully taped seams • High visibility 
reflective piping

XP50™ 2-layer fabric
S, M, L, XL, XXL |  Blue/Grey, Grey/Black |  AT430
Infant, Junior, Youth |  Red/Black |  AT425

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Vector

Grey/Black

Red/Black

Blue/Grey

Gold/Black

Green/Black

The super-light Venture offers maximum protection with minimum 
weight and bulk. The front zip opens to give ample ventilation and seals 
close to give maximum protection from the elements.
 
Touring, kayaking, canoeing, hiking, cycling, racing, sailing, multi-activity.

Water resistant zipped wide-opening Smooth Skin collar for venting • Velcro 
adjustable neoprene cuffs • Articulated sleeve panelling with no underarm 
seams • Lightweight rollaway hood • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Fully 
taped seams throughout • Reflective detail at sleeves

XP50™ Lite 2.5-layer fabric
Grey/Black, Blue/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA520

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Venture

Grey/Black

Blue/Black

The Freestyle is an incredibly lightweight, comfortable, packable multi-
sport jacket and rolls away into its own front zipped mesh pocket.
 
Touring, kayaking, canoeing, hiking, cycling, racing, sailing, multi-activity.

Velcro adjustable wide-opening Smooth Skin collar for venting • Velcro adjust-
able neoprene cuffs • Articulated sleeve panelling with no underarm seams • 
Large zipped mesh front pocket • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Fully taped 
seams throughout • Reflective detail at sleeves

XP50™ Lite 2.5-layer fabric
Blue/Black, Grey/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA510

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Freestyle

Blue/Black

Grey/Black



A functional, durable paddle jacket. The benchmark to which all other 
entry-level jackets aspire.

Centres, groups, rental and general water sports.

Velcro adjustable wide-opening neoprene collar for venting • Neoprene cuffs • 
Action cut • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Fully taped seams throughout

210D PU coated ripstop Nylon
Blue
S, M, L, XL, XXL |  AT410
Youth |  AT405

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Popular

With clear labelling to indicate size and with simple effective adjustment 
at neck, wrists and waist this jacket is designed for group use.

Centres, groups, rental and general watersports.

Velcro adjustable neoprene neck and wrist seals • Action cut • Large front 
pocket with Velcro closure • Elasticated drawcord at waist • Fully taped seams 
throughout • Easy to read colour coded size labelling

420D PU coated Nylon
Red
S, M, L, XL  |  AT420
Youth |  AT415

Product Size Colour Coding

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Centre School

YOUTH S M L XL

24

CENTRE/SCHOOL JACKETS
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PANTS AND SHORTS

A 3-layer combination pant and bib featuring waterproof relief zip and 
socks. When partnered with a twin-waist jacket this bib pant makes a 
two-piece immersion suit for demanding conditions.

Expedition paddling, river running, sea kayaking, open canoeing, steep creek-
ing, playboating, surfing, river leadership and instruction.

Lightweight 2mm neoprene vest section with Easy Glide adjustable braces 
• Seamless crotch and pre-bent knees • Flexible Ti-Zip front relief zipper • 
Cordura® 300D abrasion resistance at seat and knees • Velcro adjustable 
neoprene waistband • Relaxed fit leg for comfort with Velcro adjustable cuff 
• Fully taped seams throughout • Welded and double-taped XP250™ socks 
with Cordura® 300D soles • Reflective detail at ankles

XP150™ 3-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D reinforcement
Jet Grey/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW365

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Sidewinder Bib

The 3-layer Amaris pant is designed to compliment the female form and 
work with the Naiya jacket to make a stylish two-piece immersion suit.

River running, sea kayaking, open canoeing, steep creeking, playboating, 
surfing, river leadership and instruction.

Seamless crotch and pre-bent knees sized and cut for female paddlers • 
Cordura® 300D abrasion resistance at seat and knees • Velcro adjustable 
neoprene waistband • Lightweight XP100™ inner waist with gripper elastic 
edging • Tailored leg with a slight flare for comfort and style • Fully taped 
seams throughout • Welded and double-taped XP250™ socks with Cordura® 
300D soles • Reflective detail at ankles

XP150™ 3-layer fabric/Cordura® 300D reinforcement
Jet Grey, Plum/Black
XS, S, M, L, XL  |  AW380

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Amaris Pants

The 3-layer Sidewinder pant is a high specification, articulated and dry 
garment. Designed to work with a twin-waisted jacket to make a versa-
tile two-piece immersion suit.

River running, sea kayaking, open canoeing steep creeking, playboating, 
surfing, river leadership and instruction.

Seamless crotch and pre-bent knees • Cordura® 300D abrasion resistance 
at seat and knees • Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • Lightweight 
XP100™ inner waist with gripper elastic edging • Relaxed fit leg for comfort 
with Velcro adjustable cuff • Fully taped seams throughout • Welded and 
double-taped XP250™ socks with Cordura® 300D soles • Reflective detail at 
ankles

XP150™ 3-layer fabric/Cordura® 550D reinforcement
Jet Grey/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW370

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Sidewinder Pants

Plum/Black

Jet Grey
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PANTS AND SHORTS

A 2.5 layer dry pant featuring overlaid Cordura® 550D ripstop protection 
and latex ankle seals.

River running, sea kayaking, open canoeing, steep creeking, freestyle, surf-
ing, river leadership and instruction.

Natural latex ankle seals with adjustable neoprene over-cuffs • Seamless 
crotch panel • Cordura® 550D ripstop abrasion resistance at seat and knees 
• Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • Straight cut leg for comfort with 
Velcro adjustable cuff • Fully taped seams throughout

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric/Cordura® 550D ripstop reinforcement
Black/Jet Grey
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  AW375

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Viper Pants

A 2.5 layer semi-dry pant with zipped mesh thigh pockets. Durable fab-
rics and reinforced high wear areas make the Cobra a rugged pant.

Kayak touring, sea kayaking, open canoeing, steep creeking, freestyle, surf-
ing, river leadership and instruction.

Adjustable neoprene ankle cuffs • Seamless crotch panel • Zipped mesh thigh 
pockets • Cordura® 550D abrasion resistance at seat and knees • Velcro 
adjustable neoprene waistband • Straight cut leg for comfort with Velcro 
adjustable cuff • Fully taped seams throughout

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric
Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA505

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Cobra Pants

A lightweight, packable pant featuring XP100™ breathable and 
waterproof fabric.

Kayaking, canoeing, touring, sailing, general watersports.

Adjustable neoprene ankle cuffs • Gusseted crotch panel • Elasticated draw-
cord at waist • Straight cut leg for comfort with Velcro adjustable cuff • Fully 
taped seams throughout

XP100™ Breathable 2.5-layer fabric
Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  CA450

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Dart Pants

A 3/4 length boardshort designed to cover the thighs when sitting in a 
kayak with a 2mm neoprene inner short to provide padding and insula-
tion.

River running, freestyling, surfing, general watersports.

3/4 length boardshort cut • Hardwearing fabric shell • Reinforced seat and 
knees • Flatlock stitched 2mm neoprene inner short • Stretch neoprene crotch 
• Velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • Stretch mesh drainage and air 
vents • Water-resistant zipped pocket • Reflective detail for visibility

XP100™ 2.5-layer fabric/Cordura® 550D ripstop reinforcement
Midnight/Black
S, M, L, XL  |  CA640

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Gradient Shorts
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INSULATION LAYERS

This heavyweight thermal top utilises Malden Mills Powerstretch® fabric 
for maximum warmth and comfort.

Thermal layering.

Paddling specific cut with no underarm seams • Asymmetric waist keeps 
lumbar covered when sitting • Powerstretch® panels at the upper torso for 
insulation • CoolMesh® underarm panels and lower front torso to reduce bulk 
and improve airflow • Flatlocked seams for comfort • Soft Lycra bound cuffs • 
Can be used as part of layering system

Malden Mills Powerstretch® fleece
Black/Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  TW235

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Tamba

A full coverage midweight thermal top using Malden Mills Power-
stretch® fabric for comfort.

Thermal layering.

Paddling specific cut with no underarm seams • Asymmetric waist keeps lum-
bar covered when sitting • Midweight Powerstretch® panels at the torso for 
insulation • Cool Mesh® underarm panels to increase movement and improve 
airflow • Flatlocked seams for comfort • Soft Lycra bound cuffs • Can be used 
as part of layering system

Malden Mills Powerstretch® fleece
Black/Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  TW230

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Indus

This heavyweight thermal pant utilises Malden Mills Powerstretch® 
fabric for maximum warmth and comfort.

Thermal layering.

Cut high at the back to prevent cold spots • Elasticated waistband • Seamless 
crotch improves comfort and articulation • Fly opening • Flatlocked seams for 
comfort • Soft Lycra bound ankle cuffs

Malden Mills Powerstretch® fleece
Black
S, M, L, XL   |  TW140

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Bhoting Pants
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INSULATION LAYERS

A thermal hat made from Malden Mills Powerstretch fabric. Great for 
wearing under a helmet when the temperatures drops.

Thermal headwear.

Polyester hydrophilic wicking fabric • Close fitting for warmth • Covers ears, 
neck and temples • Elasticated hemmed edge

Malden Mills Powerstretch® fleece
Black
One size  |  TW260

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Kosi Hat

Thermal 3D patterned socks made from Malden Mills Powerstretch® 
fabric. Ideal for wearing with pants featuring built-in fabric socks.

Thermal layering.

Powerstretch® fleece from Malden Mills • 3D pattern to contour the foot • 
Flatlocked seams for comfort • Elasticated hemmed ankles

Malden Mills Powerstretch® fleece
Black
S, M, L, XL  |  TW250

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Kosi Socks

Lightweight baselayer for comfort and wicking performance whilst ac-
tive. Ideal on its own or as part of a layering system.

Thermal base layer.

Paddling specific cut with no underarm seams • Asymmetric waist keeps lum-
bar covered when sitting • Wicking fabric for next-to-skin comfort • Flatlocked 
seams • Soft Lycra bound cuffs • Base layering garment

Polyester hydrophilic wicking fabric
Dark Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  TW215

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Stratos   – A/W ’09

Lightweight short-sleeve wicking baselayer for to keep you warm and 
dry whilst active. Ideal on its own or as part of a layering system.

Thermal base layer.

Paddling specific short-sleeve design with no underarm seams • Asymmetric 
waist keeps lumbar covered when sitting • Wicking fabric for next-to-skin 
comfort • Flatlocked seams • Soft Lycra bound cuffs • Base layering garment

Polyester hydrophilic wicking fabric
Dark Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  TW210

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Stratos SS   – A/W ’09
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Notes
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Spraydecks
WHITEWATER SPRAYDECKS

RECREATION SPRAYDECKS

COCKPIT COVERS

TOURING SPRAYDECKS

Dynamo
R1 - SD871

Economy
N4 - SD009  |  N5 - SD010
L - SD011  |  XL - SD012

Sport
R4 - SD874  |  R5 - SD875

Ullswater
N3 - SD803  |  N4 - SD804

N5 - SD805

Windermere
N4 - SD834  |  N5 - SD835  
N6 - SD836  |  N7 - SD837

Extreme Kevlar®
R4 - SD894  |  R5 - SD895

Coniston
N4 - SD824  |  N5 - SD825
N6 - SD826  |  N7 - SD827

Neoprene Cockpit Cover
R4 - SD774  |  R5 - SD775

Roanoke
R3 - SD853  |  R4 - SD854
R5 - SD855  |  R6 - SD856

Classic
R3 - SD883  |  R4 - SD884

R5 - SD885

Elterwater
N3 - SD813  |  N4 - SD814

N5 - SD815

Nylon Cockpit Cover
N2 - SD762  |  N3 - SD763
N4 - SD764  |  N5 - SD765
N6 - SD766  |  N7 - SD767

Loweswater
R4 - SD844  |  R5 - SD845
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WHITEWATER SPRAYDECKS

Whitewater shockcord spraydeck with 3D cut, Kevlar® abrasion resist-
ance, latex cockpit grip and PU print wear section. Outer seams all 
taped with reinforced Melco® heat tape.

Creeking, river running, playboating, coaching and instruction, surfing.

9.5mm prestretched shockcord • 3 dimensional cut with two-way stretch 
neoprene prevents implosion • Full Kevlar® neoprene edge protection • Small 
Diamond neoprene deck panel for durability • Latex cockpit grip • Glued and 
blind stitched seams with reinforced Melco® tape and liquid S-Seal • Super 
Stretch neoprene waist tube with mesh neoprene band for secure fit • PU 
printed wear section at rear • 40mm webbing release loop • Quick-release 
loop clips onto PFD to keep the spraydeck out of the way when scouting • 
Clear size, care and usage labelling • Personal identification label

4mm Kevlar® neoprene, 4mm Small Diamond neoprene
Black
XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL  |  R4 = SD894, R5 = SD895

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Extreme Kevlar®

A high performance shockcord spraydeck with PU printed abrasion 
resistance. The Classic seals extremely well and is easy to put on and 
remove from the cockpit.

River running, inland and coastal touring, playboating, coaching and instruc-
tion, surfing.

9.5mm prestretched shockcord • PU print at edge for abrasion resistance 
• Small Diamond neoprene deck panel for durability • Latex cockpit grip 
• Glued and blind stitched seams with reinforced Melco® tape and liquid 
S-Seal • Super Stretch neoprene waist tube • 40mm webbing release loop • 
Quick-release loop clips onto PFD to keep the spraydeck out of the way when 
scouting • Clear size, care and usage labelling • Personal identification label

4mm Small Diamond neoprene
Black
XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL  |  R3 = SD883, R4 = SD884, R5 = SD885

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Classic

A simple shockcord spraydeck ideal for first timers, utilising the highest 
quality components and constructed to the highest standard. The Sport 
is extremely reliable and durable.

River running, inland and coastal touring, coaching and instruction, group 
use.

9.5mm prestretched shockcord • Small Diamond neoprene deck panel for 
durability • Glued and blind stitched seams heat taped inside • Super Stretch 
neoprene waist tube • 40mm webbing release loop • Quick-release loop clips 
onto PFD to keep the spraydeck out of the way when scouting • Clear size, 
care and usage labelling • Personal identification label

4mm Small Diamond neoprene
Black
S/M, L/XL  |  R4 = SD874, R5 = SD875

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Sport

Specifically designed for the Dagger Dynamo kayak, this spraydeck can 
also be used with other small cockpit kayaks by younger or more petite 
paddlers.

Use with Dagger Dynamo kayak, river running, surfing, playboating, group 
use.

8mm prestretched shockcord • Dynamo PU print for abrasion resistance • 
Small Diamond neoprene deck panel for durability • Latex cockpit grip • Glued 
and blind stitched seams with S-Seal • Super Stretch neoprene waist tube • 
20mm webbing release loop with moulded handle • Clear size, care and us-
age labelling • Personal identification label

4mm Small Diamond neoprene
Black
XXXS/XXS, XXS/XS  |  R1 = SD871

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Dynamo
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TOURING SPRAYDECKS

A great choice for touring paddlers, the Roanoke combines a neoprene 
deck and a breathable fabric waist tube to make a versatile spraydeck 
with a wide range of features.

Multi-day trips, inland and coastal touring, leadership and instruction.

8mm prestretched shockcord • PU print at edge for abrasion resistance • 
Small Diamond neoprene deck panel for durability • Shockcord deck lacing • 
Stitched seams are heat taped inside • Waterproof, breathable 3-layer fabric 
waist tube • Adjustable neoprene waist closure • Water resistant zipped 
pocket with clip-in points • Removable, adjustable elastic braces • 20mm web-
bing release loop with moulded handle • Clear size, care and usage labelling 
• Personal identification label

4mm Small Diamond neoprene, 3-layer fabric
Grey/Black
Adj waist  |  R3 = SD853, R4 = SD854, R5 = SD855, R6 = SD856

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Roanoke

A combined neoprene and fabric spraydeck for day touring and recrea-
tional kayaking. 

Inland and coastal touring, recreation kayaking, leadership and instruction.

8mm prestretched shockcord • Small Diamond neoprene deck panel for 
durability • Stitched and heat taped seams • Waterproof, breathable 3-layer 
fabric waist tube • Adjustable neoprene waist closure • Removable, adjustable 
elastic braces • 20mm webbing release loop with moulded handle • Clear 
size, care and usage labelling • Personal identification label

4mm Small Diamond neoprene, 3-layer fabric
Black
Adj waist  |  R4 = SD844, R5 = SD845

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Loweswater

A versatile high-back touring deck cut to prevent water pooling behind 
the user on larger cockpit kayaks. The Windermere offers a range of 
features for the touring paddler.

For use with kayaks with high-back seats, multi-day trips, inland touring, 
recreation kayaking.

6mm adjustable shockcord in grippy PU sheath • High-back cut • 1680D 
Ballistic Nylon and Cordura® 550D abrasion resistance • PU coated ripstop 
Nylon for lightweight durability • Stitched and heat taped seams • Adjustable 
neoprene waist closure • Water resistant zipped pocket with clip-in points • 
Removable, adjustable elastic braces • Reflective details • 20mm webbing 
release loop with moulded handle • Clear size, care and usage labelling • 
Personal identification label

1680D Ballistic Nylon, Cordura® 550D, 420D and 210D ripstop Nylon
Black/Grey/Blue
Adj waist  |  N4 = SD834, N5 = SD835, N6 = SD836, N7 = SD837

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Windermere
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RECREATION SPRAYDECKS

The Coniston is ideal for using with recreation kayaks. A lightweight rip-
stop Nylon, high-back touring deck sized to fit a wide range of kayaks.

For use with kayaks with high-back seats, inland touring, recreation.

6mm adjustable shockcord in grippy PU sheath • High-back cut • 1680D 
Ballistic Nylon abrasion resistance at front • PU coated ripstop Nylon for 
lightweight durability • Stitched and heat taped seams • Adjustable neoprene 
waist closure • Reflective details • 20mm webbing release loop with moulded 
handle • Clear size, care and usage labelling • Personal identification label

1680D Ballistic Nylon, 420D and 210D ripstop Nylon
Black/Blue, Black
Adj waist  |  N4 = SD824, N5 = SD825, N6 = SD826, N7 = SD827

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Coniston

A tough and durable Cordura® reinforced ripstop Nylon high-back tour-
ing deck designed for use by groups or centres.

For use with kayaks with high-back seats, inland touring, recreation and 
instruction.

6mm adjustable shockcord in grippy PU sheath • High-back cut • 1680D 
Ballistic Nylon and Cordura® 550D abrasion resistance at front • PU coated 
ripstop Nylon for lightweight durability • Stitched and heat taped seams • Ad-
justable waist closure • Reflective details • 20mm webbing release loop with 
moulded handle • Clear size, care and usage labelling • Personal identifica-
tion label

1680D Ballistic Nylon, 550D Cordura®, 210D ripstop Nylon
Black/Grey, Black/Red
Adj waist  |  N3 = SD813, N4 = SD814, N5 = SD815

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Elterwater

A lightweight ripstop Nylon spraydeck ideal for first time kayakers or 
occasional users.

Inland touring, recreation, instruction and group use.

6mm adjustable shockcord in grippy PU sheath • PU coated ripstop Nylon 
for lightweight durability • Stitched and heat taped seams • Adjustable waist 
closure • 20mm webbing release loop with moulded handle • Clear size, care 
and usage labelling • Personal identification label

210D ripstop Nylon
Grey/Black
Adj waist  |  N3 = SD803, N4 = SD804, N5 = SD805

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Ullswater

The most simple, lightweight spraydeck we offer. Ideal for those just 
starting out on the water. It offers good protection from spray and 
splashes at a great price.

Recreation, light touring.

6mm adjustable shockcord in Nylon sheath • PU coated ripstop Nylon for 
lightweight durability • Stitched and heat taped seams • Adjustable waist 
closure • 20mm webbing release loop with moulded handle • Clear size, care 
and usage labelling • Personal identification label

210D Nylon
Red/Black, Blue/Black
Adj Waist (Red/Black)   |  N4 = SD009, N5 = SD010
Racing (Blue/Black)   |  L = SD011, XL = SD012

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Economy

Black

Black/Blue

Black/Red

Black/Grey
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COCKPIT COVERS

A heavy-duty durable cockpit cover protects against water or debris 
ingress when the kayak is being transported or stored outdoors. 

Travel, storage.

6mm adjustable shockcord in grippy PU sheath • 1680D Ballistic Nylon for 
durability • 20mm webbing release loop with moulded handle

1680D Nylon
Black
N2 = SD762, N3 = SD763, N4 = SD764
N5 = SD765, N6 = SD766, N7 = SD767

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Nylon Cockpit Cover

A stylish cockpit cover for travelling. Built tough to survive airports and 
buses, it seals tight against the cockpit, but is still easy to get on and 
off in a hurry.

Travel, storage.

9.5mm prestretched shockcord • PU print for abrasion resistance • Small Dia-
mond neoprene deck panel for durability • Latex cockpit grip • 40mm webbing 
release loop • Quick-release loop clips to kayak to prevent loss • Clear size, 
care and usage labelling • Personal identification label

4mm Small Diamond neoprene
Black
R4 = SD774 , R5 = SD775

Usage

Features

 
Materials

Colours
Sizes

Neoprene Cockpit Cover



Coasteering, Pembrokeshire, Wales © Paul Villecourt / outdoor-reporter.com
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Wetsuits
PREMIUM WETSUITS

NEOPRENE PANTS AND SHORTS

ALLROUND WETSUITS

Junior Allround
NA490

Allround Step-In 
Longjohn

NA095

Men’s Freedom
NA480

Allround Shorts
NA114

Junior Allround 
1-Piece
NA495

Allround
Shortjohn

NA425

Men’s Allround
Longjohn

NA450

Men’s Action
NA470

RiverTec Cartwheel 
Pants
NA405

Women’s Allround
Longjohn

NA440

Women’s Action
NA460

Action Shorts
NA200
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PREMIUM WETSUITS

3mm full suit, flatlock stitched with rear zip, anatomically shaped for 
women. Suitable for use in all watersports.

Female specific, kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sit-on-tops, surfing, windsurf-
ing, kite surfing, water skiing, jet skiing, diving, snorkelling, wakeboarding, 
coasteering, sailing, general watersports.

Anatomically designed for women with a profiled chest, waist and torso • 
3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • 3mm mesh neoprene at chest for 
grip and warmth • 3mm Super Stretch neoprene at underarms for freedom 
of movement • YKK® rear entry zip with pull leash • Neoprene zip baffle for 
comfort • Pre-bent articulated legs • Flatlock stitched for comfort  • PU printed 
knee protection • Smooth Skin lined cuffs • Clear size labelling

3mm neoprene
Black/Grey/Sky
8, 10, 12, 14, 16  |  NA460

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Women’s Action 1-Piece

3mm full suit, flatlock stitched with rear zip for use in all watersports.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sit-on-tops, surfing, windsurfing, kite surfing, 
water skiing, jet skiing, diving, snorkelling, wakeboarding, coasteering, sailing, 
general watersports.

3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • 3mm mesh neoprene at chest for 
grip and warmth • 3mm Super Stretch neoprene at underarms for freedom 
of movement • YKK® rear entry zip with pull leash • Neoprene zip baffle for 
comfort • Pre-bent articulated legs • Flatlock stitched for comfort  • PU printed 
knee protection • Smooth Skin lined cuffs • Clear size labelling

3mm neoprene
Black/Grey/Blue
S, S/M, M, M/L, L, XL  |  NA470

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Men’s Action 1-Piece

4mm double lined neoprene and glued and double-blindstitched con-
struction make this longjohn tough and versatile without compromising 
freedom of movement.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sit-on-tops, surfing, windsurfing, kite surfing, 
water skiing, jet skiing, diving, snorkelling, wakeboarding, coasteering, sailing, 
general watersports.

4mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • 4mm Small Diamond neoprene at 
the seat for durability • 4mm Super Stretch neoprene at lumbar • YKK® front 
entry/relief zip with twin sliders • Neoprene zip baffle for comfort • Pre-bent 
articulated legs • Glued and double-blindstitched seams for strength • 3mm 
Strong Pad neoprene overlay knee protection • Soft Lycra trim around arms 
and neck • Clear size labelling

4mm neoprene
Black/Grey/Blue
S, S/M, M, M/L, L, XL, XXL  |  NA480

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Men’s Freedom Longjohn  New Product – A/W ’09
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ALLROUND WETSUITS

3mm flatlock stitched longjohn with reinforced neoprene shins for 
durability.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sit-on-tops, surfing, windsurfing, kite surfing, 
water skiing, jet skiing, diving, snorkelling, wakeboarding, coasteering, sailing, 
general watersports.

3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • 3mm Small Diamond neoprene 
at shins for durability • YKK® front entry zip • Neoprene zip baffle for comfort 
• Pre-bent articulated legs • Flatlock stitched for comfort  • PU printed knee 
protection • Soft Lycra trim at cuffs and collar • Clear size labelling

3mm neoprene
Black/Grey/Blue
S, S/M, M, M/L, L, XL, XXL  |  NA450

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Men’s Allround Longjohn

3mm flatlock stitched longjohn anatomically designed for women with 
reinforced neoprene shins for durability.

Female specific, kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sit-on-tops, surfing, windsurf-
ing, kite surfing, water skiing, jet skiing, diving, snorkelling, wakeboarding, 
coasteering, sailing, general watersports.

Anatomically designed for women with a profiled chest, waist and torso • 
3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • 3mm Small Diamond neoprene 
at shins for durability • YKK® front entry zip • Neoprene zip baffle for comfort 
• Pre-bent articulated legs • Flatlock stitched for comfort  • PU printed knee 
protection • Soft Lycra trim at cuffs and collar • Clear size labelling

3mm neoprene
Black/Grey/Sky
8, 10, 12, 14, 16  |  NA440

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Women’s Allround Longjohn

This 3mm flatlock stitched, zipless longjohn offers ultimate comfort. A 
low profile 3 season wetsuit with a close fit.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sit-on-tops, surfing, windsurfing, kite surfing, 
water skiing, jet skiing, diving, snorkelling, wakeboarding, coasteering, sailing, 
general watersports.

3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • 3mm Small Diamond neoprene 
at shins for durability • Single Velcro fastened shoulder strap entry • Pre-bent 
articulated legs • Flatlock stitched for comfort  • PU printed knee protection • 
Soft Lycra trim at cuffs and collar • Clear size labelling

3mm neoprene
Black/Blue
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  NA095

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Allround Step-In Longjohn
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ALLROUND WETSUITS

A high quality 3mm flatlock stitched junior suit, cut to give excellent 
performance and protection for all watersports.

Kayaking, sit-on-tops, surfing/windsurfing, wakeboarding, coasteering, sailing, 
general watersports.

3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • YKK® rear entry zip with pull 
leash • Neoprene zip baffle for comfort • Pre-bent articulated legs • Flatlock 
stitched for comfortable seams • PU printed knee protection • Smooth Skin 
lined cuffs • Clear size labelling

3mm neoprene
Black/Red/Grey
JS, JM, JL, JXL, JXXL  |  NA495

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Junior Allround 1-Piece  New Colour – A/W ’09

A high quality 3mm flatlock stitched junior longjohn offering great free-
dom of movement, comfort and versatility for the all-rounder.

Kayaking, canoeing, sit-on-tops, surfing/windsurfing, wakeboarding, coasteer-
ing, sailing, general watersports.

3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • Double Velcro fastened shoulder 
strap entry • Pre-bent articulated legs • Flatlock stitched for comfortable 
seams • PU printed knee protection • Smooth Skin lined cuffs • Clear size 
labelling

3mm neoprene
Black/Red/Grey
JS, JM, JL, JXL, JXXL  |  NA490

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Junior Allround Longjohn  New Colour – A/W ’09

A 3mm flatlock stitched, zipless shortjohn that combines warmth and 
flexibility. Can also be used as an undersuit for cold winter activities.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sit-on-tops, surfing, windsurfing, kite surfing, 
water skiing, jet skiing, diving, snorkelling, wakeboarding, coasteering, sailing, 
general watersports.

3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • Single Velcro fastened shoulder 
strap entry • Pre-bent articulated legs • Flatlock stitched for comfort  • Soft 
Lycra trim at cuffs and collar • Clear size labelling

3mm neoprene
Black/Grey/Blue
S, M, L, XL  |  NA425

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Allround Shortjohn
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NEOPRENE PANTS AND SHORTS

2mm flatlocked stitched neoprene shorts designed with the paddler in 
mind. Cut specifically for kayaking with an asymmetric waistband for 
comfort.

Kayaking, canoeing, sit-on-tops, surfing/windsurfing, wakeboarding, sailing, 
general watersports.

2mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • 2mm mesh neoprene at hip and 
thighs for grip • Asymmetric waist • Flatlock stitched for comfort • PU printed 
seat reinforcement • Smooth Skin lined waist and thighs • Clear size labelling

2mm neoprene
Black/Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  NA200

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Action Shorts

A simple, effective 3mm flatlock stitched neoprene short, with an asym-
metric cut for comfort.

Kayaking, canoeing, sit-on-tops, surfing/windsurfing, wakeboarding, sailing, 
general watersports.

3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • Asymmetric waist • Flatlock 
stitched for comfort • PU printed seat reinforcement • Soft Lycra trim at waist 
and thighs • Clear size labelling

3mm neoprene
Black
S, M, L, XL  |  NA114

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Allround Shorts

2mm flatlock stitched pants that provide insulation and comfort in a 
stylish package. These smart 3/4 length pants are the freeriders choice.

Kayaking, canoeing, sit-on-tops, sailing, general watersports.

2mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • 2mm SupraTex neoprene at seat 
and shins for durability • 2mm Super Stretch neoprene at crotch and behind 
knee for freedom of movement • Asymmetric waist and pre-bent articulated 
legs • Flatlock stitched for comfort • PU printed knee protection • Smooth Skin 
lined waist and ankles • Clear size labelling

2mm neoprene
Black/Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  NA405

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

RiverTec Cartwheel Pants



Portaging on the Verzazca, Italy © Tim Trew / Palm Equipment 2009
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Footwear
NEOPRENE BOOTS

NEOPRENE SOCKS

WATERSHOES

Bedrock
NA250

Ti Socks
NA202

Quartz
NA243

Gradient
NA520

Nova
NA510

Kevlar® Socks
NA235

Granite
NA241

Kola
NA505

3D Socks
NA203

Action
NA247

Moccasin
NA198
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NEOPRENE BOOTS

An all season 3mm neoprene boot which provides freedom of move-
ment without compromising protection. The fabric upper is flexible and 
breathable, creating a cold water, warm weather solution. 

Sea kayaking, touring kayaking, canoeing, kayak fishing.

XP200™ breathable fabric upper • 3mm plush-lined neoprene boot • High 
performance rubber sole with vulcanised rubber reinforced bridge and 
toe area • Shaped heel cup • Buckle adjustable webbing closure • Velcro 
adjustable bridge strap • All seams double glued, blind stitched and taped for 
strength and waterproofness

XP200™ fabric, 3mm neoprene, natural rubber sole
Black/Grey
UK 5-12  |  NA510

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Nova

A knee length 5mm neoprene touring boot. Comfortable, warm and 
waterproof for cold conditions.

Sea kayaking, touring kayaking, canoeing, kayak fishing, dinghy sailing.

5mm plush-lined neoprene • High performance rubber sole with vulcanised 
rubber reinforced bridge and toe area • Shaped heel cup • Buckle adjustable 
webbing closure • Velcro adjustable bridge strap • All seams double glued, 
blind stitched and taped for strength and waterproofness • Smooth Skin lined 
opening

5mm neoprene, natural rubber sole
Black
UK 5-13  |  NA505

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Kola

A 6mm neoprene boot for protection from the elements, incorporat-
ing Palm’s custom designed super-grip sole with stiffened midsole for 
rough ground. 

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, surfing, coasteering, sailing, general watersports.

6mm plush-lined neoprene • High performance rubber sole with vulcanised 
rubber reinforced bridge and toe area • Shaped heel cup • Stiffened midsole • 
Velcro adjustable bridge strap • All seams double glued and blind stitched for 
strength and waterproofness • Smooth Skin lined opening • Pull tab at heel

6mm neoprene, natural rubber sole
Black/Grey
UK 4-12  |  NA250

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Bedrock

A 3mm all-round boot with full length side zip for an easy fit. Designed 
to excel in all watersport disciplines.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, surfing, coasteering, sailing, general watersports.

3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • High performance rubber sole with 
vulcanised rubber reinforced bridge and toe area • Shaped heel cup • YKK® 
side zip with neoprene baffle • All seams double glued and blind stitched for 
strength and waterproofness • Soft Lycra trim at opening

3mm neoprene
Black/Dark Grey
UK 4-13  |  NA247

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Action
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WATERSHOES

The result of combined R&D between Palm and Merrell, the Gradient 
is the most capable creek shoe ever built. Superb grip on wet rock, 
excellent comfort even when wet and a low profile design for cramped 
cockpits.

Creeking, expeditions, multi-day trips, river hiking.

Vibram® super sticky rubber (climbing compound) outsole for superior wet 
traction with razor-cut siping • Rubber overlays for durability and protection • 
Padded ankle for comfort • Synthetic leather overlays for wet performance • 
Pull loops for ease of entry • EVA strobel insole for sockless comfort • Laces 
for secure fit and comfort on long portages • Unlined airmesh upper keeps de-
bris out and lets water drain freely • Cushioning midsole for comfort • Stretch 
neoprene collar keeps grit out and provides a secure fit

2mm neoprene, airmesh, Vibram® rubber sole
Black/Grey
UK 7-12  |  NA520

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Gradient  New Product – A/W ’09

3mm neoprene ankle-cut river boot. High performance and protection 
for serious river paddlers.

Creeking, river running kayaking, canoeing, rafting, coaching, coasteering, 
sailing, jet skiing, general watersports.

3mm plush-lined neoprene • High performance rubber sole with vulcanised 
rubber reinforced bridge and toe area • Shaped heel cup • Stiffened midsole • 
Super Stretch neoprene front panel • Velcro adjustable bridge strap • Smooth 
Skin lined opening • Pull tab at heel

3mm neoprene, natural rubber sole
Black/Grey/Blue
UK 4-12  |  NA241

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Granite

A lightweight, performance 3mm neoprene ankle-cut boot, ideal for 
recreational use.

Kayaking, canoeing, surfing, sailing, jet skiing, general watersports.

3mm double-lined Nylon jersey neoprene • High performance rubber sole 
with vulcanised rubber reinforced bridge and toe area • Shaped heel cup • 
Velcro adjustable bridge strap • All seams double glued and blind stitched for 
strength and waterproofness • Rolled neoprene opening • Pull tab at heel

3mm neoprene, natural rubber sole
Black/Grey/Blue
UK 4-13  |  NA243

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Quartz

Designed for a foot-hugging, low profile fit, 3mm neoprene with overlaid 
Kevlar® protection in key areas.

Freestyle, freeride, surf kayaking.

3mm plush lined neoprene • Super Stretch neoprene front panel • Kevlar® 
neoprene overlaid toe and heel protection • All seams double glued and blind 
stitched for strength and waterproofness • Smooth Skin lined opening • Pull 
tab at heel

3mm neoprene, 2mm Kevlar® neoprene
Black/Kevlar®
UK 4-12  |  NA198

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Moccasin
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NEOPRENE SOCKS

Popular with freestyle paddlers everywhere, this 3mm neoprene sock 
offers great warmth and maximum flexibility.

Freestyle, freeride, surf kayaking.

3mm plush lined neoprene • Kevlar® neoprene at sole • Glued and Mauser 
tape stitched for strength • Smooth Skin lined opening • Pull tab at heel

3mm neoprene, 4mm Kevlar® neoprene
Black/Kevlar®
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  NA235

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Kevlar® Socks

A warm, versatile 4mm neoprene sock, good for a variety of water based 
activities.

Kayaking, canoeing, surfing, snorkelling, diving, general watersports.

4mm neoprene • Mauser stitched seams • PU printed sole reinforcement • 
Smooth Skin lined opening • Pull tab at heel

4mm neoprene
Black
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  NA203

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

3D Socks

Intelligent use of materials keep this 1.5mm neoprene sock lightweight 
and warm, for sensitivity and comfort.

An ideal undersock for kayaking, canoeing, surfing, windsurfing, kite surfing, 
snorkelling, diving, general watersports.

1.5mm Titanium coated plush-lined neoprene • Smooth Skin ankle seal • 
Flatlock stitched for comfort • Pull tab at heel

1.5mm neoprene
Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL  |  NA202

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Ti Socks
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Notes



Safety Line Testing, Verzasca River, Italy © Nick Horwood 2009
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Safety and Rescue

20m Alpine
SA420

10m Ocean Pro
SA470

Ace Wake
CH109

Cowtail Two
SA222

Infinity AirStore
FB325

Cowtail One
SA221

25m Canyon
SA425

Zambezi Belt
SA455

Chest Harness
for Symbiant WW

BA350

Two Face
CH120

Paddle Float
FB100

AutoLock 
Karabiner

SA225

Infinity S
FB112

12m React
SA150

AP4000
CH045

AP2000
CH004

Wire Gate 
Karabiner

SA206

ID M
FB225

Screw Gate 
Karabiner

SA219

ID XL
FB290

AP3000
CH005

Face Guard
CH508

Fox 40 Whistle
SA280

ID S
FB212

Infinity M/L
FB135

10m Rapid
SA410

3m River
SA430

Classic Full-Cut
CH107

Rescue Pulley
SA220

Tape Safety
Line

SA203

Infinity XL
FB190

15m Bullet
SA415

3m River Pro
SA440

Ace Water
CH108 (Adult)

CH108J (Junior)

Folding River
Knife
SA302

18m React
SA155

AP6000
CH060

Infinity M
FB125
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THROWLINES

A bank rescue throwline featuring detachable, easy to handle, floating 
rope. The Canyon is designed to be adaptable to the needs of emer-
gency services and rescue technicians.

Technical water rescues, rescue of swimmer in water, swiftwater rescue 
courses, emergency services, raft guiding.  

25m of 10.5mm, high visibility, floating polypropylene cored rope • 1000kg 
breaking load • Rope is tied into bag via a stainless steel O-ring allowing the 
rope to be removed and used on its own • Cordura® 550D bag with built-in 
foam floatation • Easy to operate shockcord neck closure • Extra fabric at 
neck to aid throwing and repacking • Conforms to the clean line principle with 
no closed loops on the rope or bag preventing snagging • Reflective detail • 
SA455 Zambezi belt compatible • Clear usage labelling on bag

Cordura® 550D, 10.5mm polypropylene floating line
Blue/Hi-Vis Yellow
25m  |  SA425

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

25m Canyon

A throwline ideal for static and dynamic rescue situations. Employs the 
clean line principle with easy to handle floating rope.

Technical water rescues, rescue of swimmer in water, swiftwater rescue 
courses, emergency services, raft guiding. 

20m of 10.5mm, high visibility, floating polypropylene cored rope • 1000kg 
breaking load • Rope is tied into bag via a stainless steel O-ring allowing the 
rope to be removed and used on its own • Cordura® 550D bag with built-in 
foam floatation • Easy to operate shockcord neck closure • Extra fabric at 
neck to aid throwing and repacking • Conforms to the clean line principle with 
no closed loops on the rope or bag preventing snagging • Reflective detail • 
SA455 Zambezi belt compatible • Clear usage labelling on bag

Cordura® 550D, 10.5mm polypropylene floating line
Blue/Hi-Vis Yellow
20m  |  SA420

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

20m Alpine

An individual’s river throwline using the clean line principle. Highly vis-
ible with easy to handle floating rope.

Rescue of swimmer in water, technical water rescues, swiftwater rescue 
courses, emergency services, raft guiding. 

15m of 10.5mm, high visibility, floating polypropylene cored rope • 1000kg 
breaking load • Rope is tied into bag via a stainless steel O-ring allowing the 
rope to be removed and used on its own • Cordura® 550D bag with built-in 
foam floatation • Easy to operate shockcord neck closure • Extra fabric at 
neck to aid throwing and repacking • Conforms to the clean line principle with 
no closed loops on the rope or bag preventing snagging • Reflective detail • 
SA455 Zambezi belt compatible • Clear usage labelling on bag

Cordura® 550D, 10.5mm polypropylene floating line
Blue/Hi-Vis Yellow
15m  |  SA415

Usage

Features

Material
Colours

Size

15m Bullet
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THROWLINES

A quick and light throwline designed specifically for waist carrying used 
in conjunction with the Zambezi waist belt. 

Rescue of a swimmer in water, technical water rescues, raft guiding.

10m of 10.5mm, high visibility, floating polypropylene cored rope • 1000kg 
breaking load • Rope is tied into bag via a stainless steel O-ring allowing the 
rope to be removed and used on its own • Cordura® 550D bag with built-in 
foam floatation • Easy to operate shockcord neck closure • Extra fabric at 
neck to aid throwing and repacking • Conforms to the clean line principle with 
no closed loops on the rope or bag preventing snagging • Reflective detail • 
SA455 Zambezi belt compatible • Clear usage labelling on bag

Cordura® 550D, 10.5mm polypropylene floating line
Blue/Hi-Vis Yellow 
10m  |  SA410

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

10m Rapid

A simple and lightweight line for accuracy when throwing to moving 
targets. An ideal first throwline.

Retrieval of a swimmer in water, raft guiding. Not suitable for static rescue 
usage. 

18m of 8mm, high visibility, floating polypropylene hollow core rope • 600kg 
breaking load • Cordura® 550D bag with built-in foam floatation • Easy to 
operate shockcord neck closure • Extra fabric at neck to aid throwing and 
repacking • Clear usage labelling on bag

Cordura® 550D, 8mm polypropylene floating line
Red/Black
18m  |  SA155

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

18m React

A compact and lightweight throwline for fast deployment in tight situa-
tions. 

Retrieval of a swimmer in water, raft guiding. Not suitable for static rescue 
usage.

18m of 8mm, high visibility, floating polypropylene hollow core rope • 600kg 
breaking load • Cordura® 550D bag with built-in foam floatation • Easy to 
operate shockcord neck closure • Extra fabric at neck to aid throwing and 
repacking • Clear usage labelling on bag

Cordura® 550D, 8mm polypropylene floating line
Red/Black
12m  |  SA150

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

12m React
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TOWLINES

An adaptable, quick to deploy ocean towline with an embossed belt for 
comfort and floatation. The rope packs away compactly into a stream-
lined pouch.

Expedition sea kayaking, instruction, inshore kayak towing and open canoe 
tows.

Thermoformed floating foam waist belt with Fixlock quick-release buckle 
• Cordura® side-opening pouch with elasticated mouth • Removable 10m 
of 8mm floating polypropylene floating line with shock-absorber • Seadog 
noncorrosive plastic clip • D-ring attachment points for rigging short tows • 
Reflective detail • Comes in storage bag with printed usage instructions

Cordura® 550D pouch, 8mm polypropylene line
Mango/Black
10m  |  SA470

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

10m Ocean Pro

Designed for carrying Palm Pro rescue throwlines around the waist for 
on-demand safety cover. Throwline attachment is via a stiffened tail 
which easily threads through the built-in tunnel on the throwline bag.

Waist carry of Palm Pro throwline series, inland towing.

Thermoformed floating foam waist belt with Fixlock quick-release buckle • 
Throwline deployment system with Fixlock quick-release buckle • Cordura® 
side-opening towline pouch with removable 3m of 6mm floating polypropylene 
line (karabiner not included - we recommend SA206) • Comes in a storage 
bag with printed usage instructions

Cordura® 550D pouch, 6mm polypropylene line
Blue/Hi-Vis Yellow
3m towline  |  SA455

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Zambezi Belt

Shown above with 10m Rapid throwline attached 
(throwlines sold separately).

The professional choice for those wanting a comfortable, safe and 
adaptable tow system. Designed to be easy to use – the user can simply 
clip-in and paddle away with the rope deploying automatically.

Instruction and centre use, inland kayak and open canoe tows.

Thermoformed floating foam waist belt with Fixlock quick-release buckle 
• Cordura® side-opening pouch with elasticated mouth • Removable 3m of 
8mm floating polypropylene floating line with shock-absorber • D-ring attach-
ment points for rigging short tows • Reflective detail • Comes in storage bag 
with printed usage instructions

Cordura® 550D pouch, 8mm polypropylene line
Red/Black
3m  |  SA440

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

3m River Pro

A compact and comfortable towline constructed to meet the demands of 
regular use.

Instruction and centre use, inshore/inland kayak and open canoe tows.

Thermoformed floating foam waist belt with Fixlock quick-release buckle 
• Cordura® top-opening pouch • Removable 3m of 8mm floating polypro-
pylene floating line with shock-absorber • Seadog noncorrosive plastic clip • 
D-ring attachment points for rigging short tows • Reflective detail • Comes in 
storage bag with printed usage instructions

Cordura® 550D pouch, 8mm polypropylene line
Red/Black
3m  |  SA430

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

3m River
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT

A quick deploying elasticated attachment for use with PFD harness 
systems. Without karabiner to allow for a variety of uses.

Extension device, safety and rescue situations.

Integral stainless O-ring for PFD harness attachment • High visibility elasti-
cated tubular webbing extends to 75cm • Bartack stitched • Neoprene grip 
reduces karabiner slip

25mm tubular Nylon webbing with elasticated core
Yellow
75cm (fully extended)  |  SA221

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Cowtail One  Updated Product – A/W ’09

A quick deploying elasticated attachment for use with PFD harness 
systems. Without karabiners. Designed to be used with two karabiners 
– one at each end.

Extension device, safety and rescue situations.

High visibility elasticated tubular webbing extends to 75cm • Bartack stitched 
• Neoprene grips reduce karabiner slip

25mm tubular Nylon webbing with elasticated core
Yellow
75cm (fully extended)  |  SA222

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Cowtail Two  New Product – A/W ’09

Palm chest harness that can be fitted for either left or right-handed 
release. Attaches to Palm Symbiant Whitewater PFD.

40mm webbing • Quick-release cam buckle with load spreader • Welded 
O-ring with Velcro retainer

Black
One size  |  BA350

Features

Colours
Sizes

Chest Harness for Symbiant WW
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT

This 25mm pulley has a swing cheek design for quick and easy attach-
ment to a rope to reduce friction in rescue situations.
 
Safety and rescue, technical water rescues, swiftwater rescue courses.

Anodised aluminium case with karabiner clip point • 25mm Nylon roller takes 
rope up to 12mm diameter • 2000kg breaking load

Aluminium, Nylon
Anodised Grey
One size  |  SA220

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Rescue Pulley

A compact folding lock-knife with stainless steel blade and plastic han-
dle. Fits easily into any PFD pocket.
 
Safety and rescue, technical water rescues, swiftwater rescue courses.

7cm serrated stainless steel blade • Plastic handle • Compact folding design 
fits easily into PFD pocket • Blade locking mechanism  • One handed opening

Stainless steel blade/Plastic handle
Black
7cm blade  |  SA302

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Folding River Knife  New Product – A/W ’09

This 4m tape is perfect for storage in a PFD front pocket. Useful for 
numerous applications; it can be used as a sling or short throwline.

Safety and rescue, technical water rescues, swiftwater rescue courses – not 
suitable for climbing.

4m of 25mm open-ended tubular tape • High-visibility • 1000kg breaking load

25mm tubular Nylon tape
Yellow
4m  |  SA203

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Tubular Tape Safety Line



SAFETY EQUIPMENT
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An autolock gate karabiner with anodised finish.

Safety and rescue, technical water rescues, swiftwater rescue courses. Not 
suitable for climbing.

Anodised aluminium tested to 2200Kg • AutoLock gate with 24mm opening

Aluminium alloy
Silver
One size  |  SA225

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

AutoLock Karabiner  New Product

A large wire gate karabiner with anodised finish.

Safety and rescue, technical water rescues, swiftwater rescue courses.  
Not suitable for climbing.

Anodised aluminium tested to 2200Kg • Wire gate with 35mm opening

Aluminium alloy
Red
One size  |  SA206

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Wire Gate Karabiner

A screw gate karabiner with anodised finish.

Safety and rescue, technical water rescues, swiftwater rescue courses.  
Not suitable for climbing.

Anodised aluminium tested to 2200Kg • Screw gate with 23mm opening

Aluminium alloy
Red/Blue
One size  |  SA219

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

HMS Screw Gate Karabiner  New Product 

The industry standard plastic, pea-less whistle.

River safety.

3 chamber pea-less whistle • 115 decibels

Injection moulded plastic
Red  |  SA280

Usage

Features

Materials
Colour

Fox 40 Whistle  New Product – A/W ’09



HELMETS
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A stylish watersport side-cut helmet with removable ear flaps.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports.

Injection moulded high density ABS shell • Dual density water resistant EVA 
foam lining • 16 vents for ventilation and drainage • Fully padded interior • 
Head Lock strap system • Removable moulded foam ear flaps • Soft webbing 
chinstrap with neoprene chinguard • Approved to CE watersport safety 
standard EN1385

High density ABS shell, EVA foam lining
Black, Blue, Red
S, M, L, XL  |  CH109

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Pro-Tec Ace Wake

A stylish watersports side-cut helmet ideal for a wide variety of uses.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports.

Injection moulded high density ABS shell • Dual density water resistant EVA 
foam lining • 16 vents for ventilation and drainage • Fully padded interior 
• Head Lock strap system • Soft webbing chinstrap • Approved to CE 
watersport safety standard EN1385

High density ABS shell, EVA foam lining
S, M, L, XL |  Black, Blue, Red, Yellow, White |  CH108
Junior S, Junior M |  Blue, Red   |  CH108J

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Pro-Tec Ace Water

A peaked watersport side-cut helmet with removable ear flaps. Swing 
Lock rear strap allows the helmet to be worn forwards or backwards.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports.

Injection moulded high density ABS shell • Dual density water resistant EVA 
foam lining • 7 vents for ventilation and drainage • Fully padded interior • 
Swing Lock reversible system • Removable moulded foam ear flaps • Soft 
webbing chinstrap with neoprene chinguard • Approved to CE watersport 
safety standard EN1385

High density ABS shell, EVA foam lining
Matte Black, Gloss Carbon, Matte Burnt Orange
S, M, L, XL  |  CH120

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Pro-Tec Two-Face

The original Pro-Tec watersports helmet with full ear coverage.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports.

Injection moulded high density ABS shell • Dual density water resistant EVA 
foam lining • 17 vents for ventilation and drainage • STIFS - Stay Tight Interior 
Fit System • Fully padded interior • Soft webbing chinstrap • Approved to CE 
watersport safety standard EN1385

High density ABS shell, EVA foam lining
Black, Blue, Red, Yellow, White
S/M, L/XL  |  CH107

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Pro-Tec Classic Full-Cut
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Injection moulded in polypropylene for maximum impact protection with 
an adjustable inner cradle to ensure a secure and comfortable fit.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports.

High-impact polypropylene • Water-resistant foam lining • Adjustable inner 
cradle • Open vents for ventilation and drainage • Soft webbing chinstrap • 
Approved to CE watersport safety standard EN1385

Polypropylene
Black, Blue, Red, Yellow, White
One Size - Adjustable  |  CH045

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AP4000

This helmet provides protection in a stylish package injection moulded 
from high density ABS and featuring removable ear flaps.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports.

Injection moulded high density ABS shell • Water-resistant foam liner • Vents 
for ventilation and drainage • Fully padded lining • Matte finish • Removable 
ear flaps • Soft webbing chinstrap • Approved to CE watersport safety 
standard EN1385

High density ABS
Blue, Carbon, Red
XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL  |  CH060

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AP6000

A full-cut helmet, injection moulded in polypropylene for maximum 
impact protection with an adjustable inner cradle.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports.

High-impact polypropylene • Full cut shell • Water-resistant foam lining • 
Adjustable inner cradle • Open vents for ventilation and drainage • Soft 
webbing chinstrap • Approved to CE watersport safety standard EN1385

Polypropylene
Red, Yellow
One size - Non adjustable  |  CH005

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AP3000

A full-cut helmet, injection moulded in polypropylene for maximum 
impact protection with an adjustable inner cradle. 

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports.

High-impact polypropylene • Full cut shell • Water-resistant foam lining • 
Adjustable inner cradle • Open vents for ventilation and drainage • Soft 
webbing chinstrap • Approved to CE watersport safety standard EN1385

Polypropylene
Blue, Red, Yellow, White
One size - Adjustable  |  CH004

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AP2000

PVC coated steel face protector for use when playing canoe Polo. Not 
suitable for river paddling.

Canoe polo.

PVC coated steel • Full face protection • Canoe Polo use • Fixings included

Powder coated steel
Black
One size  |  CH508

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Face Guard



FLOATATION AIRBAGS
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Heavy duty floatation airbags. Install these in your kayak to prevent 
water filling the boat in the event of a capsize, making it easier to empty. 

Kayaking, coaching, river, creeking, freeride, club, centre.

Heavy duty abrasion resistant fabric • High frequency welded seams • Screw 
lock air valve • Securing eye

70D PVC backed Nylon fabric
Red
XL (Full Stern/Bow) |  L 110cm W 56cm V 90L |  FB190
M/L (Half Stern) |  L 110cm W 36cm V 35L |  FB135
M (Half Stern) |  L 90cm W 34cm  V 25L |  FB125
S (Half Bow/Stern) |  L 60cm W 28cm V 12L |  FB112

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Infinity Whitewater Float Bag

A floatation air bag and dry bag combined, designed to fit in the stern of 
a kayak. To use, simply pack the dry bag compartment with gear and roll 
down to seal, then inflate the floatbag compartment for buoyancy.

Kayaking, touring.

Dual compartment envelope - one for gear, the other for buoyancy • Heavy 
duty abrasion resistant fabric • High frequency welded seams • Self-purging 
valve • Securing eyes

70D PVC backed Nylon fabric
Red
18L  |  FB325

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Infinity AirStore  New Product – S/S ’10 

Medium weight floatation airbags. Install these in your kayak to prevent 
water filling the boat in the event of a capsize, making it easier to empty. 

Suitable for whitewater and touring.

0.35 PVC  • High frequency welded seams • Air valve • Securing eye

PVC
Blue
XL (Full Stern) |  L 110cm W 56cm V 90L |  FB290
M (Half Stern) |  L 90cm W 34cm  V 25L |  FB225
S (Half Bow/Stern) |  L 60cm W 28cm V 12L |  FB212

Usage 

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

ID Recreation Float Bag 

Heavy duty paddle float. Dual compartments envelope the paddle blade, 
with an adjustable webbing strap to ensure location on the paddle. 

Sea kayaking, touring.

Dual compartment envelope • Adjustable webbing fixing strap • Heavy duty 
abrasion resistant fabric • High frequency welded seams • Screw lock air 
valves • Securing eyes

70D PVC backed Nylon fabric
Red
One Size  |  FB100

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Paddle Float  New Colour – A/W ’09
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Notes



Hiking into the Alpe di Basso, Italy © Tim Trew / Palm Equipment 2009
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Accessories
PADDLE MITTS

NEOPRENE HEADWEAR

HYDRATION SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES

NEOPRENE GLOVES

Repair Tape
MS009 (5m)

MS008 (50m)

Honeycomb Gloves
NA208

Open Palm Mitt
NA205

Multisport Gloves
NA310

Descent Pogies
NA269

Spec Band
NA211

Kayak Mitts
MS006

Hydration Bladder
CT090

Skull Cap
NA204

Kevlar Palm Gloves
NA330

Wallet
CT052

Ti Gloves
NA270

Neoprene Mitts
NA209

Nose Clip
MS250

RiverTec Mitts
MS007

Hydration Pouch
BA370

Pro Gloves
NA050

Header Cap
NA264

P-Buddy
MS400
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PADDLE MITTS

High specification paddle mitts to keep your hands snug and warm 
without compromising control. 

Cold water paddling, wind protection, kayaking and canoeing.

XP150™ 3-layer fabric • Removable open palm fleece liner • Adjustable 
Smooth Skin shaft seal • Easy close wrist drawcord • Velcro paddle shaft 
closure • Reflective piping

XP150™ 3-layer fabric, fleece liner
Blue/Black
One size  |  MS007

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

RiverTec Paddle Mitts

3mm neoprene mitts to keep hands warm.

Cold water paddling, wind protection, kayaking and canoeing.

3mm neoprene • Velcro fastening around paddle shaft

3mm neoprene
Grey/Black
One size  |  NA209

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Neoprene Paddle Mitts

Quick-access pogies provide warmth without compromising control.

Cold water paddling, wind protection, kayaking and canoeing.

4mm neoprene • Short cut for easy access • Inner baffle to prevent water rush 
and maintain warmth • Hang tabs • Velcro paddle fastening

4mm neoprene
Black/Grey
One size  |  NA269

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Descent Whitewater Pogies

Lightweight, effective paddle mitt, offering water and wind protection.

Cold water paddling, wind protection, kayaking and canoeing.

XP150™ 3-layer breathable fabric protection • Velcro paddle shaft closure

XP150™ 3-layer fabric
Various
One size  |  MS006

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Kayak Paddle Mitts
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NEOPRENE  GLOVES

Constructed entirely from 2mm Super Stretch neoprene and cut to 
conform to the natural shape of the hand, these gloves are extremely 
comfortable. Titanium coated for warmth with PU print for grip.

A variety of watersports and activities.

2mm Titanium coated, Super Stretch neoprene • PU print for grip and abra-
sion resistance • Adjustable Velcro neoprene cuff • All seams glued and blind 
stitched

2mm Super Stretch neoprene
Grey
XS, S, M, L, XL  |  NA270 

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Ti Gloves

Designed for use by the rescue services, these are tough and extremely 
practical articulated gloves. 

Rescue services, swiftwater rescue, manual handling.

2mm neoprene • Preformed natural finger shape • Reinforced padded palm • 
Suede leather wear areas • Twin Velcro adjustable straps • Webbing pull-tabs 
• Neoprene cuff

2mm neoprene upper with suede leather palm
Red/Grey/Black
S, M, L, XL  |  NA050

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Pro Gloves

A hardworking, 3mm neoprene insulating glove with pre-bent fingers 
for comfort. It features a Kevlar® neoprene palm section for increased 
durability when working with ropes in professional scenarios.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, general watersports, rescue, surfing.

3mm neoprene • Pre-bent fingers • Kevlar® palm section for grip • Adjustable 
Velcro neoprene cuff • All seams glued and blind stitched • Soft Lycra binding 
at wrist

3mm neoprene/3mm Kevlar® neoprene
Black
S, M, L, XL  |  NA330

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Kevlar® Palm Gloves  New Product – A/W ’09
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NEOPRENE GLOVES

Low-profile mitts provide cold weather protection whilst maintaining 
contact with the paddle. 

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, surfing.

Open palm to maintain paddle contact • Pre-bent shape • Honeycomb PU 
print for added grip • 2mm neoprene with Velcro adjustable neoprene cuff • 
Glued and blind stitched

2mm neoprene
Black/Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  NA205

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Open Palm Mitts

A neoprene paddle sports glove with pre-bent fingers for comfort and to 
help prevent fatigue. A honeycomb pattern PU print adds grip for paddle 
control. 

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, general watersports, rescue, surfing.

3mm neoprene • Pre-bent fingers • Honeycomb PU print for grip • Adjustable 
Velcro neoprene cuff • All seams glued and blind stitched • Soft Lycra binding 
at wrist

3mm neoprene
Black/Grey
S, M, L, XL  |  NA208

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Honeycomb Gloves

Great multipurpose gloves made from soft 2mm neoprene for warmth 
and comfort. With tough suede leather reinforced palms and thumbs. A 
Velcro adjustable wrist closure ensures a snug fit.

A variety of watersports and activities.

2mm neoprene • Supple suede leather palms and wear areas for grip • Velcro 
adjustable wrist closure • Soft Lycra binding at wrist

2mm neoprene
Silver/Grey/Black
S, M, L, XL  |  NA310

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Multisport Gloves
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NEOPRENE HEADWEAR

Helps to keep head warm when immersed, low profile allows the Header 
to be worn under a helmet. 

Under helmet insulation, kayaking, canoeing, rafting, general watersports.

1mm Super Stretch, Titanium coated, plush-lined neoprene for maximum low-
profile cold water protection • Over ear cut • All seams are flatlock stitched for 
comfort • Soft Lycra binding at edge • Adjustable soft webbing chin-strap with 
low-profile buckle

1mm neoprene
Black
One size  |  NA264

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Header Cap

Constructed from 3mm neoprene and flatlock stitched for comfort, this 
cap offers protection from cold water.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, general watersports.

3mm neoprene • Over ear and low neck cut • All seams are flatlock stitched 
for comfort • Soft Lycra edge binding

3mm neoprene
Black/Grey
One size  |  NA204

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Skull Cap
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HYDRATION SYSTEMS

This pouch is designed to fit a hydration bladder and hose (not in-
cluded) and attaches to any PFD with 40mm shoulder straps and 25mm 
side straps. 

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports, general storage.

Fits all compatible Palm PFDs • Slik Clip universal attachments • Nylon back 
panel with foam insert • YKK® water-resistant zip entry • Webbing adjusters 
for positioning • Clear instruction labelling

2mm neoprene/210D Nylon
Black
One size  |  BA370

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Universal Hydration Pouch

A high quality TPU hydration bladder that holds 1.5 litres of liquid. Fits 
in Palm’s Universal Hydration Pouch.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports, general storage.

Fits Palm Universal Hydration Pouch • High quality medical grade TPU • 
Drinking tube with TPU mouthpiece • Handy volume gauge printed on front • 
Eyelets for securing inside pouch

Medical grade TPU
Transparent Blue
1.5 litres  |  CT090

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

1.5L Hydration Bladder
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ACCESSORIES

These comfortable clips stop the ingress of water to your nose whilst 
immersed. 

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, general watersports.

Stainless steel sprung body • Soft and flexible rubber nose pads • Tether cord 

Stainless Steel, rubber
Silver/White
One size  |  MS250

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Nose Clip

A durable wallet with key karabiner for security. 

Storage of personal items, cash and cards.

Functional wallet • Zipped note pocket • ID sleeve • Visible zipped coin pocket 
• Karabiner key ring • 3 credit card sleeves • Velcro closure

Nylon
Grey/Black
One size  |  CT052

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Wallet

Highly tacky cloth-backed adhesive repair tape. 5cm wide.

Black, White
5m    |  MS009
50m  |  MS008

Colours
Sizes

Repair Tape

A simple 2mm neoprene band keeps your glasses in place whilst on the 
water. To use, simply thread the neoprene tubes at each end over the 
arms of the glasses.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, general watersports.

2mm neoprene band with simple attachment

2mm neoprene
Red/Black
One size  |  NA211

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Spec Band

Enables female paddlers to pee through the relief zipper of their 
drysuits or pants while standing.

Kayaking, canoeing, rafting, sailing, general watersports.

Moulded in PETE plastic • Floats if dropped in the river • Washable and 
reusable hundreds of times over • Compact size and shape means it’s eas-
ily stored in a jacket or PFD pocket • Includes full instructions and slimline 
zipped bag

PETE plastic
Transparent
2.5cm x 12cm   |  MS400

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Women’s P-Buddy



Gear Testing in Uganda, Satu Vanska-Westgarth © Simon Westgarth 2009
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Travel and Storage
LUGGAGE

TRANSPORT

WATERPROOF STORAGE

12L Ozone
CT312

First Aid Carrier
CT999

6L Ozone
CT306

Stack Packs
CT910 (Set)
CT903 (3L)
CT902 (2L)
CT901 (1L)

50L Ozone
CT350

1.65m Paddle Bag
CT070

5L Aero
CT205

7m HD Straps
RR207

25L Ozone
CT325

3L Aero
CT203

Roofrack Straps
RR206 (6m)
RR205 (5m)
RR204 (4m)
RR203 (3m)

125L River Trek
CT485

15L Aero HD
CT415

Boat Trolley
MS060

Mega Holdall
CT042

150L River Trek 
CT490

25L Aero HD
CT425

Compact Boat Trolley
MS065

60L Backpack
CT045

100L River Trek
CT480

25L Aero
CT225

Mesh Gear Bag
CT040

Uprights
RR140 (40cm)
RR150 (50cm)

50L River Trek
CT450

2m Paddle Bag
CT075

10L Aero
CT210

Roofrack 
Protectors

RR215 (40cm)
RR220 (100cm)

75L River Trek
CT475

15L Aero
CT215

2.3m Paddle Bag
CT080

J-Bars
RR175
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LUGGAGE

Wet and dry compartments compliment this versatile and functional 
rucksack.

Kayaking day trips, travel.

The dry compartments have storage pockets to keep important items easily 
retrievable • Large wet compartment with internal mesh pocket and swivel 
hook • Two dry compartments with mesh panels and organiser pockets • 
Shaped, padded shoulder straps with sternum strap that zip away when not in 
use • Compression straps • Heavy duty grab handle • ID window

600D Nylon
Black
60L  |  CT045

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

60 Litre Backpack

This is an impressively large, durable bag that will easily swallow a 
complete set of kayaking gear and more.

Travel and storage.

Extremely durable PVC coated 1680D Nylon • Heavy duty wear resistant 
base • 150 litres volume • Side handles with Velcro tidy • Embroidered logo

PVC coated 1680D Nylon
Black
150L  |  CT042

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Mega Holdall

Large drawcord closing pack with large mesh panel to allow kayaking 
gear to breathe if damp.

Kayaking day trips, travel.

Comfortable shoulder harness carrying system with 3D mesh lining and 
sternum strap • Internal zipped mesh pocket • Base mounted haul strap • 
Elasticated drawcord at top

600D Nylon
Black
60L  |  CT040

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

Mesh Gear Bag

Padded bag for transporting and storing paddles. The bag will fit up to 
four paddles and a fabric divider inside keeps them securely stowed.

Kayaking day trips, travel.

Removable shoulder strap • Padded carry handle • ID window for address 
card • Haul straps at each end • Reinforced end panels • Large 3/4 length zip 
opens to allow paddles to be loaded from either end or open completely for 
easier access

600D polyester
Black
2.3m  |  CT080
2m     |  CT075
1.65m  |  CT070

Usage

Overview

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Padded Paddle Bag
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WATERPROOF STORAGE

The perfect gear carrier for raft supported expeditions. Designed to be 
comfortable to carry even when fully loaded. Tough, durable and water-
proof with heavy duty shoulder harness.

Waterproof storage.

600D Nylon fabric with tough PVC coating • Ballistic cloth base for added 
durability • Shaped shoulder straps with breathable wicking mesh for added 
comfort • Internal Velcro closing pocket • Lockable D-rings

Nylon
Navy/Grey
150L  |  CT490
125L  |  CT485
100L  |  CT480
75L    |  CT475
50L    |  CT450

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

River Trek

Midweight, waterproof gear carrier. The transparent reinforced PVC al-
lows easy location of items within the bag.

Waterproof storage.

Roll down closure • Welded seams • Transparent for easy location of items • 
4 sizes • Ballistic fabric base for added durability • Lockable D-rings • Remov-
able shoulder straps on the two larger sizes

Reinforced PVC
Transparent White Mesh/Black
50L  |  CT350
25L  |  CT325
12L  |  CT312
6L    |  CT306

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Ozone

A heavy duty version of our popular Aero gear carrier. The 200D fabric 
makes for a more durable bag when repeatedly being packed and un-
packed from the rear of a kayak.

Waterproof storage.

Roll down dry bag closure with additional flap over opening • 200D PVC 
backed Nylon fabric • Compression valve • Lashing points

200D TPU backed Nylon fabric
Red
25L  |  CT425
15L  |  CT415

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Aero HD  New Product – S/S ’10
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WATERPROOF STORAGE

Screw-top dry containers. Colour coded lids for easy size recognition. 
Drink adapter lid for small POT-PAK available.

Waterproof storage of fragile items.

Transparent heavy duty container • Screw top with inner seal • Easy to store 
in rear of boat

HDPE
Transparent
Set of 3 |  CT910
3L (29cm x 14cm) |  CT903
2L (26.5cm x 11.5cm) |  CT902
1L (23.5cm x 9cm) |  CT901

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Stack Pack

A lightweight, packable roll-down bag with a clear window. Designed to 
hold an on-the-water first aid kit (not included).

Waterproof first aid storage.

Roll down dry bag closure • PVC coated Polyester • Clear PVC window

70D PVC backed Nylon fabric
Red 
3L  |  CT999

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

First Aid Carrier  New Product – S/S ’10

This lightweight, waterproof gear carrier is ideal for keeping items 
separate and extra secure whilst in a larger bag. The smaller sizes are 
suitable for first aid and repair kits.

Waterproof storage.

Roll down dry bag closure with additional flap over opening • TPU coated 
70D Polyester ripstop • 5 sizes • 3 larger sizes feature compression valve • 
Lashing points

TPU coated 70D Polyester ripstop
25L  |  Grey  |  CT225
15L  |  Grey  |  CT215
10L  |  Grey  |  CT210
  5L  |  Red   |  CT205
  3L  |  Red   |  CT203

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Aero
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TRANSPORT

A pair of upright bars to secure multiple kayaks and sit-on-tops easily 
on your car roofrack.

Boat transportation.

Easy fitting • Foam protection to prevent damage to kayak

Powder coated steel, 600D polyester
Black
Overall Height 40cm  |  RR140
Overall Height 50cm  |  RR150

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Upright Bars

Designed specifically for touring kayaks, this trolley is compact and 
collapsible and fits into most kayak deck hatches (including smaller 
day hatches). The pneumatic balloon tyres provide easy, cushioned 
transport over most terrain including sand, mud and rock.

Transportation of touring kayaks and canoes.

Pneumatic balloon tyres • Heavy duty frame with 3mm wall thickness • 28cm 
ground clearance • Kickstand for easy loading • Stainless hardware • Includes 
tie-down straps

Marine grade anodized aluminium
Folded frame: 64cm x 25cm x 10cm  Wheels: 22cm dia. x 12.7cm
Weight: 3kg  Capacity: 45kg
Silver/Black  |  MS065

Usage

Features

Materials
Dimensions

Colour

Compact Boat Trolley  New Product – A/W ’10

This boat trolley features puncture-proof wheels. It will easily 
manoeuvre a kayak or canoe up to 80kg. The wheels detach quickly via 
quick-clip pins while the aluminum frame folds scissor-style to fit in 
your boat.

Transportation of kayaks, canoes and small watercraft.

Tuff tyres • Heavy duty frame with 3mm wall thickness • 28cm ground 
clearance • Double kickstand for stable loading • Stainless hardware • 
Includes tie-down straps

Marine grade anodized aluminium
Folded frame: 71cm x 33cm x 10cm  Wheels: 25cm dia. x 8cm
Weight:4kg  Capacity: 80kg
Silver/Black  |  MS060

Usage

Features

Materials
Dimensions

Colour

Boat Trolley  New Product – A/W ’10 

A pair of contoured bars to secure single kayaks and sit-on-tops easily 
and safely on your car roof. 

Boat transportation.

Easy fitting • Foam protection to prevent damage to kayak

Powder coated steel
Black
Overall Height 38cm  | RR175

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

J Bars
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TRANSPORT

A pair of 40mm, heavy duty webbing straps. 

Transportation.

Heavy duty Nylon webbing • Galvanised cam buckle

40mm Nylon webbing
Black
7m  |  RR207

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Heavy Duty Roofrack Straps

A pair of 25mm webbing straps.

Transportation.

25mm Nylon webbing • Galvanised cam buckle

25mm Nylon webbing
Black
6m  |  RR206
5m  |  RR205
3m  |  RR204
4m  |  RR203

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Roofrack Straps

A pair of fabric covered foam pads to protect your boat during 
transportation. 

Transport protection.

Heavy duty 600D polyester cover • Foam core • 40mm Velcro attachment

600D polyester, foam core
Black
40cm |  RR215
100cm |  RR220

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Roofrack Protectors
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Notes



Rosie Cripps, Clanques de Cassis, France © Deb Pinniger
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Paddles
WHITEWATER PADDLES

RECREATION PADDLES

CANOE PADDLES

TOURING PADDLES

AT4 Tour E
Straight Shaft

PD480

AT4 Play E
Straight Shaft

PD470

Otter
KP0

Drift
PD61

AT4 Tour E
PD440

AT4 Play E
PD400

PD410 (Small shaft)

Otter Canoe
PD202

Colt
KP195

Drift 2-Piece
PD62

AT Columbia
PD450

AT Eddy
PD415

Harmony Shadow
PD165

Drift Lite
PD63

Explorer 3-Piece
PD120

AT Xception SL Tour
PD460

AT2 Flexi
PD420

Harmony Mistral
PD160

Drift Pro
PD64

Adventure
PD515

AT Grom
PD490

Tamur
PD521
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WHITEWATER PADDLES

The perfect all-river high performance paddle. With S-Glass in the 
blades and shaft to give it more flex with minimal weight gain.

Whitewater, creeking, freestyle, surf kayaking.

Smooth streamlined PU core blade • Carbon and S-Glass construction for flex 
• Dynell trim on blade edges • AT’s ergonomic grip

Carbon and S-Glass blades and shaft
Black
196cm  |  30º feather  |  PD420R196
194cm  |  30º feather  |  PD420R194 
191cm  |  30º feather  |  PD420R191

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AT2 Flexi

The Eddy is a full-featured high end paddle for intermediate to advanced 
whitewater. 

Whitewater, creeking, freestyle, surf kayaking. 

Buoyant PVC core blade • Streamlined power face • Carbon and Kevlar® 
braided shaft • Dynell trim on blade edges • AT’s ergonomic grip

Glass blades/Carbon and Kevlar® shaft
Red
199cm  |  30º feather  |  PD415R199 
196cm  |  30º feather  |  PD415R197 
194cm  |  30º feather  |  PD415R194 
191cm  |  30º feather  |  PD415R191

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AT Eddy

A strong, lightweight paddle constructed from glass fibres bonded with 
N6 resins, producing the strongest whitewater paddle on the planet.

Whitewater, creeking, freestyle, surf kayaking.

Dihedral polypropylene and glass blades • N6 matrix glass shaft • AT’s 
ergonomic grip

Polypropylene and glass blades/N6 matrix glass shaft
White
196cm  |  30º feather  |  Standard shaft |  PD400R196 
194cm  |  30º feather  |  Standard shaft |  PD400R194 
191cm  |  30º feather  |  Standard shaft |  PD400R191
196cm  |  30º feather  |  Small shaft |  PD410R196 
193cm  |  30º feather  |  Small shaft |  PD410R193 
190cm  |  30º feather  |  Small shaft |  PD410R190

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AT4 Play E

A simple, strong introductory whitewater paddle constructed from 
advanced materials.

Whitewater, creeking, freestyle, surf kayaking.

Dihedral polypropylene and glass blades • N6 matrix glass shaft

Polypropylene and glass blades/N6 matrix glass shaft
White
196cm  |  30º feather  |  PD470R196
194cm  |  30º feather  |  PD470R194
191cm  |  30º feather  |  PD470R191

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AT4 Play E Straight Shaft  New Product – A/W ’09

Designed with a slight dihedral shape to the paddle blade and slightly 
smaller blades, this paddle will be a favourite among the little ones.

Kids, whitewater, freestyle, surf kayaking.

Dihedral polypropylene and glass blades • Small diameter glass shaft

Polypropylene and glass blades/Glass shaft
White
180cm  |  30º feather  |  PD490R180
175cm  |  30º feather  |  PD490R175

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AT Grom
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TOURING PADDLES

The benchmark of excellence in touring paddles. The extremely light 
weight is perfect for hours of paddling day after day.

Touring, day touring, ocean paddling.

Dihedral blades • 100% braided carbon shaft • Ultra low swing weight • AT’s 
ergonomic grip • Two piece paddle with adjustable feather and length via 
FeatherLok shaft • Drip rings

100% carbon blades and shaft
Black
Adj length (225-230cm)  |  Adj feather (0-90º)  |  PD460R225 
Adj length (220-225cm)  |  Adj feather (0-90º)  |  PD460R220

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AT Xception SL Tour Full Carbon

AT’s most economical ergonomic touring paddle. The AT4 Tour E is 
constructed from less costly materials but is still built to last.

Day touring, ocean paddling.

Dihedral polypropylene and glass blades • N6 matrix glass shaft • AT’s 
ergonomic grip • Two piece paddle with adjustable feather and length via 
FeatherLok shaft • Drip rings

Polypropylene and glass blades/N6 matrix glass shaft
White
Adj length (225-230cm)  |  Adj feather (0-90º)  |  PD440R225 
Adj length (220-225cm)  |  Adj feather (0-90º)  |  PD440R220 
Adj length (215-220cm)  |  Adj feather (0-90º)  |  PD440R215

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

AT4 Tour E

Designed with high performance in mind, the Columbia is an aggressive 
blade shape for an athlete with exercise as their primary focus.

Touring, exercise sessions, short trips.

Dihedral polypropylene and glass blades • N6 matrix carbon shaft • AT’s 
ergonomic grip • Two piece paddle with adjustable feather and length via 
FeatherLok shaft • Drip rings

Polypropylene and glass blades/N6 matrix carbon shaft
White
Adj length (220-225cm)  |  Adj feather (0-90º)  |  PD450R220 
Adj length (215-220cm)  |  Adj feather (0-90º)  |  PD450R215

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

AT Columbia

The Straight Shaft AT4 Tour E is the best value you can get for the price. 
Ideal for those who want to test the waters and are looking for an inex-
pensive way to get into touring.

Touring, day touring, ocean paddling.

Dihedral polypropylene and glass blades • Epoxy glass shaft • Two piece pad-
dle with adjustable feather and length via FeatherLok shaft • Drip rings

Polypropylene and glass blades/Epoxy glass shaft
White
Adj length (215-220cm)  |  Adj feather (0-90º)  |  PD480R215

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Size

AT4 Tour E Straight Shaft
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RECREATION PADDLES

Featuring a beautiful, advanced asymmetric blade, this paddle is 
designed for all-day paddling. It delivers flutter-free power with smooth 
performance. The Pro features a glassfibre shaft and length/feather 
adjuster for on-the-fly adjustments.

Touring, day touring, ocean paddling, recreational paddling, sit-on-tops, inflat-
able kayaks.

Glass reinforced polypropylene blades with gentle dihedral • 30mm diameter 
glassfibre shaft with moulded-in indexed handgrip • Two piece paddle with 
adjustable feather and length coupling • Drip rings

Glass reinforced polypropylene blades/Performance glassfibre shaft
Red, Mango
Adj length (220-225cm)  |  Adj feather (0º-80º)  |  PD64R225
Adj length (215-220cm)  |  Adj feather (0º-80º)  |  PD64R220

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Drift Pro  New Product – A/W ’09 

A performance paddle featuring the smooth asymmetric Drift blade. The 
glassfibre shaft keeps the weight down and adds some flex so you can 
move efficiently out on the water.

Touring, day touring, ocean paddling, recreational paddling, sit-on-tops, inflat-
able kayaks.

Glass reinforced polypropylene blades with gentle dihedral • 30mm diameter 
glassfibre shaft with moulded-in indexed handgrip • Drip rings

Glass reinforced polypropylene blades/Performance glassfibre shaft
Red, Mango
215cm  |  60º feather  |  PD63R215
205cm  |  60º feather  |  PD63R205

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Drift Lite  New Product – A/W ’09 

A two-piece paddle incorporating the Drift blade. Anodised aluminium 
shaft with a coupling in the centre of the shaft for setting feather and 
taking apart for easy stowing or travel.

Day touring, recreational paddling, sit-on-tops, inflatable kayaks.

Glass reinforced polypropylene blades with gentle dihedral • 30mm diameter 
aluminium shaft with indexed handgrip • Adjustable feather and takeapart 
coupling • Drip rings

Glass reinforced polypropylene blades/aluminium shaft with foam core
Red, Blue
220cm  |  0º/60º feather  |  PD62R220

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Drift 2-Piece  New Product – A/W ’09 

The entry level Drift paddle provides outstanding paddling performance 
due to the advanced blade shape. Stiff, light and great value, suitable 
for beginners and experts alike.

Day touring, recreational paddling, sit-on-tops, inflatable kayaks.

Glass reinforced polypropylene blades with gentle dihedral • 30mm diameter 
aluminium shaft with indexed handgrip • Drip rings

Glass reinforced polypropylene blades/aluminium shaft
Red, Blue, Mango
215cm  |  60º feather  |  PD61R215
205cm  |  60º feather  |  PD61R205

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Drift  New Product – A/W ’09 
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RECREATION PADDLES

This paddle is specifically for younger or smaller paddlers. A lightweight 
paddle with asymmetric blades and shorter aluminium shaft.

Junior/small user paddle, recreational kayaking, touring kayaking, introduction 
kayaking, group/centre use, sit-on-tops.

Light symmetrical blades • 28mm diameter aluminium shaft • Indexed hand-
grip • Drip rings 

PE blades/aluminium shaft
Blue, Mango, Red
195cm  |  60º feather  | KP195

Colt

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

A basic kayak paddle with aluminium shaft, well suited to those trying 
paddlesports for the first time and perfect for centre or group use.

Introductory kayaking, group/centre use, sit-on-tops.

Symmetrical blades • 30mm diameter coated aluminium paddle shaft • Drip 
rings

Polypropylene blades/aluminium shaft 
Cream
200cm  |  90º feather  |  KP000
205cm  |  90º feather  |  KP005
210cm  |  90º feather  |  KP010

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Otter

A robust recreation/whitewater paddle, with glass-reinforced Nylon 
asymmetric blades and comfortable glass shaft.

River running, surf kayaking, easy whitewater, intermediate kayaking, group 
and centre use.

Glass filled Nylon asymmetric blades • Reinforced blade tips • Strong fibre-
glass paddle shaft • Rubberised handgrips with raised control section 

Glass reinforced Nylon blades, 30mm fibreglass shaft
White
200cm  |  60º feather  |  PD521R200
197cm  |  60º feather  |  PD521R197
194cm  |  60º feather  |  PD521R194

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Tamur

A three-piece take-apart paddle for compact storage, transport or as 
part of an emergency kit.

Instructor spare paddle, sit-on-tops, recreational kayaking. 

Light symmetrical blades • 3-piece aluminium paddle shaft • Handgrips • Drip 
rings • Simple push-lock assembly

PE blades, 30mm aluminium shaft
Red
210cm  |  60º feather  |  KP120

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Explorer

A recreation/introductory touring paddle with asymmetric blades and 
aluminium shaft.

Recreational kayaking, touring kayaking, introduction kayaking, group and 
centre use, sit-on-tops.

Light asymmetric Nylon blades • Durable coated aluminium paddle shaft • 
Handgrips with raised control section • Drip rings

Nylon blades, 30mm aluminium shaft
White
205cm  |  60º feather  |  PD515R205 
210cm  |  60º feather  |  PD515R210
215cm  |  60º feather  |  PD515R215

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Adventure
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CANOE PADDLES

A basic canoe paddle with aluminium shaft.

Introductory canoeing, group/centre use, sit-on-tops.

Symmetrical flat blade • Coated Aluminium paddle shaft • Rounded plastic T 
handle

Flat PP blade/Aluminium shaft with plastic T handle
150cm  |  PD202150
160cm  |  PD202160

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Otter Canoe

The Mistral is a mixed water paddle, capable of rewarding performance 
on open flatwater as well as on moving water. It is designed to be light 
and strong.

Flatwater and moving water canoeing.

Fibreglass laminated cedar wood blade • Composite tip guard • Cedar wood 
shaft extends into blade for added strength and stiffness • Shaped wooden 
T-grip

Cedar blade and shaft 
Natural wood
137cm   |  PD160137 
145cm   |  PD160145 
152cm   |  PD160152

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Harmony Mistral  New Product – A/W ’09

A great all-round canoe paddle. Designed to provide a balance of stiff-
ness and feel for the water. Ideal for day tripping and exploring your 
local lake.

Flatwater and moving water canoeing.

Laminated ponderosa pine and dark walnut wood blade • Composite tip guard 
• Wood shaft extends into blade for added strength and stiffness • Modified 
palm grip

Pine and walnut blade and shaft 
Natural wood
152cm   |  PD165152
145cm   |  PD165145
137cm   |  PD165137

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Sizes

Harmony Shadow  New Product – A/W ’09



Andrew Holcombe, White Salmon River, USA © Charlie Munsey 2008
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Dagger Kayaks

LEGEND KAYAKS

RPM/RPM MAX
RPM 9.0 - RPM02

RPM MAX 9.3 - RMX02
GT Series

GTS 7.5 - GTS02
GT 7.8 - GT02

GTX 8.1 - GTX02
GT-MAX 8.10 - GTM02

Infrared/Redline
Infrared 8.3 - INF02
Redline 8.6 - RED02

RIVER KAYAKS

Juice
Juice 6.9 - JU69
Juice 7.1 - JU71

GT Series
GTS 7.5 - GTS03

GT 7.8 - GT03
GTX 8.1 - GTX03

GT-MAX 8.10 - GTM03

Axiom
Axiom 8.0 - AXI8003
Axiom 8.5 - AXI8503
Axiom 9.0 - AXI9003

ACTION KAYAKS

Infrared/Redline
Infrared 8.3 - INF04
Redline 8.6 - RED04

MTO Only

GT Series
GTS 7.5 - GTS05

GT 7.8 - GT05
GTX 8.1 - GTX05

GT MAX 8.10 - GTM05

Juice
Juice 6.9 - JU6905
Juice 7.1 - JU7105

£529.95

RPM/RPM-MAX
RPM 9.0 - RPM04

RPM MAX 9.3 - RMX04
MTO Only

KIDS KAYAKS

Axiom 6.9
AXI6903

Dynamo
DYN02

Dynamo Pro
DYN01

FREESTYLE KAYAKS

G-Force
G-Force 5.9 - G5905
G-Force 6.1 - G6105
G-Force 6.3 - G6305

Agent
Agent 6.0 - AGE60
Agent 6.2 - AGE62
Agent 6.4 - AGE64

Kingpin
Kingpin 6.1 - KP61
Kingpin 6.2 - KP62
Kingpin 6.3 - KP63

CREEK KAYAKS

The Green Boat
GRE11

Mamba Adj Seat 
 Mamba 7.5 - MAM7501
 Mamba 8.0 - MAM8001
 Mamba 8.5 - MAM8501                             

Mamba Creek Seat 
Mamba 7.5 - MAM7504

    Mamba 8.0 - MAM8004
    Mamba 8.5 - MAM8504

Nomad
Nomad 8.1 - NOM81
Nomad 8.5 - NOM85



CLUB KAYAKS

Approach
Approach 9.0  - AP902
Approach 10.0 - APP02

Infrared/Redline
Infrared 8.3 - INF05
Redline 8.6 - RED05

RPM/RPM MAX
RPM 9.0 - RPM05

RPM MAX 9.3 - RMX05

TOURING KAYAKS

Exodus
EXO168

Alchemy
Alchemy 14S - ALC14S03
Alchemy 14L - ALC14L03

Charleston
Charleston 14.0 - CHA1403
Charleston 15.0 - CHA1503

RECREATION KAYAKS

Blackwater Tandem
B13503

Approach
Approach 9.0 - AP903

Approach 10.0 - APP03

Blackwater
B10503

Axis
Axis 10.5 - AXI0505
Axis 12 - AXI2003

Fiesta 100% Recycled 
FIE01

Element
ELE1002

85
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FREESTYLE KAYAKS

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Saffron/Red/OrangeBlue/WhiteRed

Fun, easy to paddle and affordable – a classic design for those getting 
into freestyle. Fitted for ease of set-up it is ideal for individuals or 
groups.

Class III river running, intermediate freestyle, freeride and surf.

Progressive planing hull • Softened release edges for predictable surfing 
• Slicey ends for vertical moves • Excellent initial and secondary stability • 
Foam located hull stiffener rail • Mini-cell foam bulkhead foot brace • Side 
mounted adjustable seat • Whitewater seat pad • Fixed thigh braces • White-
water adjustable backrest • Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Moulded 
drain bung • Anodised aluminum grab handles and security bar 

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene 
G-Force 5.9  |  G5905
G-Force 6.1  |  G6105
G-Force 6.3  |  G6305

G-Force

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
6.0 1.83m 0.59m 13kg 159L 36-66kg R4/R5
6.2 1.87m 0.64m 15kg 189L 57-86kg R4/R5
6.4 1.93m 0.66m 15kg 223L 74-102kg R4/R5

This championship winning design is no armchair playboat. Fast from 
edge to edge on waves and short with cockpit-centred volume for aerial 
moves in a hole. 

Freestyle, freeride, playboating and surf.

Advanced planing hull with smooth rocker transition • Full length, hard chine 
release rails • Slicey ends • Cockpit centered volume distribution • Steep bow 
and stern rocker to initiate bounce • D-Bone welded hull stiffener rail • Flip 
Switch adjustable backrest • Precision adjustable thigh braces • Tool-less ad-
justable seat, centre mounted for rigidity • Adjustable seat booster • Whitewater 
seat pad • Multi adjustable contoured hip pads • Mini-cell foam pillar buoy-
ancy • Included IR Overthruster • Anodised aluminum security bars • Outfitting 
kit for personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Agent 6.0  |  AGE60
Agent 6.2  |  AGE62
Agent 6.4  |  AGE64

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Agent

Red Flame Glacier Lime

Granite SpecialSaffron/Red/OrangeBlue/WhiteRed

The boat that helped shape the revolution – a playful hull with slicey 
ends that will dominate waves and holes. Fully adjustable outfitting 
gives comfort and control.

Class III+ river running, freestyle, freeride, playboating and surf. 

Performance planing hull with smooth rocker transition • Full length release 
rails • Slicey ends with squared profile • Cockpit-centered volume distribu-
tion • Smooth bow and stern rocker for controlled aerial moves • Foam 
located hull stiffener rail • Mini-cell foam bulkhead foot brace • Side mounted 
adjustable seat • Adjustable seat booster • Whitewater seat pad • Precision 
adjustable thigh braces • Thigh brace mounted ratchet adjustable backrest 
• Multi adjustable contoured hip pads • Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy 
• Moulded drain bung • Anodised aluminum grab handles and security bar • 
Outfitting kit for personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Kingpin 6.1  |  KP61
Kingpin 6.2  |  KP62
Kingpin 6.3  |  KP63

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Kingpin

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
6.1 1.85m 0.60m 13kg 167L 36-64kg R4/R5
6.2 1.91m 0.65m 14kg 178L 45-82kg R4/R5
6.3 1.96m 0.66m 14kg 212L 68-104kg R4/R5

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
5.9 1.80m 0.60m 14.5kg 170L 35-65kg R4
6.1 1.84m 0.63m 15kg 186L 45-80kg R4
6.3 1.94m 0.65m 16kg 197L 65-100kg R4
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CREEK KAYAKS

The Green Boat is a one of a kind river running and creeking machine. 
Long, narrow and heavily rockered, it has tremendous speed with 
impressive manoeuvrability. 

Class IV+ river running, creeking and extreme racing.

Displacement hull with chined centre section • Rocker throughout for 
manoeuvrability • Even volume distribution • Fast resurfacing deck design 
• Rounded end profiles • Volume adjustable full plate bulkhead foot brace • 
Cockpit safety step out pillar • Adjustable heavy duty creek seat • Whitewater 
seat pad • Precision adjustable thigh braces • Thigh brace mounted ratchet ad-
justable backrest • Multi adjustable contoured hip pads • Mini-cell foam centre 
pillar buoyancy • Moulded drain bung • Anodised aluminum grab handles and 
security bar • Outfitting kit for personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
The Green Boat  |  GRE11

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

The Green Boat

LimeRed

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
Green Boat 3.58m 0.62m 23kg 360L 64-118kg R4

The classic creek design. Fast, stable and safe. Multi-point safety/secu-
rity grab-handles, creek seat and step out pillar, plus unrivalled initial 
and secondary stability.

Class V+ river running, expeditions, steep creeks and coaching/instruction.

Displacement hull with softened edge profile • Even volume distribution • 
Fast, stable resurfacing deck design • Rounded end profiles for impact reduc-
tion • Volume adjustable full plate bulkhead foot brace • 6 clip-in Anodised 
aluminum deck rescue points • Cockpit safety step out pillar • Adjustable 
heavy duty creek seat • Whitewater seat pad • Precision adjustable thigh 
braces • Thigh brace mounted ratchet adjustable backrest • Multi adjustable 
contoured hip pads • Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Moulded drain 
bung • Anodised aluminum grab handles and security bar • Outfitting kit for 
personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Nomad 8.1  |  NOM81
Nomad 8.5  |  NOM85

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Nomad

Red Flame Glacier Lime

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
8.1 2.46m 0.65m 19kg 257L 50-86kg R4/R5
8.5 2.57m 0.67m 20kg 295L 68-109kg R4/R5

Red Flame Glacier Lime

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Mamba
The dynamic river runner, at home on the creeks or as a platform for 
coaching.

River running, big volume, creeking and coaching/instruction.

Semi-planing hull with driving edges, softened to the stern • Even volume 
distribution with high knee profile • Fast resurfacing deck design • Steep 
rocker and rounded ends help prevent pinning and aid boofing • Volume 
adjustable full plate bulkhead foot brace • 4 clip-in anodised aluminum deck 
rescue points • Cockpit safety step out pillar • Whitewater seat pad • Precision 
adjustable thigh braces • Thigh brace mounted ratchet adjustable backrest • 
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads • Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • 
Anodised aluminum grab handles and security bar • Outfitting kit for person-
alisation 
 
Creek seat model features: Adjustable heavy duty creek seat
Adjustable seat model features: D-Bone welded hull stiffener rail • Tool-less 
adjustable seat, centre mounted for rigidity • Adjustable seat booster

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Mamba 7.5 Creek Seat  |  MAM7504
Mamba 8.0 Creek Seat  |  MAM8004
Mamba 8.5 Creek Seat  |  MAM8504

Mamba 7.5 Adj. Seat      |  MAM7501
Mamba 8.0 Adj. Seat      |  MAM8001
Mamba 8.5 Adj. Seat      |  MAM8501

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
7.5 2.31m 0.65m 19kg 216L 54-77kg R4/R5
8.0 2.44m 0.66m 21kg 235L 68-98kg R4/R5
8.5 2.57m 0.70m 23kg 272L 79-118kg R4/R5
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RIVER KAYAKS

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
GTS 2.31m 0.60m 16kg 211L 35-65kg R4
GT 2.36m 0.61m 17kg 232L 40-80kg R4

GTX 2.49m 0.65m 19kg 267L 65-105kg R4
GT-MAX 2.70m 0.68m 20kg 300L 85-125kg R4/R5

Confidence inspiring performance and fit, in a planing hull shape. 
An ideal class I to III craft with excellent safety features and fully 
adjustable outfitting.

Class I-IV river running, coaching, instruction and skill development.

Planing hull with double release edges • Tapered volume distribution • Con-
tinuous rail for controlled edging and carving • Excellent initial and secondary 
stability, ideal for progressive skills • Foam located hull stiffener rail • Volume 
adjustable full plate bulkhead foot brace • Side mounted adjustable seat • 
Adjustable seat booster • Whitewater seat pad • Precision adjustable thigh 
braces • Thigh brace mounted ratchet adjustable backrest • Multi adjustable 
contoured hip pads • Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Moulded drain 
bung • Anodised aluminum grab handles and security bar • Outfitting kit for 
personalisation 

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
GTS 7.5         |  GTS03
GT 7.8           |  GT03  
GTX 8.1          |  GTX03
GT-MAX 8.10 |  GTM03 

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

GT Series

Granite SpecialSaffron/Red/OrangeBlue/WhiteRed

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
8.0 2.44m 0.62m    15kg 193L 41-68kg R4
8.5 2.59m 0.65m    16kg 238L 59-95kg R4
9.0 2.74m 0.70m    18kg 295L 82-120kg R4

Classic play and predictability combined. Responsive acceleration and 
edging combine with tapered volume distribution for a sporty feel. A 
great one-boat choice for newcomers and seasoned paddlers alike.

Class III/IV river running, surfing, playboating, coaching and skill develop-
ment.

Fast planing hull with smooth rocker transition • Dry ride bow and low profile 
stern volume distribution • Full length rail and release edges for controlled 
edging and carving • Soft profile side walls for excellent initial and second-
ary stability • Foam located hull stiffener rail • Volume adjustable full plate 
bulkhead foot brace • Side mounted adjustable seat • Adjustable seat booster 
• Whitewater seat pad • Precision adjustable thigh braces • Thigh brace 
mounted ratchet adjustable backrest • Multi adjustable contoured hip pads • 
Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Moulded drain bung • Anodised alumi-
num grab handles and security bar • Outfitting kit for personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Axiom 8.0  |  AXI8003
Axiom 8.5  |  AXI8503
Axiom 9.0  |  AXI9003

Axiom

Granite SpecialSaffron/Red/OrangeBlue/WhiteRed

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
6.9 2.08m 0.64m 15.5kg 227L 50-80kg R4
7.1 2.18m 0.66m    16.5kg 246L 75-110kg R4

Play on the river or surf. Features a planing hull and slicey ends for 
acceleration and agility. Fully adjustable outfitting delivers comfort and 
control.

Class III+ river running, playboating, surfing and coaching.

Planing hull with hard carving edges • Scooped bow and stern with centered 
volume for playing the river • Steep rocker and double release edges for a 
loose hull • Foam located hull stiffener rail • Volume adjustable full plate bulk-
head foot brace (with two sizes of footplate) • Side mounted adjustable seat 
• Adjustable seat booster • Whitewater seat pad • Precision adjustable thigh 
braces • Thigh brace mounted ratchet adjustable backrest • Multi adjustable 
contoured hip pads • Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Moulded drain 
bung • Anodised aluminum grab handles and security bar • Outfitting kit for 
personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Juice 6.9  |  JU69
Juice 7.1  |  JU71

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Juice

Granite SpecialSaffron/Red/OrangeBlue/WhiteRed
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ACTION KAYAKS

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
GTS 2.31m 0.60m 16kg 211L 35-65kg R4
GT 2.36m 0.61m 17kg 232L 40-80kg R4

GTX 2.49m 0.65m 19kg 267L 65-105kg R4
GT-MAX 2.70m 0.68m 20kg 300L 85-125kg R4/R5

Blue/White Saffron/RedRed

A confidence-inspiring kayak with an easy going planing hull shape. 
Makes for a great first WW kayak, with excellent safety features and 
ergonomic outfitting.

Class III river running, skills development, coaching/instruction, group/centre 
use.

Planing hull with double release edges • Smooth volume distribution • Con-
tinuous rail for controlled edging and carving • Excellent initial and second-
ary stability • Full plate bulkhead foot brace • Fixed Ergonomic seat • Fixed 
less aggressive thigh braces • Whitewater backrest • Whitewater seat pad • 
Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Anodised aluminum grab handles and 
security bar • Outfitting kit for personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Action GTS 7.5          |  GTS05
Action GT 7.8            |  GT05 
Action GTX 8.1          |  GTX05
Action GT-MAX 8.10  |  GTM05

Action GT Series

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Blue/White Saffron/RedRed

Play on the river or surf. Features a planing hull and slicey ends for 
acceleration and agility. Outfitted with solid, ergonomic outfitting includ-
ing bulkhead footrest.

Class III river running, playboating, surfing, instruction, group use.

Planing hull with hard carving edges • Scooped bow and stern with centered 
volume for playing the river • Steep rocker and double release edges for a 
loose hull • Full plate bulkhead foot brace • Fixed Ergonomic seat • Fixed 
less aggressive thigh braces • Whitewater backrest • Whitewater seat pad • 
Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Anodised aluminum grab handles and 
security bar • Outfitting kit for personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Action Juice 6.9  |  JU6905
Action Juice 7.1  |  JU7105

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Action Juice

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
6.9 2.08m 0.64m 15.5kg 227L 50-80kg R4
7.1 2.18m 0.66m    16.5kg 246L 75-110kg R4
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ACTION KAYAKS

Predictable boats that build confidence when getting into moving water. 
The semi-planing hull is ideal for skills development, with excellent 
safety features and ergonomic outfitting.

Class III river running, surfing. instruction, group use.

A versatile planing hull with bevelled edges • Tapered sidewalls allow con-
trolled edging • Balanced volume distribution • Full plate bulkhead foot brace 
• Fixed ergonomic seat • Legend adjustable backrest • Fixed less aggressive 
thigh braces • Comfortable rubber and webbing grab handles • Anodised 
security bar • Outfitting kit for personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Action Infrared 8.3  |  INF04    |  MTO Only
Action Redline 8.6  |  RED04  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Action Infrared/Redline

Blue/White Saffron/RedRed

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
Infrared 2.51m 0.62m 18kg 216L 45-75kg R4
Redline 2.59m 0.64m    19.5kg 246L 65-100kg R4

The most successful whitewater boat ever. A forgiving displacement 
hull design makes the RPM a great introductory kayak. Including excel-
lent safety features and solid ergonomic outfitting.

Class III river running, coaching, instruction, group use.

Stable and forgiving displacement hull • Rounded deck and sidewall • Bal-
anced volume distribution • Full plate bulkhead foot brace • Fixed ergonomic 
seat • Legend adjustable backrest • Fixed less aggressive thigh braces • 
Comfortable rubber and webbing grab handles • Anodised security bar • 
Outfitting kit for personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Action RPM 9.0          |  RPM04  |  MTO Only
Action RPM MAX 9.3  |  RMX04  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Action RPM/RPM MAX

Blue/White Saffron/RedRed

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
RPM 2.72m 0.60m 18kg 228L 50-100kg R3/R4

RPM-MAX 2.79m 0.65m 19kg 284L 80-115kg R3/R4
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LEGEND KAYAKS

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
GTS 2.31m 0.60m 16kg 211L 35-65kg R4
GT 2.36m 0.61m 17kg 232L 40-80kg R4

GTX 2.49m 0.65m 19kg 267L 65-105kg R4
GT-MAX 2.70m 0.68m 20kg 300L 85-125kg R4/R5

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Ideal for confidently learning essential moving water skills. With a 
stable planing hull and outfitting selected for ease of adjustment and 
durability.

Class I/II river running, skills development, group/centre use.

Planing hull with double release edges • Smooth volume distribution • Con-
tinuous rail for controlled edging and carving • Excellent initial and secondary 
stability • SlideLock™ foot brace • Fixed ergonomic seat • Legend adjustable 
backrest • Fixed less aggressive thigh braces • Stainless grab handles 
• Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Anodised security bar

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Legend GTS 7.5         |  GTS02
Legend GT 7.8             |  GT02
Legend GTX 8.1          |  GTX02
Legend GT Max 8.10  |  GTM02

Legend GT Series 

Blue/White Red/WhiteRed

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
Infrared 2.51m 0.62m 18kg 216L 45-75kg R4
Redline 2.59m 0.64m 19.5kg 246L 65-100kg R4

Favoured for development of edge and rolling skills, these boats build 
confidence. Features a semi-planing hull and outfitting selected for ease 
of adjustment and durability.

Class I/II river running, skills development, group/centre use.

A versatile planing hull with bevelled edges • Tapered sidewalls allow 
controlled edging • Balanced volume distribution • SlideLock™ foot brace • 
Fixed ergonomic seat • Legend adjustable backrest • Fixed less aggressive 
thigh braces • Comfortable rubber and webbing grab handles • Mini-cell foam 
centre pillar buoyancy • Anodised security bar

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Legend Infrared 8.3  |  INF02
Legend Redline 8.6  |  RED02

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Legend Infrared/Redline 

Blue/White Red/WhiteRed

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
RPM 2.72m 0.60m 18kg 228L 50-100kg R3/R4

RPM-MAX 2.79m 0.65m 19kg 284L 80-115kg R3/R4

A classic design preferred for fundamental skills. Using a forgiving 
displacement hull design and outfitting selected for ease of adjustment 
and durability.

Class I/II river running, skills development, group/centre use.

Stable and forgiving displacement hull • Rounded deck and sidewall • Easy to 
roll • Balanced volume distribution • SlideLock™ foot brace • Fixed ergonomic 
seat • Legend adjustable backrest • Fixed less aggressive thigh braces • 
Comfortable rubber and webbing grab handles • Mini-cell foam centre pillar 
buoyancy • Anodised security bar

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Action RPM 9.0         |  RPM02
Action RPM Max 9.3  |  RMX02

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Legend RPM/RPM MAX 

Blue/White Red/WhiteRed
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KIDS KAYAKS

Saffron/Red/Orange Blue/WhiteRed

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
7.4 Pro 2.20m 0.54m 12.5kg 170L 20-60kg R1

For aspiring young river runners. Responsive edges and acceleration, 
with volume distributed for a sporty feel. Scaled for smaller paddlers 
and fitted for performance and safety.

Class III + river running, playboating, surfing, slalom skills development

Scaled in all dimensions for smaller paddlers • Fast planing hull with smooth 
rocker transition • Dry ride bow and low profile stern volume distribution • Full 
length rail and release edges for controlled edging and carving • Soft profile 
side walls for excellent initial and secondary stability • Foam located hull 
stiffener rail • Adjustable Keepers foot brace • Side mounted adjustable seat 
• Whitewater seat pad • Adjustable padded thigh braces • Multi adjustable 
contoured hip pads • Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Moulded drain 
bung • Anodised aluminum grab handles and security bar • Outfitting kit for 
personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Dynamo Pro 7.4  |  DYN01

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Dynamo Pro

Red

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
7.4 2.20m 0.54m 12.5kg 170L 20-60kg R1

The number one choice for smaller and younger paddlers.

Class I / II River running, skills development, clubs, centre, schools.

Specific design for smaller paddlers • A versatile semi-planing hull with soft 
bevelled edges • Freestyle styling and features • Tapered sidewalls allow 
controlled edging • Balanced volume distribution • Ergonomic grab handles • 
Adjustable Keepers foot brace • Legend adjustable backrest • Mini-cell foam 
centre pillar buoyancy • Thermo formed ergonomic seat • Anodised security bar

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Dynamo 7.4  |  DYN02

Dynamo

Blue/White Red/White

For aspiring young river runners. Responsive edges and acceleration, 
with volume distributed for a sporty feel. Scaled for smaller paddlers 
and fitted for performance and safety.

Class III + river running, playboating, surfing and slalom skill development.

Scaled in all dimensions for smaller paddlers • Fast planing hull with smooth 
rocker transition • Dry ride bow and low profile stern volume distribution • Full 
length rail and release edges for controlled edging and carving • Soft profile 
side walls for excellent initial and secondary stability • Foam located hull 
stiffener rail • Volume adjustable full plate bulkhead foot brace • Side mounted 
adjustable seat • Whitewater seat pad • Adjustable padded thigh braces • 
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads • Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy 
• Moulded drain bung • Anodised aluminum grab handles and security bar • 
Outfitting kit for personalisation

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Axiom 6.9  |  AXI6903

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Axiom 6.9

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
6.9 2.05m 0.57m 12kg 148L 30-55kg R1

Granite SpecialSaffron/Red/OrangeBlue/WhiteRed
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TOURING KAYAKS

Saffron

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity Spraydeck
Exodus 5.13m 0.59m 30kg 180kg R4

A fast and stable V-hull boat that tracks and steers with ease. Feature 
rich, with adjustable seating and abundant storage, it is ready for multi-
day use.
 
Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration, inland touring 
and expedition paddling.
 
Fast and stable V-hull • Triangulated deck and raised bow design eliminates 
wash • GPS mounting point • Compass mounting point • 10’ domed bow 
hatch • 8’ domed day hatch • Oval domed rear hatch • Mini-cell foam sealed 
bulkheads • Foot operated over stern retractable rudder • Soft touch grab 
handles, retractable at bow • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck 
storage elastics • Side adjustable seat • Touring seat pad • Multi adjustable 
contoured hip pads • Thigh brace mounted cam-adjustable backrest • Preci-
sion adjustable padded thigh braces • Anodised security bar
 
EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Exodus 16.10  |  EXO168

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Exodus

Red

Red Yellow Blue

Delivers stability, with performance edging and turning capabilities 
ready for more advanced skill levels. A fully adjustable drop skeg boat, 
at home on rivers, lakes, surf or ocean.
 
Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.
 
V-hull for initial stability and tracking • Hard chined hull with continuous rocker 
increases manoeuvrability • Rounded deck and raised bow design eliminates 
wash and breaks through waves • Low stern deck reduces windage • Com-
pass mounting point • Adjustable drop-down skeg to aid directional stability 
and tracking • 10’ domed bow hatch • 8’ domed day hatch • Oval domed rear 
hatch • Mini-cell foam sealed bulkheads • Retractable grab handles with Soft 
Touch carry handles • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage 
elastics • SlideLock™ adjustable foot braces • Adjustable padded seat with 
leg lifter support • Precision adjustable backrest • Precision adjustable pad-
ded thigh braces • Anodised security bar
 
Super-linear high density polyethylene
Alchemy 14.0 S  |  ALC14S03  
Alchemy 14.0 L  |  ALC14L03

Usage

Overview

Materials
Sizes

Alchemy

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity Spraydeck
14.0S 4.27m 0.58m 23kg 125kg R4
14.0L 4.27m 0.63m 26kg 136kg R4

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Charleston
A popular touring kayak that is stable and efficient. Fully tunable Zone 
outfitting and ample storage make it ideal for day or overnight journeys.
 
Calm water sea kayaking, estuary paddling, inshore/coastal exploration, fleet 
use.
 
Long waterline delivers efficient forward paddling • Wide hull gives excellent 
initial stability • Roomy cockpit for easy access • Drop-down skeg to aid direc-
tional stability and tracking • 10’ domed bow hatch • Oval domed rear hatch • 
Mini-cell foam sealed bulkheads • SlideLock™ adjustable foot braces • Fore 
and aft deck elastics • Zone two-way height adjustable back rest • Thigh 
brace mounted, ratchet backrest adjustment • Padded precision adjustable 
thigh braces • Integral padded seat • Ergonomic Soft Touch carry handles • 
Anodised security bar
 
EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Charleston 14.0 EXP  |  CHA1403 
Charleston 15.0 EXP  |  CHA1503

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity Spraydeck
14.0 4.26m 0.62m 23kg 130kg R5
15.0 4.55m 0.63m 26kg 145kg R5

Saffron/Red/OrRed Blue/Sky/Granite
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RECREATION KAYAKS

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity Spraydeck
10.5 3.23m 0.67m 20kg 110kg R6

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Saffron/RedRed Blue/Sky/Granite

A class leading recreation kayak, easy and efficient to paddle. Featuring 
excellent Zone comfort adjustment, ample dry storage and drop skeg 
for tracking.
 
Moving water class I, estuary and coastal exploration, lakes, canals.
 
Long water line delivers speed and efficiency • V-shaped bow and rounded 
hull for efficient forward paddling • Wide hull provides stability • Roomy cockpit 
is easy to get in and out of • Drop down skeg to aid directional stability and 
tracking • Oval stern hatch for a secure dry seal • Mini cell foam sealed bulkhead 
• Zone two-way height adjustable back rest • Precision adjustable thighbraces 
with ratchet backrest adjustment • SlideLock™ adjustable foot brace • 
Foredeck elastics • Integral padded seat • Etha foam centre pillar buoyancy • 
Ergonomic grab handles with Soft Touch handles • Anodised security bar
 
EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Blackwater 10.5  |  B10503 

Blackwater

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Axis
Perfect for the adventurous beginner and beyond. Combining rocker 
and edge for manoeuvrability, with keel and drop skeg for tracking.  
Featuring CFS-R seating and an innovative gear pocket.
 
Moving water class I & II, estuary and coastal exploration, lakes, canals.
 
Wide hull gives excellent initial stability • Chined hull with rocker delivers 
manoeuvrability • Volume in the bow to break through waves • Roomy cockpit 
for easy access • Drop-down skeg to aid directional stability and tracking 
• Oval domed rear hatch • Mini-cell foam sealed bulkhead • Hull stiffener 
rail • SlideLock™ adjustable foot braces • Fore and aft deck elastics • Bow 
mounted mesh gear pocket • CFS-R two-way height adjustable back rest • 
CFS-R Knee pads • Integral padded seat • Recessed grab handles with Soft 
Touch handles • Anodised security bar
 
Super-linear high density polyethylene
Axis 10.5 EXP  |  AXI0505 
Axis 12.0 EXP  |  AXI2003

Red Yellow Blue

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity Spraydeck
10.5 3.20m 0.73m 20kg 136kg R6
12.0 3.66m 0.71m 21kg 159kg R6

A tandem kayak suitable for family or solo use, ideal for exploring. 
Thanks to the drop skeg the Blackwater is stable and easy to paddle. 
With Zone outfitting for comfort and dry storage for versatility.
 
Recreation: Moving water class I, estuary exploration, lakes & canals, family fun.
 
Long waterline delivers speed and efficiency • V-shaped bow and rounded 
hull for efficient forward paddling • Wide hull gives confident stability for two 
adults • Roomy open cockpit for easy entry and exit • Drop down skeg to 
aid directional stability and tracking • Twin seats with Zone two-way height 
adjustable back rests • Detachable centre mounted child seat • 10’ round 
stern storage hatch • Mini-cell foam sealed bulkhead • SlideLock™ adjustable 
foot braces front and back • Foredeck elastics • Ergonomic grab handles with 
Soft Touch handles • Etha foam centre pillar buoyancy • Anodised security bar
 
EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Blackwater Tandem 13.5 EXP  |  B13503

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Blackwater Tandem

Model Length Width Weight Volume Max Capacity Spraydeck
13.5 4.11m 0.76m 35kg 50/110L 215kg Tandem

Saffron/RedRed Blue/Sky/Granite
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RECREATION KAYAKS

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

A modern recreation kayak, offering excellent performance and value. 
The V-shaped bow and stern cut easily through the water, with width in 
the hull for stability. Includes Zone outfitting.
 
Moving water class I, estuary and coastal exploration, lakes, canals.
 
Wide hull for enhanced stability • V-shaped bow and rounded hull for efficient 
forward paddling • Roomy accessible cockpit • Lightweight and portable 
construction • SlideLock™ adjustable foot braces • Deck elastics for storage • 
Zone height adjustable padded back rest • Integral padded seat • Ergonomic 
grab handles with Soft Touch handles • Etha foam pillar buoyancy • Anodised 
Security Bar
 
EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Element 10.0  |  ELE1002

Element

Blue Red

Model Length Width Weight Volume Max Capacity Spraydeck
10.0 3.30m 0.70m 16.5kg 110L 130kg N6

Recycled

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Perfect for on the water fun. Simple outfitting, a stable hull shape and 
the use of re-cycled plastic make this an environmentally sound choice 
for getting started.
 
Moving water class I, estuary and coastal exploration, lakes, canals.
 
Made from 100% re-cycled boat plastic • Wide hull gives solid stability ideal 
for beginners • V-shaped bow and rounded hull for efficient forward paddling 
• Large accessible cockpit • SlideLock™ adjustable foot braces • Fore and aft 
deck elastics • Integral padded seat • Ergonomic toggle handles • Etha foam 
pillar buoyancy • Anodised Security Bar • Moulded drain bung
 
100% Recycled Polyethylene
Fiesta 9.3  |  FEI01

Fiesta 100% Recycled

Model Length Width Weight Volume Max Capacity Spraydeck
9.3 2.79m 0.70m 16kg 110L 130kg N7

Saffron/Red Blue/WhiteRed

The original hybrid kayak. Perfect for individuals or groups wanting to 
take on moving water but also enjoy the flat sections as well. Two sizes 
with plenty of room and easy to set-up outfitting.
 
Moving water class I & II, estuary exploration, lakes & canals, group and fleet 
use.
 
Wide and stable displacement hull • Channels in hull to assist tracking • 
Rockered bow and stern for manoeuvrability in moving water • Spring loaded 
drop-down skeg helps maintain direction • Large easy access cockpit • 
Rounded deck and sidewall • 10’ round stern storage hatch • Mini-cell foam 
sealed bulkhead • Integral moulded in seat with seat pad • Adjustable low 
profile padded thigh braces • SlideLock™ adjustable foot braces • Whitewa-
ter adjustable backrest • Mini-cell foam centre pillar buoyancy • Paddle park 
clips • Foredeck elastics • Comfortable rubber and webbing grab handles • 
Anodised Security Bar • Moulded drain bung

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Approach 9.0  EXP   |  AP903 
Approach 10.0 EXP  |  APP03

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Approach

Model Length Width Weight Volume Max Capacity Spraydeck
9.0 2.74m 0.64m 17kg 250L 111kg N6/R6

10.0 3.05m 0.71m 17kg 300L 127kg N6/R6
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CLUB KAYAKS

The original hybrid kayak. In two sizes, perfect for introduction to kayaking 
and basic skill development. Outfitted for durability and simplicity.
 
Clubs, centre use, skill development.
 
Wide and stable displacement hull • Channels to assist tracking• Bow and 
stern rocker for manoeuvrability • Spring loaded drop-down skeg helps 
maintain direction • Large, easy access cockpit • Rounded deck and sidewall 
• Integral moulded-in seat with seat pad • SlideLock™ adjustable foot braces 
• Legend adjustable backrest • Etha-foam foam centre pillar buoyancy • 
Foredeck elastics • Comfortable rubber and webbing grab handles • Anodised 
Security Bar • Moulded drain bung
 
EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Club Approach 9.0    |  AP902  
Club Approach 10.0  |  APP02

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Club Approach 

Model Length Width Weight Volume Max Capacity Spraydeck
9.0 2.75m 0.65m 17kg 250L 111kg N6/R6

10.0 3.14m 0.71m 18kg 300L 127kg N6/R6

Orange Red

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
Infrared 2.51m 0.62m 18kg 216L 45-75kg R4
Redline 2.59m 0.64m 19.5kg 246L 65-100kg R4

Favoured for development of edge and rolling skills, these boats are 
great for fleet and club use. Features outfitting selected for ease of 
adjustment and durability.
 
Clubs, centre use, skill development.
 
A versatile planing hull with bevelled edges • Tapered sidewalls allow control-
led edging • Balanced volume distribution • SlideLock™ foot brace • Fixed 
ergonomic seat • Legend adjustable backrest • Comfortable rubber and web-
bing grab handles • Etha-foam centre pillar buoyancy • Anodised security bar 
• Moulded drain bung
 
EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Club Infrared 8.3  |  INF05
Club Redline 8.6  |  RED05

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Club Infrared/Redline

Orange Red

Model Length Width Weight Volume Wt range Spraydeck
RPM 2.72m 0.60m 18kg 228L 50-100kg R3/R4

RPM-MAX 2.79m 0.65m 19kg 284L 80-115kg R3/R4

Club/School specification version of the classic.

Centres, clubs and schools, skill development.

A totally simplified version of the classic RPM for use in centres, clubs or 
schools.

Ergonomic rubber and  webbing grab handles • SlideLock™ adjustable foot 
brace • Legend adjustable backrest • Etha foam centre pillar buoyancy • 
Fixed ergonomic seat

EXL™ super-linear high density polyethylene
Club RPM 9.0           |  RPM05
Club RPM MAX 9.3  |  RMX05

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Club RPM/RPM MAX

Orange Red
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Wilderness Systems
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Tempest 165 Pro
WTEM16506

Tempest 170 Pro
WTEM17006

Tempest 180 Pro
MTO - WTEM18006

Zephyr 155 Pro
WZEP15506

Zephyr 160 Pro
WZEP16006

COMPOSITE KAYAKS

RECREATION KAYAKS

Pungo 100
MTO - WPUN10003

Pungo 120
MTO - WPUN12003

Pungo 140
MTO - WPUN14003

Pamlico 120
WPAM12003

Pamlico 135 Tandem
WPAM13503

Pamlico 100
WPAM10003

Pamlico 160 Tandem
MTO w/rudder - WPAM16004

Zephyr 155
WZEP15503

Tempest 170
WTEM17003

Tempest 165
WTEM16503

Zephyr 160
WZEP16003

PERFORMANCE TOURING KAYAKS

Northstar Tandem
WNSR03

DAY TOURING KAYAKS

Tsunami SP
WTSUSP03

Tsunami 120
WTSU12003

Tsunami 125
WTSU12503

Tsunami 135
WTSU13503 

MTO w/rudder - WTSU13504

Tsunami 140
WTSU14003

w/rudder - WTSU14004

Tsunami 145
MTO - WTSU14503

MTO w/rudder - WTSU14504

Tsunami 160
MTO - WTSU16003

MTO w/rudder - WTSU16004 

Tsunami 165
MTO - WTSU16503

MTO w/rudder - WTSU16504 

Tsunami 175
MTO - WTSU17503

MTO w/rudder - WTSU17504
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SIT-ON-TOP KAYAKS

Tarpon 140
WTAR14003

MTO w/rudder - WTAR14004

Tarpon 130 Tandem
WTAR13003

Tarpon 100
WTAR10003

Tarpon 120
WTAR12003

Ripper
WRIP03

Tarpon 160
MTO Tarpon 160 - WTAR16003
MTO w/rudder - WTAR16004  

Ride 135
MTO Ride 135 - WRID13503
MTO w/rudder - WRID13504

Commander 120 
WCOM12003

MTO w/rudder - WCOM12004

ANGLING KAYAKS

Tarpon 120 Angler
WTAR12006

Tarpon 140 Angler
WTAR14006

MTO w/rudder - WTAR14007

Tarpon 160 Angler
MTO Tarpon 160 Angler 

WTAR16006
MTO w/rudder - WTAR16007

Pungo 120 Angler
MTO - WPUN12006

Pungo 140 Angler
MTO - WPUN14006

Ride 135 Angler
MTO - WRID13506

MTO w/rudder - WRID13507

Commander 120 Angler
WCOM12006

MTO w/rudder - WCOM12007



COMPOSITE KAYAKS

Exceptional comfort can’t hide the capabilities of this kayak. Increased 
size and capacity are balanced by lightweight composite materials and 
a performance V-hull, with chined rails for agility.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration, inland touring 
and expedition paddling.

V-hull • Chined edge and rocker for manoeuvrability • 10” domed bow hatch 
• 8” domed midship hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow, midship, and 
stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage 
elastics • Retractable Soft Touch handles • Compass mounting point • 
Height adjustable drop skeg • Phase 3XP outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat 
with hip pads • Precision adjustable padded backband • Adjustable padded 
thighbraces • Slidelock™adjustable footbrace system

Fibreglass
Zephyr 160 Pro  |  WZEP16006

Zephyr 160 Pro
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Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

A performance sea kayak suited to the smaller paddler. A hard chined 
hull, with rocker for manoeuvrability, is combined with lightweight 
composite construction enhancing the boat’s technical performance.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

V-hull • Chined edge and rocker for manoeuvrability • 10” domed bow hatch • 
8” domed midship hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow, midship, and stern 
bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage elastics • 
Retractable Soft Touch handles • Compass mounting point 
 • Height adjustable drop skeg • Phase 3XP outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat 
with hip pads • Precision adjustable padded backband • Adjustable padded 
thighbraces • Slidelock™adjustable footbrace system 

Fibreglass
Zephyr 155 Pro  |  WZEP15506

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Zephyr 155 Pro

Red/White Yellow/White

Red/White Yellow/White

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
155 Pro 4.72m 0.57m 24kg 125Kg R4

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
160 Pro 4.88m 0.58m 25kg 136kg R4



COMPOSITE KAYAKS

With more capacity, this stunning kayak longs for uncharted waters and 
multi-days. The V-hull offers stability for more gear or larger paddlers 
without a loss of performance. 

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration, inland touring 
and expedition paddling.

Shallow V-hull • Soft chined rail for manoeuvrability • Rounded deck with 
increased volume • 10” domed bow hatch • 8” domed midship hatch • Oval 
domed stern hatch • Bow, midship, and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck 
lines • Bow and stern deck storage elastics • Retractable Soft Touch handles • 
Compass mounting point • Height adjustable drop skeg • Phase 3XP outfitting 
• Leg lifter padded seat with hip pads • Precision adjustable padded backband 
• Adjustable padded thighbraces • Slidelock™adjustable footbrace system

Fibreglass
Tempest 180 Pro  |  WTEM18006  |  MTO Only

Tempest 180 Pro
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A superior tripping and multi-day boat for the smaller paddler. 
Composite construction combined with a lower deck, narrower beam 
and shorter length make this an acclaimed sea kayak.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration, inland touring 
and expedition paddling.

Shallow V-hull • Soft chined rail for manoeuvrability • Rounded, flattened 
deck reduces windage and breaks through chop • 10” domed bow hatch 
• 8” domed midship hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow, midship, and 
stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage 
elastics • Retractable Soft Touch handles • Compass mounting point • 
Height adjustable drop skeg • Phase 3XP outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat 
with hip pads • Precision adjustable padded backband • Adjustable padded 
thighbraces • Slidelock™adjustable footbrace system

Fibreglass
Tempest 165 Pro  |  WTEM16506

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tempest 165 Pro

Red/White Yellow/White

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity Spraydeck
165 Pro 5.03m 0.55m 26kg 136kg R4

A class leading sea boat. Balanced and efficient; an innovative, shallow 
V-hull helps the boat track easily over distance. With composite 
construction and excellent features combined.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration, inland touring 
and expedition paddling.

Shallow V-hull • Soft chined rail for manoeuvrability • Rounded, flattened 
deck reduces windage and breaks through chop • 10” domed bow hatch 
• 8” domed midship hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow, midship, and 
stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage 
elastics • Retractable Soft Touch handles • Compass mounting point • 
Height adjustable drop skeg • Phase 3XP outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat 
with hip pads • Precision adjustable padded backband • Adjustable padded 
thighbraces • Slidelock™adjustable footbrace system

Fibreglass
Tempest 170 Pro  |  WTEM17006

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tempest 170 Pro

Red/White Yellow/White

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
170 Pro 5.18m 0.56m 26kg 147kg R4

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Red/White Yellow/White

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
180 Pro 5.49m 0.58m 29kg 181kg R4



PERFORMANCE TOURING KAYAKS

The kayak with the performance to test your skill limits. Exceptional 
comfort and storage are balanced against a dextrous V-hull, with chined 
rails for agility. Ideal for larger paddlers.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

V-hull • Chined edge and rocker for manoeuvrability • 10” domed bow hatch 
• 8” domed midship hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow, midship, and 
stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage 
elastics • Retractable Soft Touch handles • Compass mounting point • 
Height adjustable drop skeg • Phase 3XP outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat 
with hip pads • Precision adjustable padded backband • Adjustable padded 
thighbraces • Slidelock™adjustable footbrace system 

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Zephyr 160  |  WZEP16003

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Zephyr 160

Red Yellow Blue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
160 4.88m 0.58m 25kg 136kg R4 Title
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Smaller-framed paddlers enjoy maximum control with a tighter-fitting, 
lowered deck. Balanced performance makes it the ultimate day or 
weekend explorer.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

V-hull • Chined edge and rocker for manoeuvrability • 10” domed bow hatch 
• 8” domed midship hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow, midship, and 
stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage 
elastics • Retractable Soft Touch handles • Compass mounting point • 
Height adjustable drop skeg • Phase 3XP outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat 
with hip pads • Precision adjustable padded backband • Adjustable padded 
thighbraces • Slidelock™adjustable footbrace system

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Zephyr 155  |  WZEP15503

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Zephyr 155

Red Yellow Blue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
155 4.72m 0.57m 24kg 125kg R4



PERFORMANCE TOURING KAYAKS
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An award winning sea tripping and multi-day boat. This shallow V-hulled 
kayak features a lower deck, narrow beam, and slightly shorter length 
designed for the smaller framed paddler.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration, inland touring 
and expedition paddling.

Shallow V-hull • Soft chined rail for manoeuvrability • Rounded, flattened 
deck reduces windage and breaks through chop • 10” domed bow hatch 
• 8” domed midship hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow, midship, and 
stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage 
elastics • Retractable Soft Touch handles • Compass mounting point • 
Height adjustable drop skeg • Phase 3XP outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat 
with hip pads • Precision adjustable padded backband • Adjustable padded 
thighbraces • Slidelock™adjustable footbrace system

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tempest 165  |  WTEM16503  

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tempest 165

Red Orange Yellow

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
165 5.03m 0.55m 26kg 136kg R4

Mid-sized paddlers will relish the fusion of performance capabilities in 
this award-winning kayak. Balanced and efficient, an innovative shallow 
V-hull helps the boat track easily over distance. 

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration, inland touring 
and expedition paddling.

Shallow V-hull • Soft chined rail for manoeuvrability • Rounded, flattened 
deck reduces windage and breaks through chop • 10” domed bow Hatch 
• 8” domed midship hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow, midship, and 
stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage 
elastics • Retractable Soft Touch handles • Compass mounting point • 
Height adjustable drop skeg • Phase 3XP outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat 
with hip pads • Precision adjustable padded backband • Adjustable padded 
thighbraces • Slidelock™ adjustable footbrace System

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tempest 170  |  WTEM17003

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tempest 170

Red Orange Yellow

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
170 5.18m 0.56m 25kg 147kg R4

Pairs with mixed skill levels can enjoy this mid-sized touring tandem 
due to its rockered hull design that allows solid manoeuvrability even 
when fully loaded.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration, inland touring 
and expedition paddling, guiding and fleet/hire use.  

Dual cockpit design • Rockered hull for manoeuvrability • Wide beam for 
stability when laden/unladen • Swept up bow and rounded deck to clear chop 
• Bow, stern, and midship hatches with neoprene and hard covers • Bow, 
midship, and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Bow and stern deck 
storage elastics • Soft Touch handles • Keepers rudder footbrace system 
• Phase 3 Outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat • Height adjustable padded 
backband • Moulded in thighbraces

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Northstar  |  WNSR03  |  £1,699.95

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Northstar Tandem

Red Orange

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
Northstar 5.64m 0.74m 43kg 272kg R4



DAY TOURING KAYAKS
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A spacious cockpit and deeper hull make the Tsunami 125 an ideal day 
tripper. Swift and agile, this boat excels in tight, twisting environments.

Calm or moderate water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

Multi-chined V-hull • Rounded deck for clearing wash • 10” domed bow hatch 
• Oval domed rear hatch • Bow and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • 
Bow and stern deck storage elastics • Phase 3 Outfitting • Leg lifter padded 
seat • Height adjustable padded backband • Adjustable padded thighbraces • 
Slidelock™ footbrace system • Retractable Soft Touch handles • Paddle park

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tsunami 125  |  WTSU12503

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tsunami 125

Red Mango Orange

Scaled down design optimised for paddlers from 30–60kg. Impressive 
stability and speed, great for novices or for more advanced kayakers 
honing their skills.

Calm or moderate water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

Multi-chined V-hull • Rounded deck for clearing wash • 10” domed bow and 
stern hatches • Bow and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck lines • Integral 
seat with padded seat pad • Precision adjustable backband • Adjustable 
padded thighbraces • Slidelock™ footbrace system • Retractable Soft Touch 
handles

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tsunami SP  |  WTSUSP03

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tsunami SP

Red Mango Orange

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
SP 3.66m 0.53m 16kg 82kg R4

This versatile boat is great for day or weekend trips on rivers, lakes or 
coastal regions. The efficient hull combined with shorter length keeps 
momentum without loss of manoeuvrability.

Calm or moderate water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

Multi-chined V-hull • Rounded deck for clearing wash • 10” domed bow hatch 
• Oval domed rear hatch • Bow and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck 
lines • Phase 3 outfitting • Leg lifter padded seat • Height adjustable padded 
backband • Adjustable padded thighbraces • Slidelock™ footbrace system 
 • Retractable Soft Touch handles • Paddle park

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tsunami 120  |  WTSU12003

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tsunami 120

Red Mango Orange

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
120 3.66m 0.65m 23kg 125kg R4

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
125 3.81m 0.66m 24kg 136kg R4



DAY TOURING KAYAKS
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This ever popular kayak offers balanced fit and versatile features.   
All skill levels can take advantage of the stability and performance. 

Calm or moderate water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration.

Multi-chined V-hull • Rounded deck for clearing wash • Phase 3XP outfitting 
• Adjustable padded thighbraces • 10” domed bow hatch • 8” domed midship 
hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft deck 
lines • Bow and stern deck storage elastics • Retractable Soft Touch handles 
• Slidelock™ footbrace system • Paddle park • Optional BTS rudder and 
Keepers rudder footbrace system

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tsunami 140                   |  WTSU14003
Tsunami 140 (w/rudder)  |  WTSU14004

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tsunami 140

The lowered cockpit height and moderate length make this kayak an 
excellent performer. Easy to manage, the Tsunami 135 is ideal for female 
and small-framed paddlers.

Calm or moderate water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration.

Multi-chined V-hull • Phase 3XP Outfitting • Adjustable padded thighbraces  • 
Slidelock footbrace system • 10” Domed Bow Hatch • 8” domed midship hatch 
• Oval domed stern hatch • Deck rigging • Soft Touch handles  • Bow, midship, 
and stern bulkheads • Optional BTS rudder and Keepers rudder footbrace 
system

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tsunami 135                    |  WTSU13503
Tsunami 135 (w/rudder)  |  WTSU13504  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tsunami 135

Red Mango Orange

Red Mango Orange

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
135 4.11m 0.58m 23kg 125kg R4

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
140 4.27m 0.61m 27kg 136kg R4



DAY TOURING KAYAKS
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Ample cockpit size and length make this the choice for larger paddlers 
or those desiring extra storage capacity.

Calm or moderate water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

Multi-chined V-hull • Rounded deck for clearing wash • Phase 3XP outfitting 
• Adjustable padded thighbraces • 10” domed bow hatch • 8” domed midship 
hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft 
deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage elastics • Retractable Soft Touch 
handles • Slidelock™ footbrace system • Paddle park • Optional BTS rudder 
and Keepers rudder footbrace system 

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tsunami 145                   |  WTSU14503  |  MTO Only
Tsunami 145 (w/rudder)  |  WTSU14504  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tsunami 145

Red Mango Orange

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
145 4.42m 0.62m 27kg 159kg R4

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

This ultra-comfortable kayak offers more speed and stability than a 
typical sea kayak. The optional rudder adds additional tracking, from 
day trips to full expeditions.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

Multi-chined V-hull • Rounded deck for clearing wash • Phase 3XP outfitting 
• Adjustable padded thighbraces • 10” domed bow hatch • 8” domed midship 
hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft 
deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage elastics • Retractable Soft Touch 
handles • Slidelock™ footbrace system • Optional BTS rudder and Keepers 
rudder footbrace system

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tsunami 160                   |  WTSU16003  |  MTO Only
Tsunami 160 (w/rudder)  |  WTSU16004  |  MTO Only

Tsunami 160

Red Mango Orange

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
160 4.88m 0.59m 28kg 147kg R4



DAY TOURING KAYAKS
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With the most storage capacity of the Tsunami line, it’s the ultimate 
voyage machine for larger paddlers. A multi-chined, V-hull fuses 
tracking and stability. The optional rudder increases control in rougher 
conditions.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

Multi-chined V-hull • Rounded deck for clearing wash • Phase 3XP outfitting 
• Adjustable Padded thighbraces • 10” domed bow hatch • 8” domed midship 
hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft 
deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage elastics • Retractable Soft Touch 
handles • Slidelock™ footbrace system • Optional BTS rudder and Keepers 
rudder footbrace system

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tsunami 175                   |  WTSU17503  |  MTO Only
Tsunami 175 (w/rudder)  |  WTSU17504  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tsunami 175

Red Mango Orange

Ideal for overnight trips. Added depth to the hull makes this kayak 
suitable for mid-to-larger sized paddlers while maintaining the speed 
necessary for longer distances.

Calm or rough water sea kayaking, inshore/coastal exploration and inland 
touring.

Multi-chined V-hull • Rounded deck for clearing wash • Phase 3XP outfitting 
• Adjustable padded thighbraces • 10” domed bow hatch • 8” domed midship 
hatch • Oval domed stern hatch • Bow and stern bulkheads • Fore and aft 
deck lines • Bow and stern deck storage elastics • Retractable Soft Touch 
handles • Slidelock™ footbrace system • Optional BTS rudder and Keepers 
rudder footbrace system

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tsunami 165                    |  WTSU16503  |  MTO Only
Tsunami 165 (w/rudder)  |  WTSU16504  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tsunami 165

Red Mango Orange

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
165 5.00m 0.60m 30kg 159kg R4

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
175 5.28m 0.61m 32kg 181kg R4



RECREATION KAYAKS

Usage

Features

Materials
Sizes

Title
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Great things in a small package, this easy-to-manage kayak for smaller 
paddlers is packed with performance – ideal for both fledgling and 
advanced users. 

Moving water class I, estuaries, lakes and canals.

Multi-chined hull tracks straight • Wide hull for enhanced stability • Roomy 
easy access cockpit • Phase 3 outfitting • Height adjustable padded backband 
• Knee pad with inner/outer cockpit brace options • Slidelock™ footbrace 
system • Oval Orbix stern hatch with bulkhead • Deck elastics for storage • 
Comfortable rubber and webbing carry handles • Kayak Konsole with locking 
hatch

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Pungo 100  |  WPUN10003  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Pungo 100

RedBlue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
100 3.05m 0.76m 22kg 136kg N/A

The best-selling Pungo features an impressive balance of stability, speed, 
and comfort. Ample storage capacity, yet light enough to handle with ease. 

Moving water class I, estuary and light coastal exploration, lakes and canals.

Multi-chined hull tracks straight • Wide hull for enhanced stability • Roomy easy 
access cockpit • Phase 3 outfitting • Height adjustable padded backband • Knee 
pad with inner/outer cockpit brace options • Slidelock™ footbrace system • Oval 
Orbix stern hatch with bulkhead • Deck elastics for storage • Comfortable rubber 
and webbing carry handles • Kayak Konsole with locking hatch

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Pungo 120  |  WPUN12003  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Pungo 120

RedBlue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
120 3.66m 0.74m 22kg 147kg N/A

Get the added speed and storage of a touring kayak, but with a spacious 
cockpit. Ideal for larger paddlers, the 140 comes with the versatile 
Kayak Konsole.

Moving water class I, estuary and light coastal exploration, lakes and canals.

Multi-chined hull tracks straight • Wide hull for enhanced stability • Roomy 
easy access cockpit • Phase 3 outfitting • Height adjustable padded backband 
• Knee pad with inner/outer cockpit brace options • Slidelock™ footbrace 
system • Oval Orbix stern hatch with bulkhead • 8” Orbix bow hatch • Deck 
elastics for storage • Comfortable rubber and webbing carry handles 
• Stern bulkhead • Kayak Konsole with locking hatch

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Pungo 140  |  WPUN14003  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Pungo 140

RedBlue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
140 4.27m 0.71m 24kg 159kg N/A
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Easy to control, it’s the perfect kayak for children and smaller adults to 
navigate in both calm water and currents.

Moving water class I, estuaries, lakes and canals.

Stable soft chined hull • Strong keel at bow and stern for tracking • Phase 
3 Lite outfitting • Integral seat with padded seat pad • Adjustable backband 
• Knee pad with inner/outer cockpit brace options • Slidelock™ footbrace 
system • Oval Orbix stern hatch • Deck elastics for storage • Comfortable 
rubber and webbing carry handles

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Pamlico 100  |  WPAM10003

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Pamlico 100

RedBlue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
100 3.05m 0.76m 19kg 136kg N/A

Featuring the manoeuvrability the Pamlico series is renowned for, with 
added speed and storage capacity. The Pamlico 120 will extend your trip 
into an adventure.

Moving water class I, estuary and calm water coastal exploration, lakes and 
canals.

Stable soft chined hull • Strong keel at bow and stern for tracking • Phase 
3 Lite outfitting • Integral seat with padded seat pad • Adjustable backband 
• Knee pad with inner/outer cockpit brace options • Slidelock™ footbrace 
system • Oval Orbix stern hatch • Deck elastics for storage • Comfortable 
rubber and webbing carry handles

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Pamlico 120  |  WPAM12003

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

 Pamlico 120

RedBlue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
120 3.66m 0.74m 24kg 159kg N/A

This best-selling tandem offers comfort and performance for pairs. 
Easily convertible to solo use for great days out on the water.

Moving water class I, estuaries, lakes, canals and fleet/hire use.

Stable soft chined hull • Strong keel at bow and stern for tracking • Phase 
3 Lite outfitting • Roto moulded seats with padded seat pads, adjustable for 
solo use • Adjustable backband • Knee pad with inner/outer cockpit brace 
options • Slidelock™footbrace system • 8” Orbix stern hatch • Deck elastics 
for storage • Comfortable rubber and webbing carry handles

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Pamlico 135 Tandem  |  WPAM13503

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Pamlico 135 Tandem

RedBlue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
135 4.11m 0.79m 31kg 227kg N/A

Spacious enough for two adults and plenty of gear, adjustable seating 
with centre seat lets you paddle as a family in comfort and style. 

Moving water class I, estuaries, lakes, canals and fleet/hire use.

Beamy hull for stability when loaded • Rudder equipped for tracking • Large 
open cockpit for multi-person use • Phase 3 outfitting • Height adjustable 
padded backband • Centre seat • Deck elastics for storage • Soft Touch 
handles • Rudder with Keepers rudder footbrace system

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Pamlico 160 Tandem (w/rudder)  |  WPAM16004  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Pamlico 160 Tandem

RedBlue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
160 4.72m 0.84m 39kg 249kg N/A
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The ultimate on-the-water play machine. The rockered hull is great for sun 
and surf to lakes and ponds. Surprisingly stable for its class, especially for 
smaller paddlers. 

Beach, surf and lakes.

Stable hull with tracking channels • Rockered bow for surf • Ergonomic integral 
seat and foot well • Fold down padded backband • 6” midship hatch • Stern 
tankwell with securing elastics • Soft Touch handles • Accessory attachment 
points • Self-bailing scupper holes

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Ripper  |  WRIP03

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Ripper

Blue Orange Red
Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
Ripper 2.44m 0.76m 19kg 102kg N/A

Whether it’s playing in the surf or a longer flatwater trip, this versatile 
sit-on-top offers stunning performance. Larger tankwell boasts even 
more capacity than previous 14 ft models.

Light coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Stable multi-chine hull with full keel for tracking • Wave-piercing bow design 
• Deep cockpit area for dry seating • Phase 3 SOT seating system • Leg 
lifter padded seat • Height adjustable padded backband • Keepers footbrace 
system • 8” Orbix bow hatch • 8” Orbix midship hatch • Stern tankwell with 
SlideTrax securing elastics • Side, bow and stern carry handles • Tarpon 
storage pockets • SlideTrax rail system • Self-bailing scupper holes

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tarpon 100  |  WTAR10003

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tarpon 100

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
100 3.05m 0.77m 25kg 147kg N/A

Blue Orange Red

The most popular Tarpon ever – rigged for adventure. Efficient size, 
increased capacity and innovative outfitting – the horizon is now 
broader.

Light coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Stable multi-chine hull with full keel for tracking • Wave-piercing bow design 
• Deep cockpit area for dry seating • Phase 3 SOT seating system • Leg 
lifter padded seat • Height adjustable padded backband • Keepers footbrace 
system • Oval Orbix bow hatch • 8” Orbix midship hatch • Stern tankwell with 
SlideTrax securing elastics • Side, bow and stern carry handles • Tarpon 
storage pockets • SlideTrax rail system • Self-bailing scupper holes

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tarpon 120  |  WTAR12003

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tarpon 120

Blue Orange Red

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
120 3.73m 0.76m 29kg 159kg N/A

Proving that a roomy tandem doesn’t have to sacrifice solid performance; 
this sit-on-top can fit almost any team and their gear comfortably, even 
a team of one.

Recreation: Light coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes, hire fleets.

Stable multi-chine hull with full keel for tracking • Deep wave-piercing bow 
design • Roomy cockpit area, ideal for two adults or 2+1 • Comfort Seating 
System • Adjustable padded backbands • Moulded footbrace system • Two 6” 
midship hatches • Bow and stern tankwells with securing elastics • Side carry 
handles • Soft Touch bow/stern handles • Mould-in drinks bottle holders and 
accessory mounting locators • Self-bailing scupper holes

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tarpon 130  |  WTAR13003

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tarpon 130 Tandem

Blue Orange Red

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
130 T 3.96m 0.86m 29kg 249kg N/A
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Engineered to maintain stability and glide with extended gear capacity. 
A ruddered version allows more versatile use in windy or rougher 
conditions – perfect for coastal use.

Coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Stable multi-chine hull with full keel for tracking • Wave-piercing bow design 
• Deep cockpit area for dry seating • Phase 3 SOT seating system • Leg 
lifter padded seat • Height adjustable padded backband • Keepers footbrace 
system • Oval Orbix bow hatch • 8” Orbix midship hatch • Large stern tankwell 
with SlideTrax securing elastics • Side, bow and stern carry handles • Tarpon 
storage pockets • SlideTrax rail system • Self-bailing scupper holes

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tarpon 140                   |  WTAR14003
Tarpon 140 (w/rudder)  |  WTAR14004 |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tarpon 140

Blue Orange Red

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
140 4.27m 0.71m 32kg 170kg N/A

The ultimate destination kayak boasts design enhancements including  
more capacity, speed, and a drier ride. Whether inland or offshore, don’t 
compromise comfort for outstanding performance.

Coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Stable multi-chine hull with full keel for tracking • Wave-piercing bow design • Deep 
cockpit area for dry seating • Phase 3 SOT seating system • Leg lifter padded seat 
• Height adjustable padded backband • Keepers footbrace system • Oval Orbix 
bow hatch • 8” Orbix midship hatch • Large stern tankwell with SlideTrax securing 
elastics • Side, bow and stern carry handles • Tarpon storage pockets • SlideTrax 
rail system • Self-bailing scupper holes • Rudder ready

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tarpon 160                   |  WTAR16003  |  MTO Only
Tarpon 160 (w/rudder)  |  WTAR16004  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tarpon 160

Blue Orange Red

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
160 4.88m 0.71m 32kg 170kg N/A

A unique, pontoon-style hull creates one of the most stable platforms 
available. Wide seating and more capacity are ideal for divers, anglers, 
and larger paddlers.

Light coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes, diving and fishing.

Pontoon hull for stability • Deep wave-piercing bow design • Deep cockpit 
area for dry seating • Comfort seating system • Adjustable padded backbands 
• Keepers footbrace system • Oval Orbix bow hatch • 6” midship hatch • 8” 
Orbix midship hatch • Large stern tankwell with securing elastics • Side, bow 
and stern carry handles • Self-bailing scupper holes • Rudder ready

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Ride 135                   |  WRID13503  |  MTO Only
Ride 135 (w/rudder)  |  WRID13504  |  MTO Only 

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Ride 135

RedBlue

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
135 4.06m 0.81m 29kg 181kg N/A

The Commander 120 takes hybrid crossover kayaks to a whole new level. 
Combining the agility of a kayak with the stability and capacity of a canoe.

Light coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes, fishing.

Pontoon hull for stand up stability • Strong bow and stern keel for efficient 
tracking • Dual seating – sit-in or sit-on-top • Freedom Elite SOT seating 
system – sliding and removable • Leg lifter padded seat • Height adjustable 
padded backband • Cockpit and thwart padding • Keepers footbrace system 
• Large stern tankwell with SlideTrax securing elastics • Bow/stern carry 
handles • Cockpit and sidewall SlideTrax accessory rail system • Rudder 
ready • Trawling motor mounting block • Keel wear strip 

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Commander 120                    |  WCOM12003
Commander 120 (w/rudder)  |  WCOM12004  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Red Sand

Commander 120

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
Commander 3.66m 0.77m 27kg 181kg N/A
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Get the dry ride and efficient performance of a sit-inside kayak. 
Spacious cockpit and easily accessible rear bulkhead offer ample 
storage space for anglers and gear.

Fishing, light coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Multi-chined hull for tracking • Wide hull for enhanced stability • 
Phase 3 outfitting • Height adjustable padded backband • Knee pad • 
Slidelock™footbrace system • Oval Orbix stern hatch with bulkhead • Deck 
elastics for storage • Stern bulkhead • Kayak Konsole • Adjustable Scotty rod 
holder • Rear flush mount rod holder • Paddle holder • Anchor kit

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Pungo 120 Angler  |  WPUN12006  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Pungo 120 Angler

Red Camo

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
120 Angler 3.66m 0.74m 24kg 147kg N/A

Increased weight capacity, additional storage hatch for gear, and 
increased tracking let you go the distance in the comfort of a sit-inside 
kayak.

Fishing, light coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Multi-chined hull for tracking • Wide hull for enhanced stability • Phase 3 
outfitting • Height adjustable padded backband • Knee pad • Slidelock™ 
footbrace system • Oval Orbix stern hatch with bulkhead • 8” Orbix bow hatch 
• Deck elastics for storage • Stern bulkhead • Kayak Konsole • Adjustable 
Scotty rod holder • Rear flush mount rod holder • Paddle holder • Anchor kit

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Pungo 140 Angler  |  WPUN14006  | MTO Only 

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Pungo 140 Angler

Red Camo

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
140 Angler 4.27m 0.71m 25kg 159kg N/A

The size of this best-selling and versatile sit-on-top allows it to get to 
otherwise inaccessible casting spots. Yet, it still has plenty of room for 
any sized paddler and all their gear.

Fishing, coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Stable multi-chine hull for tracking • Phase 3 SOT seating system • Leg lifter 
padded seat • Height adjustable padded backband • Keepers footbrace 
system • Oval Orbix bow hatch • 8” Orbix midship hatch • Stern tankwell 
with SlideTrax securing elastics • Side, bow and stern carry handles • 
Tarpon storage pockets • SlideTrax rail system • Self-bailing scupper holes • 
Adjustable Scotty rod holder • Dual stern rod holders • Rudder ready

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tarpon 120 Angler  |  WTAR12006

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tarpon 120 Angler

Mango

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
120 Angler 3.73m 0.76m 32kg 159kg N/A

This well-rounded fishing kayak adapts to a variety of conditions. 
Combining small kayak manoeuvrability with a long hull for speed, it 
excels whether used inland or on the coast.

Fishing, coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Stable multi-chine hull for tracking • Phase 3 SOT seating system • Leg lifter 
padded seat • Height adjustable padded backband • Keepers footbrace 
system • Oval Orbix bow hatch • 8” Orbix midship hatch • Large stern tankwell 
with SlideTrax securing elastics • Side, bow and stern carry handles • 
Tarpon storage pockets • SlideTrax rail system • Self-bailing scupper holes • 
Adjustable Scotty rod holder • Dual stern rod holders • Rudder ready

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tarpon 140 Angler                   |  WTAR14006
Tarpon 140 Angler (w/rudder)  |  WTAR14007  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tarpon 140 Angler

Mango

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
140 Angler 4.27m 0.71m 34kg 170kg N/A
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The kayak for long distance outings that tireless anglers swear by. This well 
laid-out kayak maintains performance and dryness even when loaded down 
with gear and in turbulent waters. 

Fishing, coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Stable multi-chine hull for tracking • Phase 3 SOT seating system • Leg lifter 
padded seat • Height adjustable padded backband • Keepers footbrace system 
• Oval Orbix bow hatch • 8” Orbix midship hatch • Large stern tankwell with 
SlideTrax securing elastics • Side, bow and stern carry handles • Tarpon storage 
pockets • SlideTrax rail system • Self-bailing scupper holes • Adjustable Scotty rod 
holder • Dual stern rod holders • Rudder ready

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Tarpon 160 Angler                  |  WTAR16006  |  MTO Only
Tarpon 160 Angler (w/rudder) |  WTAR16007  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Tarpon 160 Angler

Mango

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
160 Angler 4.88m 0.71m 36kg 170kg N/A

A unique, pontoon-style hull offers unmatched stability for anglers. 
Stand up and enhance your visibility or increase casting distance with 
ease.

Fishing, coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Pontoon hull for stability • Comfort seating system • Adjustable padded 
backbands • Keepers footbrace system • Oval Orbix bow hatch • 6” midship 
hatch • 8” Orbix midship hatch • Large stern tankwell with securing elastics • 
Side, bow and stern carry handles • Self-bailing scupper holes • Adjustable 
Scotty rod holder • Dual stern flush mount rod holders • Rudder ready

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Ride 135 Angler                   |  WRID13506  |  MTO Only
Ride 135 Angler (w/rudder)  |  WRID13507  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Ride 135 Angler

Mango

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
135 4.06m 0.81m 33kg 181kg N/A

The Commander takes hybrid fishing kayaks to a whole new level. The 
dual seating system offers a clear advantage in positioning combined 
with a pontoon hull to give absolute range to casting potential.

Fishing, coastal exploration, beach, rivers and lakes.

Pontoon hull for stand-up stability • Strong bow and stern keel for tracking • 
Dual seating- sit-in or sit-on-top • Deep cockpit area for dry seating • Freedom 
Elite SOT seating system – sliding and removable • Leg lifter padded seat 
• Adjustable padded backband • Keepers footbrace system • Large stern 
tankwell with SlideTrax securing elastics • Bow/sterm carry handles • Cockpit 
and sidewall Slidetrax rail system • Adjustable Scotty rod holder • Dual stern 
rod holders • Anchor with fitted anchor trolley • Rudder ready • Trawling motor 
mounting block • Keel wear strip

Super-linear high density polyethylene
Commander 120 Angler                   |  WCOM12006
Commander 120 Angler (w/rudder)  |  WCOM12007  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Commander 120 Angler

Sand Camo

Model Length Width Weight Capacity Spraydeck
Commander 3.66m 0.77m 29kg 181kg N/A
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Paradise II
PAR123

Hula
HUL04

Calypso Beach
CAL29501

Paradise I
PAR95

Calypso Sport
CAL29503

Strike Angler
STR03

SIT-ON-TOPS

Islander Sit-On-Tops
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SIT-ON-TOPS

Mango/White Kiwi/WhiteOcean/White Red/White

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity
8.5 2.60m 0.69m 18kg 100kg

The fun and friendly sit-on-top. Its compact size makes it great fun for 
younger users, with a flattened hull and tracking channels for playing in 
the surf.
 
Recreational use, beach, surf and lakes.
 
Stable, flattened hull with tracking channels • Soft contour deck design • Ergo-
nomic integral seat and foot well • Includes surf backrest with zipped pocket • 
Moulded drink holder • Quick flow self-bailing scupper holes • Suitcase style 
side carry handle • Ergonomic Soft Touch carry handles • D-ring accessory 
attachment points • Stackable shape • Moulded drain bung
 
Linear high density polyethylene
Hula 8.5  |  HUL04 

Usage

Features

Materials

Hula 

Mango/White Kiwi/WhiteOcean/White Red/White

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity
P1 2.90m 0.75m 18kg 112kg

The sit-on-top for smaller paddlers. The fast hull with full keel glides 
through the water with ease. A variety of storage options and surf seat 
come as standard.
 
Recreational use, beach, surf, lakes and up to class I moving water.
 
Stable multi-chine hull with keel • Wave-piercing bow design • Water-shed-
ding deck • Contoured, integral seat for sit-in feel • Screw seal deck storage 
hatch with pull out bag • Stern tank well with strap retainers • Ergonomic 
mould in foot braces • Includes Surf backrest with zip pocket • Moulded 
drink holder • Quick flow self-bailing scupper holes • Side carry handles • 
Ergonomic Soft Touch carry handles • D-ring accessory attachment points • 
Moulded drain bung
 
Linear high density polyethylene
Paradise I  |  PAR95

Usage

Overview

Features

Materials

Paradise I
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SIT-ON-TOPS

Mango/White Kiwi/WhiteOcean/White Red/White

Mango/White Kiwi/WhiteOcean/White Red/White

The family sit-on-top. Beach, coast or lake – this boat loves it all.  
Supplied fully outfitted, with plenty of storage, the keeled hull design 
provides stability ready for adventures.
 
Beach, surf, lakes, canals, class I moving water and hire/fleet use.
 
Stable multi-chine hull with full keel • Wave-piercing high bow design • Water-
shedding deck • Contoured, integral seat for sit-in feel • 10’ bow storage 
hatch • Screw seal deck storage hatch with pull out bag • Stern tank well with 
securing elastics • Ergonomic mould in foot braces • Adjustable Surf backrest 
with zip pocket • Moulded drink and accessories holders with retainers • Clip 
in paddle park • Quick flow self-bailing scupper holes • Mould-in side carry 
handles • Comfortable rubber webbing end carry handles • D-ring accessory 
attachment points • Moulded drain bung • Flush mount and spinning rod 
holder ready

EXL™ super-Linear high density polyethylene
Calypso Sport 295  |  CAL29503

Usage
 

Features

Materials

Calypso Sport New Product – S/S ’10

The all-round sit-on-top. Beach, coast or lake - this boat loves it all.  
A full keeled hull provides stability and with moulded features, it’s easy 
for anyone to pick up a paddle and go.
 
Recreational use, beach, surf, lakes, canals, class I moving water and hire/ 
fleet use.
 
Stable multi-chine hull with full keel • Wave-piercing high bow design • 
Water-shedding deck • Contoured, integral seat for sit-in feel • Stern tank well 
with securing elastics • Ergonomic mould in foot braces • Moulded drink and 
accessories holders • Quick flow self-bailing scupper holes • Mould-in side 
carry handles • Comfortable rubber webbing end carry handles • D-ring ac-
cessory attachment points • Moulded drain bung • Flush mount and spinning 
rod holder ready
 
Linear high density polyethylene
Calypso Beach 295  |  CAL29501

Usage

Features

Materials

Calypso Beach New Product – S/S ’10

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity
Beach 2.95m 0.75m 20kg 145kg

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity
Beach 2.95m 0.75m 20kg 145kg
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SIT-ON-TOPS

Mango/White Kiwi/WhiteOcean/White Red/White

SaffronRed

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity
13.5 4.12m 0.74m 28kg 180kg

The ready to cast fishing boat. The double pontoon hull provides stability 
creating a secure platform for seated or standing use. Comes with rod 
holders and deluxe seat as standard.
 
Fishing, recreational use, light coastal, estuaries, lakes, canals and class I 
moving water
 
Pontoon style hull creates stable platform • Wide beam for extra stability 
• Bow and stern keel for efficient tracking • Platform deck for versatility of 
standing or sitting sideways • Twin flush-mounted rod holders behind cockpit 
• Front mounted detachable Scotty rod holder • Large oval bow hatch with 
heavy duty cover and internal rod tether • Sealed rear storage hatch with pull 
out bag • Large rear tank well with securing elastics • Bow decklines • Slide-
Lock ™ adjustable footbraces • Contoured integral seat • Deluxe backrest 
• Quickflow self- bailing with central scupper complete with scupper bung • 
Side carry handles with paddle straps • Easy grab handles • D-ring accessory 
attachment points • Drain bung • Optional anchor kit
 
Linear high density polyethylene
Strike Angler 13.5 |  STR03

Usage

Features

Materials

Strike Angler

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity
P II 3.90m 0.84m 28kg 200kg

The one, two or three person craft. Ideal for families or two adults 
thanks to a stable multi-chine hull and strong keel it is stable and tracks 
easily.
 
Recreational use, beach, surf, lakes, class I moving water and hire/fleet use.
 
Contoured integral seats for solo or tandem use • Stable multi-chine tri-hull 
with long keel for tracking • Wide beam for extra stability • Wave-piercing bow 
• Water shedding deck • Screw seal deck storage hatch with pull out bag • 
Stern tank well with strap retainers • Ergonomic moulded footrests • Twin Surf 
backrests with zipped pockets • Moulded central child seat •  Moulded drink 
holders • Quick flow self-bailing scupper holes • Side carry handles • Comfort-
able rubber webbing end carry handles • D-ring accessory attachment points 
• Drain bung
 
Linear high density polyethylene
Paradise II Tandem  |  PAR123

Usage

Features

Materials

Paradise II
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Mad River Canoe

RIVER CANOES

Legend 15
RX/Wood - MLEG1509 - MTO

   RX/IQ2 - MLEG1501

Freedom Solo
   RX/IQ2 - MFRE1401 - MTO

Legend 16
RX/Wood - MLEG1609 - MTO

RX/IQ2 - MLEG1601

TOURING CANOES

Reflection 15
RX/Wood - MREF1509 - MTO

   RX/Alu - MREF1501

Reflection 17
RX/Wood - MREF1709 - MTO
  RX/Alu - MREF1701 - MTO

RECREATION CANOES

Adventure 16 
MADV1603

Adventure 14
MADV1403

VERSATILE CANOES

Explorer 14 
TT/IQ2 - MEXP1402

Explorer 15
RX/Wood - MEXP1509 - MTO

   RX/IQ2 - MEXP1501

Explorer Duck Hunter Edition 
RX/Wood - MEXPDH09 - MTO

Explorer 16
RX/Wood - MEXP1609 - MTO

RX/IQ2 - MEXP1601
 TT/IQ2 - MEXP1602
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VERSATILE CANOES

Crafted with an Explorer 15 hull, this timeless canoe is fashioned with 
classic cane seats along with dark stained slotted ash gunwales, thwart 
and yoke. 

Lakes and rivers, touring, fishing, tandem/family paddling.

Shallow V-hull • Moderate rocker • Cane seats • Shaped ash carry yoke • Ash 
tripping thwart • Stained wood gunwales and seats • Slotted wood gunwales

Options: Flotation bag lash system • Flotation bag keeper strap • Skid plates

Royalex® hull, white ash gunwales, cane seats
Explorer Duck Hunter Edition  |  MEXPDH09  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Explorer Duck Hunter Edition

Olive

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Explorer Duck Hunter 4.49m 0.91m 28kg 386kg

Well suited for confined waterways, the classic Shallow V-hull also 
offers great tracking and comforting final stability.

Lakes and rivers, solo/tandem paddling and centre/hire use.

Shallow V-hull • Shaped ash carry yoke • IQ cup holders

Triple Tough Polyethylene hull, vinyl gunwales, web seats
Explorer 14 TT/IQ2  |  MEXP1402

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Explorer 14

SpruceRed
Model Length Width Weight Capacity

Explorer 14 TT 4.42m 0.91m 33kg 386kg

All the benefits of the Explorer’s tracking ability and stability in a com-
pact design. Nimble in tighter waters and a spacious solo canoe as well. 
 
Lakes and rivers, solo/tandem paddling.

Shallow V-hull • Moderate rocker • Shaped ash carry yoke

RX/Wood spec features: Royalex hull, white ash gunwales, web seats
RX/IQ2 spec features: Royalex hull, vinyl gunwales, web seats, cup holders

Explorer 15 RX/Wood  |  MEXP1509  |  MTO Only
Explorer 15 RX/IQ2      |  MEXP1501

Usage

Features

Specs

Explorer 15

Red Green

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Explorer 15 4.49m 0.91m 28kg 386kg

Red (RX/TT) Green (RX) Spruce (TT)

This durable, full-sized family boat offers unparalleled capacity and 
stability for tandem paddlers or the whole family.

Lakes and rivers, fishing, tandem/family paddling and centre/hire use.

Shallow V-hull • Moderate rocker • Shaped ash carry yoke

RX/Wood spec features: Royalex hull, white ash gunwales, web seats
RX/IQ2 spec features: Royalex hull, vinyl gunwales, web seats, cup holders
TT/IQ2 spec features: Triple Tough Polyethylene hull, vinyl gunwales, web 
seats, cup holders

Explorer 16 RX/Wood  |  MEXP1609  |  MTO Only
Explorer 16 RX/IQ2      |  MEXP1601
Explorer 16 TT/IQ2      |  MEXP1602

Usage

Features

Specs

Explorer 16

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Explorer 16 RX 4.86m 0.91m 33kg 499kg
Explorer 16 TT 4.86m 0.91m 38kg 499kg
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TOURING CANOES

This compact responsive tandem sustains speed while remaining 
nimble on both flat water and river.

Lakes and rivers, touring, tandem paddling.

Shallow arch hull • Minimal rocker • Shaped ash carry yoke

RX/Wood spec features: Royalex hull, white ash gunwales, web seats
RX/Alu spec features: Royalex hull, aluminium gunwales, web seats

Reflection 15 RX/Wood  |  MREF1509  |  MTO Only
Reflection 15 RX/Alu      |  MREF1501

Usage

Features

Specs

Reflection 15

SandGreen

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Reflection 15 4.67m 0.86m 27kg 363kg

The large capacity and long hull make the Reflection 17 the ideal choice 
for multi-day tripping and family use. 

Lakes and rivers, touring, multi-day tripping, tandem/family paddling. 

Shallow arch hull • Minimal rocker • Shaped ash carry yoke

RX/Wood spec features: Royalex hull, white ash gunwales, web seats
RX/Alu spec features: Royalex hull, aluminium gunwales, web seats

Reflection 17 RX/Wood  |  MREF1709  |  MTO Only
Reflection 17 RX/Alu      |  MREF1701  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Specs

Reflection 17

SandGreen

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Reflection 17 5.28m 0.90m 30kg 408kg
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RIVER CANOES

Nimble and capable with generous load capacity too, the Legend 15 is  
a great river running canoe well suited to solo and tandem paddling.  
Flared ends ensure a dry ride on moving water.

Moving water rivers, flat water touring, solo/tandem paddling.

Shallow arch hull • Moderate rocker • Shaped ash carry yoke

RX/Wood spec features: Royalex hull, white ash gunwales, web seats
RX/IQ2 spec features: Royalex hull, vinyl gunwales, web seats, cup holders

Legend 15 RX/Wood  |  MLEG1509  |  MTO Only 
Legend 15 RX/IQ2     |  MLEG1501

Usage

Features

Specs

Legend 15

Red Green

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Legend 15 4.57m 0.85m 30kg 435kg

GreenRed

The perfect solo river-running canoe, the Freedom Solo is fast and efficient 
for day trips and expeditions in mixed water conditions. Quite simply, the 
most versatile solo boat on the market.

Moving water rivers, flat water touring, solo paddling.

Shallow V-hull • Moderate rocker • Double thwart

RX/IQ2 spec features: Royalex hull, vinyl gunwales, web seats, cup holder

Freedom Solo RX/IQ2  |  MFRE1401  |  MTO Only

Usage

Features

Specs

Freedom Solo

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Freedom Solo 4.44m 0.78m 25kg 340kg

A great tandem or family canoe with loads of capacity for gear. Shallow 
arch hull and flared ends ensure a dry ride on moving water. Capacity for 
extended mixed water trips with or without gear.

Moving water rivers, flat water touring, tandem/family paddling.

Shallow arch hull • Moderate rocker • Cane seats • Shaped ash carry yoke

RX/Wood spec features: Royalex hull, white ash gunwales, web seats
RX/IQ2 spec features: Royalex hull, vinyl gunwales, web seats, cup holders

Legend 16 RX/Wood  |  MLEG1609  |  MTO Only
Legend 16 RX/IQ2     |  MLEG1601

Usage

Features

Specs

Legend 16

Red Green

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Legend 16 4.88m 0.85m 33kg 499kg
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RECREATION CANOES

All the performance and maintenance-free ease of polyethylene, with 
excellent stability and ease of handling. Contoured seats, padded ad-
justable backrests and even cupholders as standard.

Recreation, touring and centre/hire use.

Multi-chine hull • Adjustable padded backrest • Padded seats • Padded centre 
seat • Cupholders • Gear tray • Mesh pockets • Padded carry handles

Polyethylene
Adventure 14  |  MADV1403

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Adventure 14 

SpruceRed

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Adventure 14 4.27m 0.94m 34kg 397kg

SpruceRed

Versatile, family-friendly and full of features. The Adventure 16 brings 
new levels of performance – contoured seats, padded adjustable back-
rests, even cupholders and centre seats are standard. 

Recreation, touring and centre/hire use.

Multi-chine hull • Adjustable padded backrest • Padded seats • Padded centre 
seat • Cupholders • Gear tray • Mesh pockets • Padded carry handles 
Integral transom for trolling motor

Polyethylene
Adventure 16  |  MADV1603

Usage

Features

Materials
Specs

Adventure 16

Model Length Width Weight Capacity
Adventure 16 4.88m 0.94m 38kg 431kg
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Infinity Inflatables
INFLATABLE KAYAKS

Orbit 250
ORB250

Odyssey 385
ODY385

Odyssey 305
ODY305
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INFINITY KAYAKS

The Orbit is a great kayak for paddlers of any age, the high performance 
hull tracks well and is surprisingly fast for its length. Easy to transport 
and inflate, the Orbit is a great way to experience the fun of paddling.

River and lake paddling, easy moving water, recreation and holidaying.

Seats a single adult or child • Stable hull • Triple-chambered internal inflatable 
bladder • Lightweight and strong Nylon shell protects the bladder and keeps 
the shape of the kayak • Spray visor at bow helps to keep waves and water 
out of the cockpit  • Adjustable seat pad with integral backrest • Grab handles 
at front, back and sides • Neoprene knuckle protector strips • Paddle park • 
Rubbing strake at front hull and rounded fin at rear for tracking • Packs into 
duffel bag (included) • Also included are: Foot pump and instruction manual

840D Nylon
Red/Grey/Black  |  ORB250

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Orbit 250  New Product – S/S ’10

The Osyssey 305 is fast and easy to paddle, featuring a large cockpit 
and spray visors to keep you dry. It’s fun, easy to transport and suitable 
for use from flat water up to class III moving water.

River and lake paddling, easy moving water, recreation and holidaying.

Seats a single adult, an adult and child or two adults • Stable tri-tube hull • 
Fully enclosed air bladders for durability and strength • Strong Nylon shell 
fabric • Spray visors fore and aft keep water out of the cockpit • Under deck 
storage at rear with cargo net • Ergonomic, adjustable seats with adjustable 
backrest and child seat included • Grab handles at front, back and sides • Ne-
oprene knuckle protector strips • Paddle parks • Rubbing strake at front hull 
and skeg at rear for tracking • Drain bung • Packs into duffel bag (included) • 
Also included are: Foot pump and instruction manual

840D Nylon
Blue/Grey/Black  |  ODY305

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Odyssey 305  New Product – S/S ’10

A longer, more spacious kayak which will seat up to three adults. The 
Odyssey 385 will easily carry the whole family on camping adventures 
and fishing trips.

River and lake paddling, angling, family use and holidaying.

Seats two adults, two adults and two children or three adults • Stable tri-tube 
hull • Fully enclosed air bladders for durability and strength • Strong Nylon 
shell fabric • Spray visors fore and aft keep water out of the cockpit • Under 
deck storage at rear with cargo net • Ergonomic, adjustable seats with adjust-
able backrest and child seats included • Grab handles at front, back and 
sides • Neoprene knuckle protector strips • Paddle parks • Rubbing strake 
at front hull and skeg at rear for tracking • Drain bung • Packs into duffel bag 
(included) • Also included are: Foot pump, take-apart paddles and instruction 
manual

840D Nylon
Blue/Grey/Black  |  ODY385

Usage

Features

Materials
Colours

Odyssey 385  New Product – S/S ’10

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity
Orbit 250 2.50m 0.85m 8.5kg 150kg

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity
Odyssey 305 3.05m 0.9m 18kg 200kg

Model Length Width Weight Max Capacity
Odyssey 385 3.85m 0.9m 22kg 250kg
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Notes
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PALM REPLACEMENT PARTS AND REPAIRS

Latex Ankle Seal
REP15

Latex Neck Seal
REP02

T Handle
26mm - PD116
29mm - PD115

Latex gaskets - Set
REP04

Replacement Sock
CA199

Drip Rings
PD500

Non Warranty Repairs
REP10

Repairs P&P
REP03

Latex Wrist Seal
REP01

KAYAK OUTFITTING

Round Hatch Cover
DK040

Oval Hatch Cover
DK030

Freestyle Backband
DK020

Creek Seat Pad
DK251

6mm Adhesive Foam 
DK237

Retrofit Drain Bung
DK134

Toggle w/ Webbing
MS019

Etha Foam Sheet
DK159

SlideLock Footbrace
FR009

Blackwater Backband
DK108

Expedition Seat Pad
DK254

Dagger Child Seat
DK915

Soft Touch Handles
DK182

Foam Footblocks
DK147

Hip Pad Kit
DK235

Paddle Park
MS026

Tri-Wing Nuts UK
DK137/02

Mini-Cell Sheet
DK155

Keepers Footbrace
FR007

Touring Backband
DK006

Two-piece Thighbraces
DK116/01-05  |  £39.95

One-piece Thighbraces
DK115/01-04

Kayak Pump
MS055

Tri-Wing Nuts USA
DK137/01

Plastic Toggles
MS010

Overstern Rudder Kit
With fittings - DK300
No fittings - DK310

Touring Backband
DK090

Recreation Seat Pad
DK252

Thighbrace Ratchet
DK242

Replacement Bung
DK133

Bulkhead Footbrace
DK130

Legend Backband
DK005

Touring Seat Pad
DK253

Dagger Outfit Kit
DK125

Grab Handles
DK180

WS Kayak Konsole
W8025220

WS Angler Dashboard
W8025103

Parts and Spares
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SIT-ON-TOP PARTS AND SPARES

Paddle Leash
PD370

Islander Leg Straps
MW240

WS Scupper Hole Plug Kit
W8025053

Flush Rod Holder Kit
DK450

Anchor Kit
DK470

Fin Plates and Screws
MW038

Spinning Rod Holder Kit
DK460

lslander Deluxe Backrest
MW220

Islander Surf Backrest
MW210

WS Slide Trax Dashboard
W8025218

Nylon Fin
7.5’ - MW035
9.5” - MW037

WS Slide Trax Tie Downs
W8025219

INFINITY INFLATABLE KAYAK PARTS AND SPARES

Foot Pump
DK720

Repair Kit
DK730

Electric 12V Pump
DK722

Kayak Air Chambers
DK740

Double Action Hand Pump
DK716

Mesh Rear Storage Cover     
DK714

Child Inflatable Seat
DK712

High Back Inflatable Seat
DK710

CANOE PARTS AND SPARES

Tie Downs (set of 4)
M8063311

Vynabond Adhesive 1oz
     M8064201

D-Ring with Vinyl Pad
25mm - M8062007
50mm - M8062006

Mond Bond Adhesive 8oz
M8064200

Royalex Repair Kit
M8064400

IQ2 Belly Cover
M8063306

IQ2 Chine Dry Bag
M8063316

IQ2 Sprayshield
     Solo - M8063303
Tandem - M8063302

Centre Bag
M8025513

3D End Bag
48” - M8025509
54” - M8025507
60” - M8025505

IQ2 Lash System
M8063312
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PALM SIZE CHARTS

Chest

Waist

Inside Leg

UK

Europe

32-34"

26-29"

28"

32

42

34

44

36-38

46-48

40-42

50-52

44

54

46

56

81-86cm

66-74cm

71cm

35-38"

30-32"

29"

91-97cm

76-82cm

74cm

39-41"

33-35"

30"

99-104cm

84-89cm

79cm

42-44"

36-38"

32"

107-112cm

91-97cm

79cm

45-46"

39-40"

33"

114-117cm

99-102cm

81cm

47-48"

41-42"

34"

119-122cm

104-107cm

83cm

XS S M L XL XXL

Chest

Weight
24-28"

33-55lbs

60-70cm

15-25kg

28-31"

55-88lbs

70-80cm

25-40kg

28-31"

55-88lbs

70-80cm

25-40kg

Junior

28-31"

55-88lbs

70-80cm

25-40kg

Youth XXXS/XXS XXS/XS

Chest

Weight
30-36"

66-132lbs

75-90cm

30-60kg

34-40"

88-132lbs

86-102cm

40-60kg

36-43"

>154lbs

90-110cm

>70kg

40-46"

>154lbs

102-117cm

>70kg

46-53"

>154lbs

117-135cm

>70kg

31-34"

66-88lbs

79-86cm

30-40kg

XS XS/S S/M M/L L/XL XXL

43-53"

>154lbs

110-135cm

>70kg

XL/XXL

32

42

34

44

34-36

44-46

36-38

46-48

38-40

48-50

40-42

50-52

44

54

46

56

Height

Chest

Waist

UK

Europe

5'2"-5'3“

32-34"

26-27"

158-160cm

81-86cm

66-69cm

5'6"-5'8"

36-38"

29-31"

168-173cm

91-97cm

74-79cm

5'8"

38-40"

31-32"

173cm

97-102cm

79-81cm

5'9"

40-42"

32-33"

175cm

102-107cm

81-84cm

5'10"

42-44"

33-35"

178cm

107-112cm

84-89cm

6'2"-6'4"

46-48"

37-39"

188-193cm

117-122cm

94-99cm

XS

5'4"-5'6"

34-36"

27-29"

160-168cm

86-91cm

69-74cm

S S/M M M/L L XXL

6"-6'2"

44-46"

35-37"

183-188cm

112-117cm

89-94cm

XL

Height

Chest

Waist

Inside Leg

4'

24"

19"

18"

122cm

61cm

48cm

46cm

4'8"

28"

23"

24"

142cm

71cm

58cm

61cm

5'

30"

25"

27"

152cm

76cm

63cm

68cm

5'4"

32"

27"

27"

162cm

81cm

68cm

68cm

S (5-6yrs)

4'4"

26"

21"

21"

132cm

66cm

53cm

53cm

M (7-8yrs) L (9-10yrs) XL (11-12yrs) XXL (13-14yrs)

Bust

Waist

Hips

Inside Leg

UK

Europe

32-33"

24-25"

34-35"

26"
8

36

8-10

38-40

10-12

40-42

12-14

42-44

14-16

46-48

81-84cm

61-64cm

86-89cm

71cm

34-35"

26-28"

36-37"

27-29"

86-89cm

66-71cm

92-94cm

69-74cm

36-37"

28-30"

38-39“

29-31"

92-94cm

71-76cm

97-99cm

74-79cm

38-40"

31-33"

40-41"

31-33"

97-102cm

76-81cm

104-107cm

81cm

40-42"

33-35"

42-43"

32-34"

102-107cm

84-89cm

107-110cm

82-87cm

XS S M L XL

Height

Chest

Waist

Hips

Europe

5'-5'2"

32-33"

24-26"

34-35"

152-157cm

81-84cm

61-66cm

87-89cm

5'4"-5'6"

36-37"

28-30"

38-39"

163-168cm

92-94cm

71-76cm

97-99cm

5'6"-5'7"

38-40"

31-33"

40-41"

168-170"

97-102"

79-84"

102-105"

5'7"-5'8"

40-42"

33-35"

42-43"

170-173cm

102-107cm

84-89cm

107-110cm

8

5'2"-5'4"

34-35"

26-28"

36-37"

157-163cm

86-89cm

66-71cm

92-94cm

10 12 14 16

3836 40 42 44

UK

US

Europe

4

5

36

5 / 6

6 / 7

38 / 39

11 / 12

12 / 13

46 / 47

XS

7 / 8

8 / 9

40 / 42

9 / 10

10 / 11

43 / 44

S M L XL

13

14

48

XXL

Men’s Jackets, Pants and Immersion Suits

Women’s Jackets, Pants and Immersion Suits

PFDs

Men’s Wetsuits

Women’s Wetsuits

Junior Wetsuits

Footwear

All measurements refer to body size, not garment dimensions.
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PALM SIZE CHARTS

Pro-Tec Two-Face

Pro-Tec Ace Wake

Pro-Tec Ace Water

Pro-Tec Ace Water (Full-Cut)

AP6000

AP4000

AP3000

AP2000

53-54cm

53-54cm

53-54cm

S

51-54cm

XS/S

53-56cm

S/M

55-56cm

55-56cm

55-56cm

M

55-57cm

M/L

49-50cm

Junior S

51-52cm

Junior M

One Size - Adjustable

One Size - Adjustable

One Size - Adjustable

57-58cm

57-58cm

57-58cm

L

57-60cm

L/XL

59-60cm

59-60cm

59-60cm

XL

59-62cm

XL/XXL

Helmets

Measurements refer to circumference of head.

Kevlar® Rand

Extreme Kevlar®

Classic

Sport

Dynamo

Neoprene Cockpit Cover

Cockpit Size

Waist Size

R1
70cm x 40cm

R3
80cm x 50cm

R4
88cm x 50cm

R5
98cm x 53cm

SD871

SD584

SD894

SD884

SD874

SD774

SD883

SD585

SD895

SD885

SD875

SD775

XXXS/XXS
40-51cm
16-20" 

XXS/XS
51-61cm
20-24"

XS/S
60-76cm
24-30"

M/L
76-91cm
30-36"

XL/XXL
91-102cm

36-40"

XS/S
60-76cm
24-30"

M/L
76-91cm
30-36"

XL/XXL
91-102cm

36-40"

XS/S
60-76cm
24-30"

M/L
76-91cm
30-36"

XL/XXL
91-102cm

36-40"

Roanoke

Loweswater

Cockpit Size

Adjustable Waist Size

R3
80cm x 50cm

R4
88cm x 50cm

R5
98cm x 53cm

R6
106cm x 56cm

SD855

SD845

SD854

SD844

SD853 SD856

60-127cm
24-50"

60-127cm
24-50"

60-127cm
24-50"

60-127cm
24-50"

Windermere

Coniston

Elterwater

Ullswater

Economy

Nylon Cockpit Cover

Cockpit Size

Adjustable Waist Size

N3
86cm x 50cm

N4
92cm x 56cm

N5
100cm x 58cm

N6
105cm x 60cm

SD835

SD825

SD815

SD805

SD010

SD765

SD834

SD824

SD814

SD804

SD009

SD764

SD813

SD803

SD008

SD763

SD836

SD826

SD816

SD011 (L)

SD766

60-127cm
24-50"

60-127cm
24-50"

60-127cm
24-50"

60-127cm
24-50"

N7
110cm x 62cm

SD837

SD827

SD012 (XL)

SD767

60-127cm
24-50"

Pro-Tec Two-Face

Pro-Tec Ace Wake

Pro-Tec Ace Water

AP6000

AP4000

AP3000

AP2000

53-54cm

53-54cm

53-54cm

53-54cm

53-54cm

53-54cm

53-54cm

S

55-56cm

55-56cm

55-56cm

55-56cm

55-56cm

55-56cm

55-56cm

M

49-50cm

49-50cm

49-50cm

49-50cm

49-50cm

JS

51-52cm

51-52cm

51-52cm

51-52cm

51-52cm

JM

57-58cm

57-58cm

57-58cm

57-58cm

57-58cm

57-58cm

57-58cm

L

59-60cm

59-60cm

59-60cm

59-60cm

59-60cm

59-60cm

59-60cm

XL

Neoprene Spraydecks

Combi Spraydecks

Nylon Spraydecks
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XP FABRIC INFORMATION

Waterproofness (mm of H20)

Br
ea

tha
bil

ity
 (g

/m
2 /2

4h
rs)

 M
et

ho
d 

B1

5,000

5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000

7,500

10,000

15,000

12,500

Breathable microporous
urethane membrane

Breathable hydophilic
urethane coating

Durable Water
Repellent finish

Lock-knit nylon
tricot lining

Moisture vapour

Face fabric

Durable Water
Repellent finish

Breathable hydophilic
urethane coatingMoisture vapour

Face fabric

Breathable microporous
urethane membrane

Breathable hydophilic
urethane coating

Durable Water
Repellent finish

Lock-knit nylon
tricot lining

Moisture vapour

Face fabric

Durable Water
Repellent finish

Honeycomb textured
transfer

Breathable hydophilic
urethane coating

Moisture vapour

Face fabric

Durable Water
Repellent finish

Locknit nylon
tricot lining

Breathable hydophilic
urethane coating

Moisture vapour

Face fabric

Palm have developed a range of fabrics manufactured to our own specifications. We have 
produced them to withstand the rigours of paddlesports to ensure an unrivalled level of 
performance.

We insist on the highest quality fabrics available. These fabrics are then treated with the most 
effective DWRs (durable water repellent). We use the best coatings and laminates to optimize 
waterproofness and breathability for the conditions.

Recreation jackets have a light, supple and very packable coating, while whitewater jackets, 
pants and suits employ a combination of fabrics, coatings and membranes to create a highly 
waterproof, breathable and durable laminate.

 XP250™ 4-layer Fabric
High performance 4-layer fabric. Similar in construction to XP200™ but engineered 
with extended durability and waterproofness for use in our Surface Immersion Suits.
Layer 1 - Nylon 6.6 with extremely durable fluorocarbon DWR treatment to prevent 
wetting-out, improving breathability.
Layer 2 - A hydrophilic urethane coating is applied to the face fabric and transfers 
water molecules along hydrophilic chains to the air. 
Layer 3 - A microporous urethane membrane is laminated to the hydrophilic coating. 
The pores are too small to allow water droplets to pass through, but large enough for 
water vapour transfer.
Layer 4 - A lock-knit Nylon tricot lining protects the coating and disperses moisture to 
provide the largest surface area for moisture absorption and transfer. 

 XP200™ 4-layer Fabric
Our unique 4-layer fabric. XP200™ has been proven on 5 continents to provide per-
formance you can count on in the harshest of conditions.
Layer 1 - Mini-ripstop Tactel® Nylon with extremely durable fluorocarbon DWR treat-
ment to prevent wetting-out, improving breathability.
Layer 2 - A hydrophilic urethane coating is applied to the face fabric and transfers 
water molecules along hydrophilic chains to the air. 
Layer 3 - A microporous urethane membrane is laminated to the hydrophilic coating. 
The pores are too small to allow water droplets to pass through, but large enough for 
water vapour transfer.
Layer 4 - A lock-knit Nylon tricot lining protects the coating and disperses moisture to 
provide the largest surface area for moisture absorption and transfer.
 
       

 XP150™ 3-layer Fabric
A proven 3-layer fabric. XP150™ exhibits impressive waterproofness, breathability 
and durability with no increase in weight or decrease in suppleness.
Layer 1 - Mini-ripstop Nylon 6.6 with extremely durable fluorocarbon DWR treatment 
to prevent wetting-out, improving breathability.
Layer 2 - A waterproof and breathable hydrophilic urethane coating absorbs and 
transfers water molecules along hydrophilic chains to the outer surfaces where it can 
evaporate.
Layer 3 - A lock-knit Nylon tricot lining protects the coating and disperses moisture to 
provide the largest surface area for moisture absorption and transfer.

          XP100™ 2.5-layer Fabric
A hard working 2.5-layer fabric. Highly waterproof, breathable and durable.
Layer 1 - Mini-ripstop Nylon 6.6 with extremely durable fluorocarbon DWR treatment 
to prevent wetting-out, improving breathability.
Layer 2 - A waterproof and breathable hydrophilic urethane coating absorbs and 
transfers water molecules along hydrophilic chains to the outer surfaces where it can 
evaporate.
Layer 2.5 - A honeycomb textured printed transfer on the inside of the coating increas-
es protection and improves moisture dispersal to improve against-the-skin comfort.

 XP50™ 2-layer Fabric
Fine, high-tenacity face fabrics treated with Super DWR and lightweight hydrophilic 
coatings combine to offer the lightest most packable fabric in the range, ideally suited 
for use in our recreational and touring apparel.
Layer 1 - High thread-count Nylon with super durable water repellent.
Layer 2 - A waterproof and breathable hydrophilic urethane coating absorbs and 
transfers water molecules along hydrophilic chains to the outer surfaces where it can 
evaporate.
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PALM APPAREL CARE INSTRUCTIONS

All Palm apparel is handmade with the care and attention to detail that we insist on. The design 
of each garment has carefully tailored to keep you dry and warm whilst providing optimum 
freedom of movement when paddling. Our commitment to you is to provide unbeatable 
performance and durability from your Palm apparel.

For optimum performance and lifespan, it is important that all garments are correctly looked 
after. We have compiled some useful information on the features you can find on our products 
and also a few simple guidelines to guarantee you get the best out of your apparel.

Palm uses performance fabrics that are highly waterproof 
and breathable. To protect the fabric and keep it in full 
working order, ensure that you carry out these basic care 
procedures when packing away wet gear into a suitable 
carrier or dry pack:

• Loosely fold up your gear and prevent latex gaskets 
coming into contact with abrasive dirt, sand or oil-based 
substances (including sunscreen and insect repellent).

• Try not to leave your gear in a damp condition for long 
periods of time. Wash and dry within 24 hours.

• Hand wash in fresh water only to a maximum temperature 
of 30ºC. To remove dirt or grease use a non-detergent 
soap (e.g. Nikwax Techwash) and rinse well.

• Do not tumble-dry your paddle gear. Allow garments to 
dry naturally and away from direct sunlight.

• Once dry, check to see if any running repairs are neces-
sary. If damage has occurred either through wear and tear 
or careless use, Palm offers an excellent repair service.

• Correct storage of your Palm paddle gear will noticeably 
increase its life. Store in a cool place away from direct 
sunlight and try to avoid leaving equipment in your vehicle 
during warm weather.

• Avoid compressing your gear.

To get the most from garments with latex gaskets it is 
important that you adopt the correct procedure each time 
you use your paddle top:

• Natural latex gaskets are very sensitive to sunlight and 
also vulnerable to damage from oil based products (sun-
screen and insect repellent).

• Remove all watches, rings and jewellery. Gently place 
your hand and wrist inside the seal and with your other 
hand ease each seal on one at a time.

• Use both hands for the neck seal, gently stretching the 
aperture to allow the seal to pass over your head.

• Finally, remove any excess air from the paddle top by 
venting the neck with two fingers.

• When removing your paddle top, it is essential that this is 
done with great care by reversing the dressing procedure.

• If neck and cuff protectors are fitted to your paddle top, 
it is important to ensure that the velcro is not firmly closed 
when placing your hand and wrist, or neck, inside the seal. 
Once the latex gaskets are fitting snugly and correctly, 
ensure that the velcro tabs are properly adjusted and 
secured.

• Palm recommends the frequent use of a silicone protect-
ant (e.g. McNett Seal Saver) to extend the life of the seals.

The size of the latex gaskets on all paddle tops are gov-
erned by the size of the garment. However, should a seal 
feel excessively tight it is possible to achieve a custom fit 
by careful trimming with sharp scissors - neck seals have 

Fabric Care

Latex Gasket Care

Immersion Suit Zip Care

concentric rings specifically for this purpose. Trimming 
should always be undertaken with extreme caution. Ideally, 
the garment should be worn outdoors in cold weather to 
assess the size required.

Palm paddling pants incorporating latex ankle seals have 
been designed for use in conjunction with our paddle tops. 
Correct use is straightforward although we would recom-
mend that a sock is worn before easing the latex seal onto 
your foot. Once the seal is in a comfortable position around 
your ankle, the sock may then be removed. The waistband 
should be pulled up to sit high on the waist, and then a 
brief check made that comfort is maintained whilst in the 
paddling position.

Palm recommends the frequent use of a silicone-based 
protectant (e.g. McNett Sealsaver) to extend the life of la-
tex gaskets. This should be applied after every two or three 
outings and as prescribed by the manufacturers instruc-
tions given on the bottle.

It should be borne in mind that paddle top latex gaskets are 
not 100% watertight. Movement will always create a minor 
amount of seepage, but this is usually very insignificant 
and should not adversely affect your comfort or enjoyment.

Palm use the best waterproof zips in our drysuits. These 
zips must be cared for to ensure correct operation:

• Never fold the garment across the zip as this can break 
the teeth. Always keep the zip flat when folding or storing 
the garment.

• Always rinse zips after use especially after use in salt-
water.

• Keep zips regularly lubricated. Lubricant comes included 
with Surface Immersion Suits or can be purchased sepa-
rately.

If the zip jams, try to release it by thoroughly washing in 
fresh water and applying lubricant. After releasing the zip, 
gently run the slider back and forth to spread the lubricant 
along the length of the zip and protect it from future jams.

The above care instructions apply 
to the majority of Palm apparel. 
Always check individual garment 
care labels for precise instructions.

FABRIC CARE

Hand wash at 30ºC.

Do not bleach.

Do not iron.

Do not tumble-dry.

Do not dry clean.

LATEX SEALS

Remove all 
jewellery 
before putting 
on apparel.

Use other hand 
to ease seal 
over hand.

Use both 
hands to open 
neck seal.

Wear a sock 
while putting 
on ankle seals.

Neck seals can 
be trimmed to 
size with sharp 
scissors.

Palm drysuits utilize several types 
of waterproof zips. These general 
guidelines are good for all of them.

ZIP CARE

...and regularly 
lubricated.

Keep all zips clean...
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Palm drysuits utilize several types 
of waterproof zips. These general 
guidelines are good for all of them.
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Keep all zips clean...

The above care instructions apply 
to the majority of Palm apparel. 
Always check individual garment 
care labels for precise instructions.
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Hand wash at 30ºC.

Do not bleach.

Do not iron.

Do not tumble-dry.

Do not dry clean.

LATEX SEALS

Remove all 
jewellery 
before putting 
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Use other hand 
to ease seal 
over hand.

Use both 
hands to open 
neck seal.

Wear a sock 
while putting 
on ankle seals.

Neck seals can 
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size with sharp 
scissors.

Palm drysuits utilize several types 
of waterproof zips. These general 
guidelines are good for all of them.

ZIP CARE

...and regularly 
lubricated.

Keep all zips clean...
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PALM EQUIPMENT FEATURES

Flex-Formed Foam is a major innovation in PFD design. 
It involves bonding foam into a preformed shape to curve 
around the body for unparalleled comfort and safety. Try a 
Flex-Formed PFD on and the benefits will be immediately 
apparent. Flex-Formed Foam (F3) technology can be found 
in the Helix Freeride, Kaikoura Tour and Taupo Tour PFDs 
this year and we will be building it into future models.

Palm PFDs feature a 3D Box Cut outer shell. The fabric is 
cut and stitched to match the profile of the flotation foam. 
This is especially noticeable at the waist where the Box Cut 
allows the waistbelt to sit against the body more effectively, 
preventing the PFD from riding up. This has obvious safety 
advantages where a better fitting waistbelt prevents the 
PFD from being pulled off over the head and shoulders if a 
swimmer is pulled from the water.

ISO certification will become the new standard to which 
PFDs are tested in the near future. Palm has taken steps to 
ensure current and future PFDs are compliant with both the 
new, and existing, CE standards. Palm is the only manufac-
turer currently taking a lead on this issue. We believe that 
PFDs are a core part of our product line and are dedicated 
to making the safest devices available.

Palm has worked hard during the last two years to intro-
duce a full range of Women’s apparel and equipment to the 
market. All Gear for Women™ is rigorously field tested by 
the best female paddlers out there to ensure fit, function 
and performance. Designed from the ground up, Palm is 
committed to the Gear for Women™ brand - it has proved 
to be extremely successful so far, and we will continue to 
expand it over the coming years.

On garments that require high performance without loss 
of breathability, we combine the abrasion resistance of Du 
Pont 300D Cordura® with the waterproofing and breatha-
bility of XP200™ to create a proprietary 3-layer fabric. This 
fabric is then ‘cut-in’ to the garment alongside standard 
XP200™. These ‘cut-in’ panels replace bulky secondary 
panels of non-breathable Cordura® reducing weight and 
increasing garment flexibility.

Palm’s articulated panel cut removes all seams from the 
high flex underarm area, increasing freedom of movement 
and durability whilst decreasing weight. Garments are ‘pre-
bent’ at the elbows, knees, sleeves and waist to improve 
mobility and reduce excess fabric. This results in a closer 
fitting, more comfortable garment.

Palm uses only the highest quality Diving Grade Neoprene 
in the construction of our whitewater neoprene spraydecks. 
Diving Grade Neoprene is more compression-resistant than 
standard neoprene due to it’s higher density, yet it offers 
the most stretch, to fit varying cockpit shapes and sizes. 
We use only 100% Chloroprene rubber (the highest quality 
neoprene), to ensure the best performance and durability.

We use Kevlar® laminated neoprene in critical high-wear 
points in our whitewater spraydecks. The Kevlar® knitted 
fabric is laminated to the outer surface in place of standard 
nylon to increase abrasion and puncture resistance around 
the edge of the deck. The reinforced panels are shaped to 
fully cover the keyhole-shaped cockpit to ensure extended 
durability.

An increasing number of touring and recreation kayaks fea-
ture high-style seatbacks. High seatbacks provide lumbar 
support, like the back of a chair. However, the increase in 
height can interfere with traditionally cut spraydecks, so 
Palm have engineered a new one-piece panel at the rear of 
our touring spraydecks, which provides room to accommo-
date this type of seatback.

Palm Spraydeck Features

Palm PFD Features

Palm Technical Apparel Features

Flex Formed Foam

3D Box Cut

TOWING METHODS

C

B

Rafted pair.

A

Towing paddler.

D

Towing paddler 
pushes.

Dual Certification

Gear for Women™

Cut-In Cordura®

Articulated Cut

Kevlar® 
Reinforcement

Highback Touring Cut

Highest Quality 
Neoprene

Palm uses only the highest quality 100% Chloroprene rub-
ber to ensure the best performance and durability. We use 
a combination of different outer fabrics for each specific 
function. Ultra Stretch in underarm areas where flexibility is 
paramount, Smooth Skin Neoprene lines collars and cuffs 
for comfort, unlined Mesh Neoprene at the chest for friction 
on surfboard decks and Reinforced Diamond Neoprene in 
high wear areas.

We use YKK Vislon® zips throughout our suits because, 
when it comes to quality, there really is only one choice. 
YKK zips ensure easy-action, jam-free operation, with sand 
and saltwater resistance and outstanding strength and 
durability. All zips are backed with neoprene zip flaps for 
comfort and added waterproofing. Palm’s attention to detail 
in the construction of our suits is unrivalled.

Construction is specific to function. Cold water steamer 
suits are double edge-glued and blind stitched to create a 
strong, watertight seam. Summer suits and shortjohns are 
flatlock stitched to prevent chafing and our Freedom series 
of wetsuits are both double-glued and Mauser stitched to 
create an extremely durable seam.

Palm have developed our range of footwear from scratch. 
Our watershoes are designed specifically for life in and 
around the water, where the sole unit is the most important 
component. It must provide stiffness and cushioning for 
scouting and portaging, flexibility to fit inside the kayak or 
canoe and, most importantly, grip and traction on wet rock 
and mud. We have custom-built our sole unit to target all 
these goals and we think we have produced the perfect 
compromise, moulded in durable polyurethane.

We have reinforced areas on the footwear specific to kay-
aking and canoeing with tough, textured, vulcanised rubber 
overlays. The high wear areas tend to be around the heel 
and toes, where they come into contact with the interior of 
the boat and the edge of the foot. Vulcanised overlays are 
also used to stiffen the shoe around the insole to provide 
stability when hiking.

Palm uses only the highest quality neoprene in the con-
struction of our footwear. We use only 100% Chloroprene 
rubber (the highest quality neoprene) to ensure the best 
performance and durability. We also use Ultra Stretch neo-
prene at the ankle opening, to facilitate pulling on and off. A 
rolled edge of Smooth Skin neoprene at the ankle opening 
minimises ingress of sand and grit.

Palm throwlines incorporate over five years of feedback 
and ideas from our Team Paddlers. A few of the changes 
we have made include reducing the width of the bag, mak-
ing it easier to hold and throw, and adding more reflective 
patches and easy to read length and strength information.

We have removed all easily-snagged loops from the bag 
and added a stainless steel O-ring, to which the line is 
knotted, enabling fast line removal in the event of a bank-
based rescue. All Palm bags conform to the ‘clean line 
principle’.

The Zambezi Belt has been designed for compatibility with 
the Palm Pro throwlines and attaches via a stiff, attach-
ment point from which it is easier to detach and re-attach.  
It features a 3m towline with pouch, for emergency tows. It 
is mounted on a thermoformed foam belt for comfort and 
floatation.

All Palm towlines are side-opening. This is an extremely 
important design, as it greatly improves ease of deploy-
ment. Now, the user can simply detach the karabiner or 
clip, attach it to the craft in need of towing, and paddle 
away. The floating line feeds out of the Velcro sealed 
pouch, automatically opening the flap, and further deploy-
ing the line.

Palm Wetsuit Features

Palm Footwear Features

Palm Safety and Rescue Features

Highest Quality 
Neoprene

YKK Vislon® Zips

YKK®

Custom Sole Unit

Highest Quality 
Materials

Vulcanised Wear 
Areas

Throwline Features

Zambezi Belt 
Features

New Towline Features

Specific Construction
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BOAT FEATURES

All Dagger Europe kayaks are moulded in EXL super-linear 
plastic because of its unrivalled strength/weight ratio, abra-
sion resistance and durability. EXL plastic makes a lighter, 
stiffer kayak, giving greater responsiveness and hence 
safer performance on the water. Because EXL plastic is a 
super-linear polymer, it is recyclable and we use a percent-
age of recycled plastic in outfitting items like seats and 
thighbraces.

All Dagger whitewater kayaks feature advanced outfitting 
such as thermomoulded seat and hip pads finished in a 
hard wearing ripstop fabric. Comfortable back bands give 
more positive support and are easily adjustable via Dag-
ger’s proprietary Flip Switch, or ratchet strap systems; both 
mounted at the thighbraces, where they are easily reached. 
Dagger outfitting is some of the lightest, most easily adjust-
able on the market.

Dagger whitewater kayaks feature advanced safety 
systems to keep you as safe as possible out on the river. 
Features include a stiff, strong, rotomoulded seat and cen-
tral pillar in the Nomad, Mamba and Green models. Impact 
absorbing bulkhead foot braces in all river running kayaks 
and super strong, multi-point, anodised alloy grab bars in 
all our whitewater kayaks. Combined with stiff EXL plastic 
and Dagger’s advanced outfitting, this makes for the safest, 
strongest, river running kayaks available.

All River Running kayaks are fitted with ratchet adjusted 
backbands for simple and secure adjustment. The ratchets 
are placed at the thighbraces to make them easy to reach 
and use.

Action Series kayaks are fitted with volume adjustable 
bulkhead footrests which are adjustable to fit the internal 
height and width of the kayak.

Legend Series kayaks are fitted with SlideLock footbraces 
which allow you to reposition the pedals quickly and easily 
while ashore or under way. Kayaks fitted with SlideLock 
footbraces are not suitable for use on whitewater above 
Grade III.

Most Dagger Europe touring and recreation kayaks feature 
rudders or drop-down skegs. Rudders allow you to steer 
the kayak by pushing on the foot brace pedals and making 
it much easier to turn long, fast touring boats. Drop-down 
skegs are a simpler, non-steering rudder designed to assist 
paddling in a straight line. Both options allow you to con-
centrate on your forward paddling without worrying about 
keeping the boat straight.

Dagger expedition touring kayaks have a variety of hatches 
fitted. Hatches allow storage of expedition gear inside your 
kayak. Dagger’s dual-density hatch covers seal out water 
and protect from implosion.

Dagger touring and recreation kayaks feature highly adjust-
able and comfortable outfitting. All kayaks come with seat 
pads and most feature padded, height-adjustable high 
seatbacks. High seatbacks increase in-cockpit comfort 
significantly, offering greater lumbar support than traditional 
backrests. Seatback/backrest adjusters are situated at the 
thigh brace which increases ease of use and padded thigh 
braces allow for greater control over the kayak on moving 
water and when rolling.

All Dagger Europe kayaks are outfitted by hand, with the 
care and attention to detail that you deserve. We use only 
the highest quality components including corrosion-free 
brass inserts, 100% stainless outfitting screws, nuts and 
bolts. All screw holes in the hull are sealed with rubber 
washers and/or grommets to ensure leak-free paddling. 
Dagger Europe’s quality control is second to none and we 
guarantee every kayak we make.

Islander’s range of Beach sit-on-tops - the Hula, Paradise I 
and Paradise II - come with backbands fitted as standard. 
Our Surf model the Bigstik includes a set of surf fins. All 
Islander sit-on-tops are easily upgradeable, with a large 
range of accessories to fine-tune your sit-on-top for surfing, 
cruising or fishing. Add thigh straps for control in the surf, 
deluxe adjustable backbands with built-in pockets for your 
gear or simple comfort boosters like soft, self-adhesive 
seat pads.

Islander sit-on-tops offer several advantages over larger 
touring or recreation kayaks. Their light weight and com-
pact proportions mean all models can be transported on a 
roof rack, so you don’t miss the action when holidaying at 
the beach or the lake. Extremely portable, the smaller mod-
els can be easily carried by one person using the optional 
thigh straps, which double as padded shoulder tote straps.

All Islander sit-on-tops are outfitted by hand, with the care 
and attention to detail that you deserve. We use only the 
highest quality components, including corrosion-free brass 
inserts and 100% stainless steel outfitting screws, nuts and 
bolts. All models feature carry handles and end grabs for 
easy carrying, and all the add-on accessory fixing points 
are moulded-in, making adding backrests or rod holders a 
snap.

Infinity inflatable kayaks feature reinforced PVC floatation 
chambers. These chambers provide shape and structure 
to the kayak, setting the rocker, chine profile and draft. 
When inflated, they also stiffen the hull to prevent sagging. 
Because the kayaks contain separate chambers with their 
own inflation valves, should one chamber puncture, the 
craft will still stay afloat.

The Odyssey series of Infinity inflatable kayaks feature 
ergonomically engineered inflatable seats with supportive, 
adjustable, padded backrests. The seats have infla-
tion valves positioned so they can be orally inflated and 
deflated without leaving the seat. By varying the amount of 
air, the height and comfort can be fine tuned. The backrest 
is high and supportive and can be adjusted for comfort. The 
seats are easily configured for various occupants and can 
be removed with ease.

Smaller child seats are also available. They are inflatable 
for comfort and feature a low, comfortable backrest. When 
placed in front of the adult paddler, the backrest is also suit-
able for use as a footrest by the adult paddler to increase 
paddling efficiency and comfort.

Infinity kayaks include a footpump for convenient infla-
tion. They also include a duffel bag for storage and easy 
transportation. Other accessories are available - most 
importantly paddles and PFDs which can be found at your 
local kayak shop.

Dagger Kayak Features Islander Sit-On-Top Features

Infinity Inflatable Features

EXL Plastic
Actual Size

Dagger Europe EXL Mould-In Graphic

Dark Grey - Pantone 5435

Light Grey - Pantone 5445

Black

Advanced Outfitting

Safety Features

Comfort Outfitting

Quality Fittings

Easily Transportable

Quality Fittings

Ergonomic Inflatable 
Seats

Multi-Chamber Hull

The Whole Package

Ratcheting Backband

Bulkhead Footbrace

Rudders and Skegs

Quality Fittings

SlideLock Footbrace

Child Seats

Accessories
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Phase 3® SOT seating system  
Legendary Phase 3 comfort technology meets the sit on 
top. Unprecedented body fit and comfort comes from an 
ergonomically designed seat and precision adjustment 
settings. The Phase 3 SOT outfitting is a key component of 
making the most enjoyable ride on the market.
The Phase 3 SOT seat is engineered with a high-density 
foam seat for air circulation. Patented height-adjustable 
backrest and adjustable leg supports allow repositioning on 
the fly. Available on Tarpon models.

Phase 3® seating system 
The ultimate paddling experience demands the ultimate 
outfitting technology. The Phase 3 is unparalleled in 
adjustability and comfort with a fit that can be tailored 
to your body type. Friction adjustment settings for the 
backrest and leglifter relieve thigh and back fatigue. 
The sculptured, high-density foam seat encourages air 
circulation and maintains grip. Setting can be adjusted 
while in the kayak, giving quick access in changing 
conditions or environments.

Phase 3® XP seating system
Comfortable and ergonomic outfitting package based on 
trusted Phase 3 technology. Consists of leg lifter, touring 
backband, and seatpads that contour to your body shape.

Comfort Seating System w/ height adjustable back rest
A height-adjustable backrest is the core of the innovative 
Comfort Seating System (CSS). Lightweight EVA foam 
seat pads and contoured, padded seat backs provide 
exceptional grip and comfort for pushing the performance 
limit of the kayak. Available on Ride 135, Ride 135 Angler, 
and Tarpon 130T. 

Phase 3® Lite seating system
Comfort and safety are assured when you purchase a 
Wilderness Systems kayak, regardless of price level. 
Phase 3 Lite is a scaled-back version of our full-featured 
outfitting. It offers a comfortable, but economical seat, 
and does not include backrest height adjust feature. It 
offers exactly what is needed, but nothing that isn’t, and is 
superior outfitting to comparable models on the market.
Available on Pamlico 100, 120, and 135T.

Slidelock™ footbrace system
Precision adjustment of the footpeg for comfort and control 
is readily accessible with our innovative SlideLock system. 
Repositioning the pedals while in motion is made simple 
with conveniently located wands that adjust by hand 
without leaving your seat. Available on all Pungo, Pamlico, 
Tsunami, Tempest and Zephyr models.

Keepers footbrace system
Many of our sit-on-top kayaks are outfitted with quick-
adjusting Keepers technology. Reposition smoothly to 
one of many length settings simply by reaching forward 
with your hands to engage. Durable material and rigid 
construction holds up over time in even the toughest 
environments. Available on all Tarpon (with the exception of 
the 130T) and Ride 135 models.

Keepers rudder footbrace system
Innovative footpeg positioning mechanism slides 
seamlessly within aluminium channel. It’s a smooth-
operating footpeg that quickly and easily adjusts by 
reaching forward with your hands to snap securely into 
place. This durable footbrace gives you firm control of your 
body position as well as rudder movement. 
Available on all rudder models. 

Orbix Hatch Covers
The new Orbix locking hatch covers offer the ultimate 
storage solution on the market. The innovative “turn-and-
lock” hinged hatch cover makes gear access easier than 
ever. Accessibility to storage is greatly increased by the 
hinged hatch cover. Securing the cover in place requires 
minimal effort as well, simply lock in place with the lever. 
Available on all Tarpon Ride 135, Pungo and Pamlico 
models.

Domed hatch covers
Redesigned push-on hatch covers make gear access 
easier than ever, while offering even drier storage.
A new oval cover design and rim shape are engineered 
with an improved fit for a water-tight seal, and round covers 
have been overhauled for even more convenient access.
Available on all Tsunami, Tempest and Zephyr models. 

Pungo™ Kayak Konsole
Available standard on all Pungo models, the removable 
Kayak Konsole from Harmony® easily attaches to the 
cockpit rim for even more storage and convenient access 
to gear. This year’s dashboard accessory has been 
updated and added an Orbix 8-inch locking hatch to 
the center console. Returning features are the popular 
universal cup holder, mesh pocket, gear trays that can hold 
a Scotty rod mount, and  dry storage space for cell phones, 
wallets, binoculars, cameras, and other important gear.
Available on all Pungo models.

SlideTrax™
A tradition of innovative outfitting continues with the new 
SlideTrax modular outfitting system, available exclusively 
for the Tarpon series. Kayak owners can now accessorize 
their boat from a growing line of extras without drilling 
or complicated adjustments. These interchangeable 
components can also be easily repositioned for maximum 
versatility. Paddlers can now try almost unlimited 
configurations for their rigging, and leave unnecessary 
outfitting behind. Available on  all Tarpon models (with the 
exception of the Tarpon 130T).

SlideTrax™ Dashboard
Base platform mounts across the legs and offers a wide 
variety of potential accessory configurations, including 
fishing rod mounts, GPS, fish finders, and more. Unit 
comes predrilled with holes that accommodate Scotty 
rod bases, and can be easily drilled to mount custom 
accessories. Slots on both ends accommodate varying 
kayak width and allow adjustment to desired position on 
SlideTrax rails. Simple attachment to SlideTrax rails via 
base plates and hex head screws (included).
Surface Dimensions: 4 ½” x 23 1/2”

Soft Touch Carry Handle
Our improved ergonomic handle conforms to the shape of 
your hand. The soft rubber underside delivers a secure and 
comfortable grip. Loading, unloading, and carrying your 
kayak is easier than ever. Available on Pamlico 120, 160T, 
Ripper, Tarpon 130T, all Tsunami, Northstar, Tempest and 
Zephyr models.

Wilderness Systems Kayak Features
Phase 3 SOT Seating 

System

SlideLock™ Footbrace 
System

Phase 3 Seating 
System

Comfort Seating 
System

Orbix Hatch Covers

Domed Hatch Covers

Kayak Konsole

SlideTrax TM

SlideTrax TM 
Dashboard
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Shallow V
Explorer, Explorer 15, Explorer 16TT & 14TT

Pros
•  Most versatile hull cross section
•  Highest final stability
•  Superior rough water performance
•  Better tracking 
•  Superior rigidity for increased hull efficiency
•  Can be “tuned” (Tracks well when flat, lean hull into turn 
to manoeuvre)
Cons
•  Wear concentrated at point of V
•  Lower initial stability

Flat
Pros
•  High initial stability
•  Maneuverable
Cons
•  Reduced final stability
•  Low structural integrity  
•  Slow
•  Unpredictable if leaned or in waves
•  Stability reduced as load increases
•  Tends to invert (oilcan) unless reinforced or heavily built

Shallow Arch
Adventure 14 & 16, Legend 15 & 16, Reflection 15 & 17

Pros
•  Paddling efficiency & speed in calm conditions
•  Higher final stability than flat bottom
•  Maneuverable with moderate to extreme rocker
Cons
•  Performance degrades in rough waters
•  Lower final stability than shallow V

IQ2TM

Vinyl gunwale version of the IQ. Features same two 
internal channels as original IQ and provides same 
capabilities except for movable seats. Moderate to heavy 
weight with moderate stiffness with internal aluminium “L” 
insert. Maintenance free.

Wood
To many, there’s nothing like a wood gunwaled canoe 
and Mad River’s always been known for the quality 
workmanship in our wood gunwales. Crafted of native 
white ash specially selected for long, straight, tight grain 
providing strength, stiffness, and a touch of flex. Periodic 
maintenance required. Choice of natural or dark walnut 
finish.

Aluminium (for Royalex)
Slightly “beefier” than our aluminium rail for composite 
canoes. Designed to minimize weight and maximize 
efficiency in select cruising Royalex canoes such as the 
Reflection 15 and 17. Light to moderate in weight and high 
stiffness. Minimal maintenance.

Royalex
Royalex is a vacuum-formed sheet laminate 
consisting of external vinyl layers enclosing multiple 
ABS plastic layers and a foam core. Not all Royalex 
is the same. Each canoe is made of a specific 
Royalex sheet designed for the intended use of that 
canoe. Royalex is very resistant to impact and its 
moderate weight makes it the preferred material for 
paddlers wanting to balance durability and weight 
in demanding conditions. It has “memory,” allowing 
it to distort to absorb impact and then rebound to 
original form after pressure is relieved. Royalex 
is repairable should the worst-case scenario ever 
occur.

Polyethylene
Single solid layer of linear high-density polyethylene 
is used exclusively in our economically priced 
Adventure 14+16s. Polyethylene has excellent 
abrasion and impact resistance but if unsupported is 
too flexible for efficient paddling. Rather than simply 
put a reinforcing pole down the center of the hull 
we opted to integrate the hull and deck structure to 
provide the necessary rigidity and gain the strength 
available in a uni-body style construction. The result 
is a very tough and virtually maintenance free hull 
at a very modest price. Weight is comparable to TT 
hulls.

Triple ToughTM 

Mad River’s proprietary polyethylene skin/foam/
skin hull material produces a tough, durable, 
maintenance-free, value-priced hull. Foam core 
provides integral flotation and stiffness. High density 
linear polyethylene skins provide superior impact 
protection and are repairable. TT hulls average 
about 15–20% heavier than Royalex and offer 
similar performance characteristics.

Mad River Canoe Features

Shallow V-hull

Hull Cross Section

To visualize this aspect of canoe design, think about bisecting the 
canoe from side to side. The hull can impact canoe performance in a 
number of ways, from stability to maneuverability to speed. Canoes 
usually feature one of three hull cross sections: Flat, Shallow Arch, 
and Shallow V. Note that both Shallow Arch and V can vary in terms 
of degree or angle.

Gunwales and Weight

Your choice of gunwales will affect the final weight of your canoe. 
This is one of the reasons Mad River provides so many gunwale 
options to choose from. Weights in this catalog reflect canoes 
outfitted with either IQ2 vinyl or wood gunwales. If lightest possible 
weight is your priority, opt for canoes with conventional aluminium 
gunwales.

Keel Line

A canoe’s keel line is the profile of the hull bottom running from stem 
to stem, best seen by standing back and viewing the canoe from the 
side. The keel line can range from straight or level to highly arched 
or rockered (think of the runner on bottom of a rocking chair). We 
classify canoes that have less than 2” of rocker as slightly rockered. 
Models with rocker ranging from 2” to 3” are considered moderately 
rockered and those with over 3” of rocker as extremely rockered.

Seating Options

Hull Materials

Flat Hull

Shallow Arch Hull

Royalex

 

Polyethylene

 

Triple ToughTM

 

 

 
 

IQ2TM

Wood

Aluminium

Web Seats
Traditional flat ash framed seat with woven web seating. 
Provides increased durability over cane at comparable 
weight. Standard on all Mad River Canoes.

Cane Seats 
Traditional flat ash framed seat with cane insert. 
Lightweight and comfortable and cane does not hold or 
absorb water making for a drier ride. Standard on Duck 
Hunter model. Available made to order on Royalex canoes 
with wood, IQ2, or aluminium gunwales.

Web Seats

Cane Seats

a  Vinyl Skin
b  ABS Substrate
c  Foam Core
d  ABS Substrate
e  Vinyl Skin

f  Polyethylene Skin

g  Polyethylene Skin
h Foam Core
i   Polyethylene Skin

a
d

ec

g

f

h

i

b
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This publication is printed on 100% recycled paper using environmentally friendly printing inks. 
You can help lessen your environmental footprint by passing on or recycling this catalog.

Design and layout by Barney Caulfield and Tim Trew 2009.

Palm Equipment Warranty
Palm Equipment International Ltd products are guaranteed for 12 months from the date of consumer purchase. The guarantee is only valid to the origi-
nal retail purchaser (“Consumer”) against defects in material and workmanship. If a product is found to be defective during the first 12 months of use 
due to a manufacturing failure, Palm Equipment International Ltd will repair or replace at our option any defective part.

The product may be sent directly to Palm Equipment International Ltd or sent to your represented distributor (carriage/freight prepaid). Enclose the 
original invoice/receipt number and date of purchase along with your name, address and daytime contact telephone number or e-mail address. A return 
warranty form can be downloaded from our website: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

This guarantee does not cover normal wear and tear, nor damage resulting from abuse, alteration or unauthorised repair.
Due to the vulnerability of latex gaskets they carry no guarantee once the garment has been worn by the consumer.
Clothing must be clean and dry before being sent back for warranty and repair work. Wet or dirty products will not be repaired and will be returned to 
sender Please allow up to 21 days for items to be returned.

This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Boat Warranties
Dagger/Islander kayaks  Dagger Europe kayaks and accessories/lslander kayaks and accessories are guaranteed for three (3) years from the date 
of consumer purchase based on the coverage levels detailed below. The guarantee is only valid to the original retail purchaser (“Consumer”) against 
defects in material and workmanship. If a product is found to be defective before or during use due to a manufacturing failure, Dagger Europe/Islander 
Kayaks will repair or replace at our discretion the defective part.

During the first year of ownership, this warranty covers repair or replacement of the hull, deck, outfitting, and all parts and accessories at 100% of the 
original retail price. During the second year of ownership, this warranty covers repair or replacement of the hull and deck at up to 80% of the original 
retail price. During the third year, this warranty covers repair or replacement of the hull and deck up to 60% of the original retail price.

Wilderness Systems  For the original retail purchaser (“Consumer”), Wilderness Systems kayaks provide a lifetime warranty against material or manu-
facturing defects in the hull and deck. Parts, accessories, and outfitting are warranted for a period of one (1) year against material or manufacturing 
defects from the date of purchase.

Mad River Canoe  For the original retail purchaser (“Consumer”), Mad River Canoe provide a lifetime warranty against material or manufacturing 
defects in the hull and deck. Parts, accessories, and outfitting (including gunwales) are warranted for a period of one (1) year against material or manu-
facturing defects from the date of purchase.

Dagger/Islander/Wilderness Systems/Mad River Canoe limitations and exclusions
This limited warranty does not apply to:

Normal wear and tear and ageing of product.• 
Kayaks damaged by extreme weather or environmental conditions.• 
Kayaks damaged while in possession of a freight carrier, dealer or consumer.• 
Kayaks damaged by accident, neglect, improper use or handling.• 
Kayaks that have been towed by power or sail boats.• 
Kayaks designated as Prototypes.• 
Kayaks sold as “demos” or in “as is” condition.• 
Kayaks determined to have been used for any activity other than an activity which is customary for the product.• 
Kayaks that have been structurally or dimensionally altered or modified.• 
Kayaks used for commercial or rental purposes.• 

Warranty and repair work – please allow up to 21 days (in some cases this may be extended).

Please return products to Dagger Europe/Wilderness Systems/Islander/Mad River Canoe/Infinity (carriage paid) and enclose the original invoice, boat 
serial number, date of purchase, your name, address and daytime telephone number or e-mail address. Return warranty forms can be downloaded 
from: www.daggereurope.com, www.wildernesssystems.co.uk, www.islandersitontops.com, www.madrivercanoe.co.uk or www.infinityinflatables.co.uk.

This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Consumer Commitment Conditions
Palm Equipment/Dagger/Wilderness System/Islander/Mad River Canoe/Infinity products are available in the UK and through a worldwide dealer net-
work. If you have a problem locating any product please call our Customer Services Department and we will advise you of your local dealer.  
We are also happy to advise on any item.

Palm Equipment Customer Services can be contacted by the following methods:

Monday to Friday: 9.00am to 1.00pm and 1.30pm to 5.00pm
E-mail:  info@palmequipmenteurope.com
Telephone:  +44 (0)1275 798100
Fax:  +44 (0)1275 798110

The Palm 2009 Workbook refers to the following trademarks: Palm®, Infinity® and RiverTec® are registered trademarks of Palm Equipment 
International. Dagger®, Wilderness Systems®, Islander® and Mad River Canoe® are registered trademarks of Confluence Watersports Inc, 
Power Stretch® is a registered trademark of Malden Mills, Hypalon® is a is a registered trademark of Dupont, Cordura® is a is a registered 

trademark of Invista, Gaia® is a is a registered trademark of Winboss Industrial Co Ltd, YKK® is a is a registered trademark of YKK Corporation.


